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1. Linked Data & Semantic Web

Problems and Procedures in Creating Machine Translation Systems for UnderResourced Languages
Bharathi Raja Chakravarthi
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, National University of Ireland, Galway
bharathi.raja@insight-centre.org
Abstract
As computational activities and the Internet creates a
wider multilingual and global community, underresourced languages acquire political as well as
economic interest thus creating the need to develop new
machine translation system. In this paper, I am
presenting a research proposal that aims to generate a
machine translation system for languages, which suffer
from a lack of resources.

1. Introduction
Creating a machine translation system requires lots of
resources and man hours, however under-resourced
languages
lacks
both.
The
state-of-the-art
implementations of open-source toolkits, like Moses [3]
have improved the developments in phrase-based
statistical machine translation. However, translation
quality is poor when translating from English to a
morphologically rich language with the small parallel
corpus. Deep learning based neural machine translation
[1][5] have become new opportunities in machine
translation.
A system based on neural machine
translation can be decomposed into two recurrent neural
networks: encoder and decoder. The encoder maps a
source sentence into a continuous representation of
vectors. The decoder generates the target sentence
based on the source representation. Recently proposed
works on neural machine translation specifically, on
zero-resource machine translation [2] experimented on
languages which have large parallel corpus. Neural
machine translation models have achieved state of art
results for well-resourced languages pairs like EnglishFrench and English-German. However, it is yet to be
implemented for less resource language pair.

2. Research questions
In order to build a machine translation system, huge
amounts of sentence aligned parallel corpus data are
required. However, available parallel corpora for underresourced language are very limited, and for some
language pairs there might be none. I plan to work on
following research questions in the coming year:
1.
How can I determine the quantity and quality
of parallel corpora required for machine translation of
under-resourced languages?
The first task is to find the amount of sentence
aligned corpora suitable for producing machine
translation system. So, I need to find the minimum
number of vocabulary and sentences of parallel corpora
required to create machine translation for underresourced languages. Another problem arises when
available corpus contains many code-switched contents
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in the data which makes the translation more difficult.
The second goal is to evaluate the quality of the
corpora. The quality of corpora can be determined by
the correctness of alignment, diversity of vocabulary
and frequency of code-switching phenomenon.
2.
How can I use parallel corpora from closely
related languages to aid translation?
In data-driven models, data sparseness is a big issue
but languages, which belong to same family, share
many features and properties. When parallel corpora
between two languages are not available, it is a popular
method to apply pivot translation. I plan to use
languages from same family as pivots for Gaelic and
Dravidian languages.

3. Evaluation
There are three major criteria for automatic MT
evaluation: completeness, correctness and stylistics,
which are considered by BLEU [4] — an automatic
evaluation technique which is a geometric mean of ngram precision. Most of the MT systems are presented
based on BLEU score and as a standard approach, so I
plan to use BLEU to evaluate my work.

8. References
[1] Kyunghyun Cho, Bart van Merrienboer, Caglar Gulcehre,
Dzmitry Bahdanau, Fethi Bougares, Holger Schwenk, and
Yoshua Bengio. 2014a. Learning phrase representations using
rnn encoder–decoder for statistical machine translation. In
Proceedings of the 2014 Conference on Empirical Methods in
Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), pages 1724– 1734,
Doha, Qatar, October. Association for Computational
Linguistics.
[2] Orhan Firat, Baskaran Sankaran, Yaser Al-Onaizan, Fatos
T. Yarman Vural, and Kyunghyun Cho. 2016. Zero-resource
translation with multi-lingual neural machine translation,
November.
[3] Philipp Koehn, Hieu Hoang, Alexandra Birch, Chris
Callison-Burch, Marcello Federico, Nicola Bertoldi, Brooke
Cowan, Wade Shen, Christine Moran, Richard Zens, et al.
2007. Moses: Open source toolkit for statistical machine
translation. In Proceedings of the 45th annual meeting of the
ACL on interactive poster and demonstration sessions, pages
177–180. Association for Computational Linguistics.
[4] Kishore Papineni, Salim Roukos, Todd Ward, and WeiJing
Zhu. 2002. Bleu: a method for automatic evaluation of
machine translation. In Proceedings of the 40th annual
meeting on association for computational linguistics, pages
311–318. Association for Computational Linguistics.
[5] Ilya Sutskever, Oriol Vinyals, and Quoc V Le. 2014.
Sequence to sequence learning with neural networks. In
Advances in neural information processing systems, pages
3104–3112.

1. Linked Data & Semantic Web

Identifying Social Captial through Actions in Enterprise Social Networks
Faisal Ghaffar
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, UCD
faisal.ghaffar@ucdconnect.ie
Abstract
Social capital refers to an individual’s resources
embedded in their social network, that can be accessed
or mobilized through ties in the network [1]. Various
quantiative methods for evaluating social capital have
been proposed in the state-of-the-art. In this work we
show that an employee’s actions on a social network
platform in an organization contribute more to the
social capital than his network position. We derive a
hybrid network of employees from their activities on the
platform and calculate social capital of nodes based on
their bonding and bridging relationships strength.

in the network.

4. Method
We first derive an implicit network based on
similarities in actions of employees in the network. We
combine the implicit network with an explicit social
(friendship) network to create a hybrid network as
shown in Figure 1. Bonding and bridging capitals are
calculated from the strengths of implicit and explicit
relationships between each pair of employees.
Our approach was inspired by the approach taken by
[4] in the study of social capital in online communities.
Differently to [4], we focus on node actions rather than
attributes to compute similarities.

1. Motivation
With the proliferation of social networks within the
organizations, employees are more connected than ever
before. Enterprise Social Networks (ESN) provide a
plethora of opportunities to employees of a company to
collaborate with each other, share expertise and learn
from each other. Employees can leverage social
networks to find opportunities for their career
development by connecting to the right individuals.
Activities performed over the social networks play a
significant role in building social capital of the
employee for the purpose of attainment of his goals.

2. Problem Statement
Social scientists have taken the lead in formalizing
the concept of social capital. Some researchers have
conceptualized it in the form of access and mobilization
of embedded resources for the attainment of one's goals
[1] while others have considered it from a social
structure point of view [2]. Social resources relate to
individual’s attributes in the network and structural
holes’ theory relate the structural position of individuals
in the network to their social capital. Two types of
social capital have been defined: bonding social capital
and bridging social capital [3]. Bonding social capital
focuses on ties among homogenous groups of people,
while bridging social capital focuses on ties between
socially heterogeneous groups of people. In this paper,
we strive to answer the following questions. Can we use
actions performed by individuals over the enterprise
social network to calculate social capital in the absence
of node attributes? How does the calculated social
capital relate to the structural properties of the network?

3. Hypothesis
We hypothesise that value derived from actions on
the network is positively correlated with structural
properties of nodes (e.g. betweenness centrality and
closeness centrality) which are the conventional
measures to determine the relative importance of node

Figure 1:From action and friendship to hybrid network

7. Hypothesis Evaluation
We evaluated our approach on enterprise social network
data of a large multinational organization, which
includes explicit friendship links. Implicit similarities
are derived from employees’ actions on a Blogging
application. Bonding capital between two nodes is
calculated as the product of implicit and explicit
strengths. For comparison purposes we compared social
capital values with closeness and betweenness
centrality. Our experiment demonstrated that social
capital value positively correlated with eigenvector and
betweenness centralities.

Figure 2: Correlation of social capital with centralities

8. References
[1] Lin, N. (2001). Social Capital: A Theory of Social
Structure and Action . NY: Cambridge University Press
[2] R. S. Burt, Brokerage and Closure. Oxford University
Press, 2005.
[3] R. D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: the Collapse and Revival
of American Community. Simon & Schuster, 2000.
[4] Smith, M., C. Giraud-Carrier, and Nathan Purser. "Implicit
affinity networks and social capital." Information Technology
and Management 10.2-3 (2009): 123-134
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1. Linked Data & Semantic Web

Sensemaking and Visualisation of Complex Sociotechnical Systems
Heike Vornhagen
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, National University of Ireland Galway
heike.vornhagen@insight-centre.org
Abstract

2.

One of the main challenges regarding data is the need
to be able to view, understand and analyse it quickly, and
data visualisation is seen as the primary effective means
to help achieve this goal. Data visualisation is
particularly useful in communicating data to a wider (and
often lay-) audience and can support increased
engagement with the underlying data. This is of
particular importance in the area of governance and
increased engagement by civil society in public policy.
However, data visualisations in the context of
governance can sometimes mislead by omitting
information and relationships thereby becoming liable to
present a skewed picture to end-users. This research will
focus on what sense different audiences make of current
governance dashboards and how complex sociotechnical
systems such as a city can be represented visually.

1. Introduction
Complex sociotechnical systems are extremely hard
to comprehend and making decisions on the limited
understanding we gain is fraught with detrimental
impacts as time progresses due to internal dynamics and
hidden relationships [1]. Humans have the tendency to
oversimplify complexity, and to expect quick-fix
solutions to problems that may have many causes and
been developing over many years [2].
This research aims to develop a visualisation model
that captures this complexity and allows users to focus
on details without losing the impact on the whole system.
It is proposed to use governance dashboards as a use case
domain for two main reasons.
1. Cities are a microcosm of the global system and
contain all the different elements that make up
the global system: diverse cultures, economic
disparities, environmental challenges, political
agendas etc. albeit on a smaller scale [3].
2. With the advent of open government data and
the Internet of Things (IoT), there is at least
some interest and willingness to look at ways
how data can be used to improve a city.
Dashboards are just one manifestation with
their focus on measurable data, open access and
diversity of structures [4].

2. What are the challenges?
There are three areas of concern when it comes to
visualising the city in its totality:
1. Data - data is missing or not measurable
This work has emanated from research supported in part by a
research grant from Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) under
Grant Number SFI/12/RC/2289 and in part by the SSIX
Horizon 2020 project (grant agreement No 645425).
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Fragmentation - data is grouped according to
department with little cross-over potential for
aggregation or comparison
3. Sense-making - different audiences with
different requirements may miss the bigger
picture
Currently, governance dashboard reflect (badly in
some cases) only those sections of a city for which data
is available, ignoring areas where data is either missing
or may not actually be measureable. The dashboards also
tend to mirror the set-up of city management - they are
divided into their respective departmental sections - as
well as including data from external sources (e.g weather
information). This makes it difficult to aggregate
information across different sections and impairs
people’s ability to get a sense of the city as a whole. This
is further compounded by governance dashboards aiming
to serve different audiences with different needs and
capabilities.
The city as such is a complex sociotechnical system
and by focusing attention on just separate parts of it, we
miss seeing and understanding both the relationships
between the components and the impact of the whole
system. Systems thinking with its focus on relationships,
(hidden) dynamics and variety of sense-making tools [5]
is a useful model but has so far not been usefully
visualised in a city context.

3. Proposed Methodology
My research methodology will focus on sense-making
and appropriate visualisations:
Firstly I will review sense-making of governance
dashboards by different audiences, secondly create a
working model of a visualisation that captures both detail
and complexity, and lastly develop a methodology for
creating visualisations of complex sociotechnical
systems that can be applied to other domains.

4. References
[1] Sterman, John D. “System Dynamics: Systems Thinking
and Modeling for a Complex World.” In Proceedings of the
ESD Internal Symposium. May (2002): 1–29.
[2] Norman, D.A. & Stappers, P.J., 2016. DesignX: Complex
Sociotechnical Systems. She Ji: The Journal of Design,
Economics, and Innovation, 1(2), pp.83–106.
[3] Hepp, Andreas. Transcultural Communication. Chichester:
Wiley & Sons, 2015. Google books. Web. 16 May 2017.
http://books.google.com
[4] Ubaldi, Barbara. “Open Government Data: Towards
Empirical Analysis of Open Government Data Initiatives.”
OECD Working Papers on Public Governance NO.22.22
(2013): 61.
[5] Monat, Jamie P, and Thomas F Gannon. “What Is Systems
Thinking? A Review of Selected Literature plus
Recommendations.” American Journal of Systems Science 4.1
(2015): 11–26.

1. Linked Data & Semantic Web

A distributed spatiotemporal query processing for linked sensor data
Hoan Nguyen Mau Quoc
Insight Centre for Data Analytics
E-mail: hoan.quoc@insight-centre.org
1. Background
Sensor data are always associated with spatiotemporal
contexts, i.e, they are produced in specific locations at specific time. Therefore, all sensor data items can be represented in three dimensions: semantic, spatial and temporal.
Consider the following example: ”What is the average temperature in last 30 minutes in Dublin city”. This simple
example poses an aggregate query on weather temperature
readings of all weather stations in Dublin city. Unfortunately, supporting such multidimensional analytical queries
on sensor data is still challenging in terms of complexity,
performance and scalability. In particular, these queries
imply heavy aggregation on large amount of data points
along with computation-intensive spatial and temporal filtering conditions. Moreover, the high update frequency and
large volume of natures of our targeted systems (ten thousand updates per seconds on billions of records already in
the storage) will add up the burden of answering the query
within some seconds or milliseconds.

2. Methods
Motivated by such challenges, we propose an elastic spatiotemporal query engine, which is able to index, filter and
aggregate a high throughput of sensor data together with a
large volume of historical data stored in the engine. The system architecture is presented in Figure 1. In this architecture, the engine is backed by distributed database management systems, i.e., OpenTSDB for temporal data and ElasticSearch for spatial data, so that it enables us to store billion
data points and ingest million records per second while it is
still able to query live data streaming from sensor sources.
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Figure 1: System architecture
For the query processing, we propose the query delegation model as shown in Figure 2, which break the input
query into sub queries, which break the input query into sub
queries that can delegated to underlying sub-components
that are ElasicSearch, OpenTSBD and Jena ARQ query en-

delegate!

delegate!

delegate!

Figure 2: Query Delegation Model

3 Result

To demonstrate the performance and scalability of
our approach, we evaluate our system on a physical
setup and a cloud setup. The live deployment is at
http://graphofthings.org, which has been ingesting and serving data from more than 400k sensor data sources since June
2014. For the cloud setup, in order to replicate our system
having been carried out over a year on the public cloud setting, we repeat the process carried in the physical setup on
the Google Cloud. Both experimental results show that this
approach is both fast and scalable. We are still working
towards further query optimisation in order to enhance the
best query performance.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Temporal)
Rules)

Triple$pa2erns$
Recogni6on$
Rules$

RDF$
Parser$

gines. In this model, each sub queries can be executed individually as asynchronous tasks, which can be carried out in
different processes on different computers. Therefore, our
system delegates some of those evaluation tasks to different
distributed backend repositories, which can provide certain
function sets, e.g., geospatial functions (by ElasicSearch),
temporal functions (by OpenTSDB) and achieve the best
performance in parallel.

The need for efficient querying on massive amount of
sensor data lies at the heart of most sensor data analytics
platform. In this paper, we present our recent effort on
leveraging the linked data and NoSQL technologies to effectively manage sensor data. Our approach provides not
only a complex spatiotemporal query functions to the users
but also proves the ability to handle billions of sensor data.
For the future work, we expect to adapt a distributed triple
store to our system. Furthermore, we are implementing
some query optimisation algorithms to speed up the query
performance. Whilst our system still has its limitation, it is
a step towards providing high performance spatiotemporal
query engine in the IoT world.
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1. Introduction

Although distributional semantic models can effectively capture the semantic relatedness between two entities/terms, they are limited with respect to capturing the
type of relation. Further more an explicit direct relation
between entities does not always exists. Therefore to cope
with this issue, an approach for composite semantic relation
classification.

2. From Single to Composite

The challenge in composite semantic relation classification is to provide a classification method that provides the
most meaningful set of relations for the context at hand.
This task can be challenging because, as previously mentioned, a simple KB lookup based approach would provide
all semantic associations at hand. To achieve this goal we
propose an approach which combines sequence machine
learning models, distributional semantic models and commonsense relations knowledge bases to provide an accurate
method for composite semantic relation classification. The
proposed model relies on the combination of the following
approaches:
i Use existing structured commonsense KBs define an
initial set of semantic relation compositions.
ii Use a pre-filtering method based on the Distributional
Navigational Algorithm (DNA) as proposed by [1]
iii Use sequence-based Neural Network based model to
quantify the sequence probabilities of the semantic relation compositions. We call this model Neural Concept/Relation Model, in analogy to a Language Model.

3. Experiments

The evaluation dataset was generated by collecting all
pairs of entity mentions in the Semeval 2010 task 8 [2]
which had no attached semantic relation classification (i.e.
which contained the relation label ”OTHER”).
For all entities with unassigned relation labels, we did a
Conceptnet lookup [3], where we generated all paths from
sizes 1, 2 and 3 (number of relations) occurring between
both entities(e1 and e2 ) and their relations (R).
In next step, the Distributional Navigational Algorithm
(DNA) is applied over the entity paths[1]. In the final step
of generating training & test datasets, the best paths are selected manually out of filtered path sets.
To achieve the classification goal, we generated a LTSM
model for the composite relation classification task. In our
experiments, a batch size 25, and epoch 50 was generated.
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Table 1: Evaluation results on baseline models and our approach, with four metrics
Method
Random
Unigram
Single
Random Forest
LSTM-CSRC

Recall
0.0160
0.0270
0.2613
0.2476
0.3073

Precision
0.0220
0.0043
0.2944
0.3663
0.3281

F1 Score
0.0144
0.0074
0.2502
0.2766
0.3119

Accuracy
0.0234
0.1606
0.3793
0.3299
0.4208

An embedding layer using Word2Vec pre-trained vectors
was used.
Table 1 contains the Precision, Recall, F1-Score and Accuracy. Between the evaluated models, the LSTM-CSRC
achieved the highest F1 Score and Accuracy. The Single
model achieved the second highest accuracy 0.3793 followed by Random forest model 0.3299. The LSTM approach provides an improvement of 9.86% on accuracy
over the baselines, and 11.31% improvement on the F1score. Random Forest achieved the highest precision, while
LSTM-CSRC achieved the highest recall .

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a composite semantic relation classification model which combines commonsense KB lookup,
a distributional semantic based filter and the application of
a sequence machine learning model to address the task.
The proposed LSTM model outperformed existing baselines with regard to f1-score, accuracy and recall. Future
work will focus on increasing the volume of the training set
for under-represented relations.
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1. Introduction

3. Research goal

Availability of large amount of data and increasing
number of Open Data-Driven organizations provide a
competitive landscape for these organizations and make
it challenging to compete and survive. Many of these
organizations fail at open data due to the lack of clear
understanding about open data capabilities. According
to (Janssen and Zuiderwijk 2014) “Open data
businesses and users often do not know and have the
capability to conduct data related activities”. Despite
the fact that scholars (The World Bank 2015), (HM
Government 2013), (Klievink and Janssen 2009)
acknowledge the need to address capabilities in this
category of organizations, the effort in this direction so
far has been very sparse, in practice community and
within boundaries of general business only.
This work provides a first step towards addressing
these research gaps by developing Open Data
Capability Architecture that can support Open DataDriven Organizations to know and identify necessary
capabilities for generating 1) value from open data, 2)
agility
of
the
organization,
and
3)
competitiveness/profitability of the organization.

The goal of this research is to create an Open Data
Capability Architecture that includes main building
blocks, a set of capabilities associated with each block,
and relationships between the capabilities which aim is
to provide Open Data-Driven Organizations with a
common understanding of open data capabilities and
their relationships. The architecture will cover open
data capabilities at three levels: Value Creation,
Organizational
Agility,
and
Competitiveness/Survivability.

2. Theories and research model
To develop research model and hypothesis (Figure
1), I employ theories leading to competitiveness of
firms. Through Resource-Based View Theory I aim to
understand and exploit tangible and intangible
resource capabilities an open data-driven
organization should posses to generate value from
open data. Through Dynamic Capability Theory, I
want to understand and identify dynamic
capabilities that open data-driven organizations
require to sense, seize and reconfigure existing
capabilities. Through Theory of Competitive
Advantage, I want to understand and identify
capabilities that open data-driven organizations
need to outperform its competitors and survive in
the competitive open data landscape.

4. Approach and methodology
I adopt Design Science Research Approach. In this
approach, I follow both qualitative and quantitative
research methods and within these methods, I opt for
combining multiple data collection techniques including
the two surveys of open data-driven organizations and a
round of structured interview of CEOs and/or decision
makers in open data-driven organizations.

5. Evaluation
I aim to internally and externally evaluate the
developed architecture. I perform Criteria-Based
Summative Evaluation for both internal and external
evaluation.

6. Performed and Planned
6.1. Performed tasks
Capability theoretical frameworks are developed and
evaluated in a case study research. Research model,
hypothesis, and research questions are defined. Survey
and interview protocol have been designed, developed,
and data have been collected. Surveys data is analyzed
and interview data is under analysis. Data analytical
model is developed and implemented in NVivo.
6.2. Planned activities
Completing the interviews, Transcription of
interviews, Data Analysis and Coding in NVivo 10,
Construction of Open Data Capability Architecture,
Internal and external evaluation of the architecture,
Evaluation results analysis and a Journal publication.

7. Conclusion
This is the first scholarly effort towards understanding
and architecting open data capabilities at three levels:
value
creation,
organizational
agility,
and
competitiveness/strategic capabilities. This research is
in its last phase. Research outputs are developed and
published.
Figure 1. Research Model and Hypothesis
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Abstract

There has been substantial research in the area of event processing where systems are focused on event processing of
structured data. However, in the context of smart cities, significant number of real-time applications for event-driven
systems consist of image data, rather than structured events.
Therefore, there is a need for a system that can process multimedia events such as images. This paper discusses challenges with processing images within event-based systems.

1. Introduction

With the evolution of concept of smart cities, event based
systems are introduced to serve as a middle-ware between
the Internet of Things and applications layer [1]. Existing
event-based systems process subscriptions of user based on
standard languages for rules or queries which conform to
nature of structured events. However, much of the data in
real world may be in the form of images or videos. There
is a need for a system which can take input in the form of
images/videos and process it according to the event-based
paradigm. The contribution of this paper is to highlight the
challenges to build a system for image event processing.

2. Problem Statement

How to design an intelligent event driven system, which
can process multimedia events, and react to users situations
of interest with low latency. System is responsible for facilitating smooth interactions between three main entities:
subscriber, image producer and image analysis. To achieve
this goal consider an example of object detection (Fig. 1).
Objects like 3 cars and 4 persons are detected in image by
using yolo model [2] from frame of MIT traffic dataset [3].

3. Challenges

Challenges for image event processing includes:

Domain and Range of Textual Descriptions: Making
the range of possible image classification outputs equal to
the domain of user is a challenge. For example, if we want
to match the word “car” then system will make a match, but
if the subscriber subscribes to “automobile”, then it will not
be able to identify the object. Besides, it cannot recognize
that an automobile is a superset of a car. Some knowledge
bases and semantic matching can be possible solutions.
Multimedia Data: Handling and availability of usable
multimedia data is also a challenging task at various levels. For example in the case of object detection, classifiers are required for labeling objects. However, image
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Figure 1: An example from MIT Traffic Dataset (a) Original
frame, and (b) Objects Detected by Designed System
databases with annotations prerequisite to build a classifier
are needed. Constructing results in terms of comparative accuracy and loss, ground truth datasets are needed. Content,
size and quality of images will also directly impact latency
and accuracy of the results. By using existing databases like
ImageNet, Pascal VOC, and COCO can be a good start.
Quality of Image Analysis to Detect Events: The analysis results will depend on training databases and categories.
The efficiency and accuracy of image processing algorithms
will ultimately decide the limitations of system. Specialized
models, like darkflow for object detection, can be used.
Classifiers: Practically, constructing an infinite number
of classifiers, is not possible. Training of classifiers at runtime may largely affect processing time. On the other hand,
having information available about all categories prior to
processing is likely unfeasible to achieve. Construction of
classifiers in an efficient way is itself a challenging task.
Machine learning and crowd tagging can be used to address.
Optimization for Multiple Subscribers: At subscriber
level, when multiple subscribers are looking for the same
event or object (e.g. both want to detect a “car”), the event
should be analyzed once. Also, if the subscriptions have
synonyms, knowledge-base concept hierarchies could also
be used for increasing performance. Providing suggestions
to subscribers while querying can also help in optimization.
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1. Motivation
Linked Stream Data processing is an emerging
research field within the area of the Semantic Web
which looks at the definition, the efficient processing
and reasoning over dependent RDF graphs changing
over time in a streaming fashion. Current RDF stream
processing engines such as CQELS[1], C-SPARQL[2]
and SPARQLStream[3] focus on centralised approaches
which are not scalable due to physical limitations of
single-machine setup.
This paper proposes a new approach to scalable RDF
stream processing and an implementation top of Apache
Spark Streaming framework. Furthermore, it makes use
of current standardised SPARQL language to simplify
queries.

all triples related to an event should have the same
timestamp and thus should be processed as a whole.
This has a huge impact on the performance by reducing
a large amount of unwanted JOINs in comparison to the
case where triples of the same event are scattered across
multiple nodes.

4. Evaluation
We evaluated various cluster configurations on
Amazon AWS with a dataset generated based on the
format of Linked Observation Data, using 04 SPAQRL
queries to measure throughput of the system as depicted
in figure 2.

2. Architecture

Figure 2: System throughput for different queries
Figure 1: System Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the
Distributed RDF Stream Processor (DiRSP). Query
Analyzer parses and optimises a SPARQL query into a
logical execution plan. This logical execution plan is
used as an input to Router Builder to create a router
network, which constitutes an execution topology
wrapping a Spark Streaming job. This streaming job is
submitted to the Spark Cluster to wait for input.
Subsequently, it gets transmitted into an output stream.
RDF Triples arrive at RDF Parser, which transforms
them into RDF Events that are then fed into the DiRSP
Driver to produce output based on the submitted query.

3. Implementation
The key concepts of our implementation are routers,
which are building blocks to form a physical execution
plan. Each type of routers encapsulates a series of Spark
transformations corresponding to a specific type of
logical tasks, such as projection, filtering, aggregation,
etc. By connecting these routers, we can create a Spark
Streaming job for a SPARQL query.
Besides making use of MapReduce algorithm to
parallelise aggregation functions, we also introduce the
concept of RDF Event. An RDF Event wraps a set of
triples representing a real-world event, suggesting that

The results show that the system can scale
horizontally in terms of throughput as we increase the
number of nodes.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
Our work showed that moving RDF stream
processing from centralised to distributed model is the
right direction to overcome the limitations of singlemachine setup. Although the engine has proven
scalability of the system, various improvements can be
done, such as incorporating static data with proper
JOIN algorithm, adding support for encoding/decoding
schemes and data compression.
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Abstract

2. Problem Statement

Visual Analytics allows analysts to process vast
amounts of data for understanding and decision making
towards solutions of complex problems. The analytical
thinking, domain knowledge and experience of the
analysts contribute as major factors in the decision
making process. Many efforts have been made to
capture the process by automatically recording the
steps analysts perform or by asking them to manually
capture their tasks. We use Natural Language
Generation to generate text summaries of the analysis
process and conduct a pilot study to measure their
effectiveness. This will be useful for reflection, training,
and auditing of visual analytics tasks among other
benefits.

1. Introduction
“Visual analytics combines automated analysis with
interactive visualizations for effective understanding,
reasoning and decision making on the basis of a very
large and complex dataset”[1]. Visual Analytics tools
allow analysts to process large sets of data for analysis
and eventually build narratives for decision-making.
The process used to draw conclusions using Visual
Analytics is called the sensemaking process and the
area of research that attempts to understand this is
called Analytic Provenance. It is defined as
“understanding a user’s reasoning process through the
study for their interactions with a visualization”[2].
There are challenges in capturing, representing and
effectively communicating the sensemaking to endusers. We use Natural Language Generation (NLG) to
generate text summaries of the analysis process by
using data generated from SensePath[3]. We believe
that they will serve as an effective tool for
understanding the sensemaking process. Understanding
of the sensemaking process is essential for user training,
accountability, audit, and determining certainty of the
narratives. Gotz and Zhou[4] define four sensemaking
activities in context of visual analytics as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Sensemaking activities for a Stock Market
Analysis Scenario [4]
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Manual and automatic approaches have been devised to
capture events and actions but automated recognition of
tasks and sub-tasks have not been very successful[5].
The maximum success has been to link a collection of
low level events and actions to the same sub-task
without recognition of the actual sub-task[4].

3. Using NLG for Task Recognition
Natural Language Generation (NLG) typically takes
non-text information as input and generate text as
output [6]. We take data from existing Analytical
Provenance system ‘SensePath’, and use a simple
library SimpleNLG [7] to generate text sentences for
actions captured by a browser plugin and written as
JSON output. These were then sent to three participants
for a pilot study. They were told that these were logs of
user actions and requested to summarize these in a
paragraph in their own words. The results obtained set
path for future course to further refine the text
generation as well as action capture procedures.
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1. Introduction
Stream reasoning is an emerging research area
focused on providing continuous reasoning solutions for
data streams. The high expressiveness of nonmonotonic reasoning enables complex decision making
by managing defaults, common-sense, preferences,
recursion,
and
non-determinism,
but
it
is
computationally intensive. The exponential growth in
the availability of streaming data on the Web has
seriously hindered the applicability of state-of-the-art
non-monotonic reasoners to be applied to streaming
information in a scalable way.
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Figure 1. StreamRule

2. Proposed Solution
The StreamRule framework extended with the
partitioning process at the reasoning layer is shown in
Figure 2. The extension consists of the partitioning
handler and the combining handler. At run-time, the
partitioning handler splits an input window (a set of
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StreamRule [1] is a declarative Web stream
reasoning system which combines: i) a stream processor
is used to filter semantic data elements, and ii) an ASP
reasoner is used for computationally intensive tasks
(Figure 1). This approach has a potential for improving
the scalability of complex reasoning over semantic
streams since the stream processor reduces the size of
input of the non-monotonic reasoner. However, the
ASP reasoner needs to return results faster than new
inputs arrive from the stream processor in order to
maintain the stability of the whole system. Therefore,
optimisation techniques are highly needed for this
reasoning subprocess to provide faster responses.
Problem Statement. Consider the reasoning
subprocess in StreamRule with the declarative encoding
of the input program P (a set of rules) in ASP syntax. In
this paper, we study the data partitioning process, which
leverages the data dependency in order to: (i) speed up
the reasoning process by enabling parallelism in
StreamRule, and (ii) maximise the accuracy of the
answers.

Design time

Stream Rule

Logic
Program

input data items that the reasoner R processes per
computation) coming from the stream query processor
into several sub-windows with taking into account the
input dependency. The combining handler combines
non-deterministic outputs (different results for the same
input) from parallel reasoners as follow:
⎧n
⎫
AnsP (W ) = ⎨∪ ansi : ansi ∈AnsP (Wi ) ⎬
⎩ i=1
⎭
Where AnsP(W) is answers provided by a reasoner
over P and W, and Wi is a partition of W.
For the realization of the partitioning process, the
analysis of input dependency will be made available
within the framework at first in the design phase. At
this phase, a logic program and a set of input predicates
are given in advance in order to build an input
dependency graph. If the input dependency graph is not
connected, it induces naturally a subdivision of input
predicates into several connected components (called
partitioning plan). Otherwise, the duplication process
builds a partitioning plan by decomposing this graph
into several components with their duplicated
predicates.
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Abstract
In this paper, we address the issue of scalability for
non-monotonic stream reasoning based on Answer Set
Programming (ASP), by proposing a distributed
approach for parallel computation.

Solutions

Reasoner R

Extended StreamRule

Reasoner PR

Figure 2. The extended StreamRule

3. Evaluation & Conclusion
We experimentally study the performance of the
reasoner PR in the extended StreamRule framework
with two logic programs P and P’. P has the
disconnected input dependency graph while P’ has the
connected one. The input data is generated randomly in
RDF triple format. We execute the reasoner PR over P
and P’ with increasing input window size from 5000 to
40000 items. The results confirm that using the reasoner
PR substantially reduces up to 50% (for P) and 30%
(for P’) of the latency. The partitioning handler for P’
case takes more time than for P case since it needs to
process the duplicated items while partitioning.
Moreover, the accuracy of the answers in the dependent
partitioning method (for both P and P’) is significantly
higher than in the case of random partitioning.
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1. Problem
Knowledge graphs are used to support multiple applications like enhancing search engine semantics, question
answering and decision support systems [3]. Despite the
large volumes of current knowledge graphs, they are still
incomplete, which has motivated research into developing
new models for automatically inferring facts. Multiple relational learning models were developed to provide efficient and expressive predictions for new facts in knowledge
graphs, where latent feature models provided efficient predictions using latent representation i.e., embeddings of entities and relations as features [3]. However, they are focused on global graph patterns, and their predictions are
hard to interpret as they depending on latent feature representation [4]. On the other hand, graph feature models focus
on local graph patterns e.g., connecting paths, which can be
used as interpretation of their predictions, and they provide
efficient predictions in the presence of these features. However, they are limited to using connecting path as features,
and they fail to provide predictions in the absence of connecting paths [2].

2. Current Research
Our initial research direction was focused on enhancing
the predictive capabilities of graph feature models, that we
can enhance their prediction efficiency while preserving the
interpretation capabilities. In accordance to that, we developed two new approaches for enhancing automatic inference of facts using graph patterns. First, we developed a
new technique for identifying relation path equivalences in
knowledge graphs [1], which tackle the complex process of
finding path equivalences using an approximate approach.
Then, we developed a new graph feature model that we call
Distinct Identifying Paths (DSP) model, which target current limitation of graph feature models of dependency over
connecting paths between entities as entities. DSP model
uses a combination between subgraph and connecting path
feature to express knowledge facts. For example, in Fig. 1,
previous models are not able to provide ranking for candidate facts like (Alice, lecturer at, UniversityX) as they depend on the existence of connecting paths [2], which is absent in this example. However, our model can provide efficient predictions for such facts as it depends on a combination of connected and non-connected path type features.

3. Experimnets and Results
We show experimentally that this approach outperforms
current state-of-the-art model SFE(ANYREL) [2] in terms
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Figure 1: A sample of a graph about people and their affiliations.
Model (features)
PRA (PRA)
SFE (PRA)
SFE (Bigrams)
SFE (PRA+ANYREL)
DSP(ANYREL+DSP)∗

MAP
0.569
0.540
0.654
0.655
0.698

MRR
0.783
0.806
1.000
0.933
0.950

Table 1: Evaluation of DSP model over set of connected/all
node pair instances.
of mean average precision, mean reciprocal rank as shown
in Table 1.
Despite the enhancement achieved by our developed
techniques, they are focused on expressing fact in terms of
local graph pattern, and they disregard global pattern extract
by latent feature models, which is known to provide efficient predictions despite the lack of interpretation. Hence,
in future works we plan to develop models that utilize combining both latent and graph features enhances efficiency
and interpretability of knowledge graph completion models, and present possible future contritions and evaluation
procedures that can be used to validate this research proposal.
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1. Introduction
Research in the biomedical domain is generating
massive amounts of data which feature thousands of
terminologies (concepts and properties) described
differently even if they overlap. This overlap can be due
to different naming conventions, textual descriptions,
synonyms, and granularity of these cancer
terminologies; it’s an open research problem to
precisely identifying an ontological term which best
describe a given cancer terminology. Ontology search
services such as BioPortal and Ontology Lookup
Service (OLS) contains over 500 ontologies covering
distinct domains as Zebrafish anatomy to
Epidemiology. However, they often suggest large,
vague, or loose search results for a given terminology.
This issue hinders the applicability of reuse and leads to
situations where the same concept has different
definitions or labels.
Finding the right ontology class match for a specific
term can be arduous since few search engines provide
keyword-based searches for ontologies. For example, if
a non-expert user wants to annotate his database with
ontologies, to make it interoperable with other
resources, he needs to find the right ontology to
describe his concepts. However, to the best of my
knowledge, no system exists to automatically provide
him with a solution non-equivocal way.
Most of the current approaches do not fully take
advantage of both the complex semantics and
possibility of ranking ontologies according to their
relevance to retrieve the best possible results. Therefore,
we argue that biomedical resources could benefit from
the development of a set of algorithms to specifically
search biomedical ontologies, using keywords, and
taking advantage of the semantic and structural
complexity of ontologies. This system could then be
utilised in the integration of resources not currently
annotated with ontologies, to increase the
interoperability within the biomedical data domain. The
purpose of this work is to investigate whether it is
possible to create algorithms that can search ontologies,
using keywords, and return the top-k concepts that
correspond to that search.

2. Methodology
The ontology search process can be divided into
two steps: (1) lexical matching, where the keywords are
lexically matched with the labels and synonyms of a
collection of ontologies and (2) ranking the results
according to the relevance of the concept and the
ontologies.
For the first step, I am using the Bioportal [1] and
Ontology Lookup Service (OLS) [2] search engines to
obtain results for each keyword. By skipping this
process I can focus first on the second part, where I am

in the early phase adapting the Best Match 25 (BM25)
[3] algorithm to ontology search. BM25 ranks
documents according to their relevance in relation to a
given search query. A variation of the BM25 algorithm,
BM25F [4], is used for structured documents. In this
variation, the term frequency is weighted by a boost
factor, which depends on the field of the keyword, e.g.
if the term is in a title, it is weighted differently than if
it is in the abstract.
To test the results, I am using a collection of
different keywords from a set of cancer-related
terminologies. These keywords originated from the
extraction of terms from cancer repositories such as
COSMIC [5].

3. Future work
BioOpener is a project which aims to find, access and
aggregate multiple biomedical repositories to integrate
different resources. Currently we have 6399 terms
extracted from the cancer repositories used in the
BioOpener project. A future application of this work
would be to find terms in ontologies that match the ones
extracted from the repositories.
We will need to create an evaluation method to test the
algorithms. We also intend to further explore tools such
as Bioportal’s Annotator and Recommender to check if
there is any possibility for integration.
In the future, we will try different information retrieval
algorithms and explore the capabilities of indexing
application such as Solr.
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data
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1. Abstract
Learning from relationship is relevant in many fields of
applications. In this work, we used the tensors to model the
heterogeneous graph with different relationship. Then we
used the factorized tensors to predict the missing links in
such graph. The experiments on membership prediction between gene and anatomical location on cancer methylation
data shows the capability of this method. The result of the
experiment shows 0.72 area under the curve for the precision recall curve (AUC) for predicting the membership of
gene.

From our heterogeneous graph, we constructed 14644
X 14644 X 4 tensors where the entity set is the joint set
of Subtype, Tumor, Location and Gene and the third mode
is the 4 relations. Our task here is to predict the location
membership of each gene as shown in Figure 1. In order
to perform the link prediction task, we factorize the tensor
matrix using RESCAL [1] algorithm.

2. Introduction
The prediction of new links or edges is a relevant task
in a network analysis. Most of the studies in this area is
focused in the homogeneous network, where all the entities and edges belong to the same type. In the real-world
heterogeneous network that consist of multi-type entities
and edges are everywhere. The typical applications of
link prediction in a heterogeneous networks are to predict
friendship in social networks, protein-protein interactions
in bioinformatics or general relationships in a knowledge
base. However, in heterogeneous networks, the neighbors
of an object could come from different types, and the number of shared neighbors is not able to fully represent this
heterogeneity. Due to this problem, it needs different approach to predict new links in a multi-relational graph. The
studies by [2, 1] used meta path based approach to predict
the links in the relational data but in this study we are using tensors model because the multiple relationship can be
modeled as higher order tensors.

3. Methodology
A multi-relational graph or a heterogeneous graph is a tuple G: =(V,E,L) where V is a set of entities and L is a set of
edge labels and is a set of ordered triples. Our network consist of 4 types of entities namely subtype, tumor, location
and gene. Links exist between tumor and subtype by the relation ”hasSubtype”, between tumor and location by ”isLocated”, between tumor and gene by ”hasGene” and between
gene and location by ”membership”. We modeled our graph
with n entities and m different relationships which can be
represented in the form of adjacency tensors: X ∈ Rnxnxm
with entries.
(
1 if the relationship exists
x=
(1)
0 otherwise
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Figure 1: Visualization of the membership relation on the
cancer methylation data.

4. Result and Evaluation

We partitioned all genes into ten folds and delete the
membership relationship in the test fold. We let RESCAL
to predict the missing links and recorded the area under the
precision-recall curve (AUC) for 10 fold cross validations.
We obtained 0.72 AUC from the result of 10 fold cross validations.

5. Conclusion

The preliminary result shows that it can perform link prediction via latent components of tensor factorization. One
observations from this algorithm are that it consumes memory and is time consuming to compute the likelihood of the
estimated relationship. In our further work, we will scale
up this problem by making the RESCAL to work in a distributed setting.
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1. Abstract
SPARQL, as the standard query language for RDF still
remains largely unusable for the most typical graph query
task: finding paths between selected nodes through the
graph. Property Paths, as introduced in SPARQL1.1 turn
out to be unfit for this task, as they can only be used for testing path existence and not even allow to count the number
of paths between nodes. We extend SPARQL 1.1 property
paths in a manner that allows to compute and return the k
shortest paths matching a property path expression between
two nodes.

2. Introduction
In order to query RDF and Linked Data graphs, SPARQL
as the standard query language is typically the tool of
choice, but several omissions still make it far from perfectly fit for the task. For instance, while SPARQL 1.1 introduced a form of path queries to discover path existence
between two nodes – this feature, called property paths – is
not able to retrieve or count paths. For instance, in professional social networks, typically everybody is (somehow)
transitively connected to anyone, but we are interested in
the k most promising connections to get introduced to some
peer.The SPARQL property path query would not help here.
Listing 1: Property Path query in SPARQL1.1
SELECT * WHERE {:me foaf:knows+ :alice}
A particular interest for path queries comes from the bioinformatics domain where the volume of semantic data is
constantly growing . For instance, in the area of cancer
genomics experts often need to discover relevant associations between biological and genetic entities such as diseases, drugs, genes, pathways etc. requiring efficient querying mechanisms [1, 6]. One of the key challenge in cancer
genomics – a cornerstone of precision medicine – is to discover gene-disease-drug associations which might be relevant for for development new treatment methods. Such
associations essentially correspond to paths in the semantic
databases. It is exaclty the paths that represent the associations and that need to be discovered, however SPARQL 1.1
does not provide adequate means for returning paths, only
for testing reachability.

3. Related Work
There have been several surges of interest to the topic
of implementing path queries in the context of SPARQL

in the past decade. In particular, the European Semantic
Web Conference in 2016 defined a challenge where the goal
was exactly to find the “Top-K Shortest Path in Large Typed
RDF Graphs”[3]. Only a handful of entries [5, 7, 4] were
submitted where the winners approached the problem with
tailored versions special purpose graph algorithms. What
the short papers describing these approaches left out, was
a systematic extension of SPARQL. It is surprising and unsatisfactory that still, even with numerous open source triple
stores like Virtuoso and Jena, there is still no simple open
source solution or extension library for top k-paths problems which one could use and extend.
Using our syntax, the three most promising connections
could be obtained with the following query:
Listing 2: Query using the :topk function
SELECT ?path WHERE{
?path ppath:topk (:me :alice
knows+")}

3 "foaf:

Technically, our solution uses a built-in extension functionality of Jena ARQ and works out of the box with the Jena
API without a need to recompile the Jena code or modify its
syntax.

4

Conclusions

We presented an efficient solution for the k shortest path
problem in the context of SPARQL. Our function is based
on the adaptation of the bidirectional breadth first search
to top k paths computation [2], extending it with path expressions and embedding into Jena ARQ via the standard
extension interface of property functions. Performance and
optimization which remain our future work. This work has
been supported by a research grant from Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) under Grant Number SFI/12/RC/2289.
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Fully Convolutional Crowd Counting On Highly Congested Scenes
Mark Marsden
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, Dublin City University
mark.marsden@insight-centre.org
Vision-based crowd counting on highly congested scenes
is still a challenging issue for the computer vision community. Scale and perspective issues limit the core performance and generalisation of developed techniques. We propose a solution to these issues which combines multi-scale
training set augmentation and the utilisation of multi-scale
contextual information to train a fully convolutional neural
network for crowd counting.

1. Motivation

With the rapid increase in global population seen over
the last century, particularly in urban areas, highly congested crowds have become a part of daily life that present
enormous challenges to maintaining public safety. Every
year dozens of people die in urban areas due to stampedes
and crushes, such as the New Years Eve 2014 stampede in
Shanghai, where 36 people tragically died. This highly preventable loss of life could potentially be avoided with better
analysis of crowd congestion levels in our cities using the
existing CCTV infrastructure.

2. Problem Statement

There is no highly generalisable solution to still image
crowd counting, especially for high density scenes containing several thousand people.

3. Related Work

The emergence of deep machine learning techniques
such as convolutional neural networks [1] as well as the
availability of high density, high variation crowd counting
datasets such as UCF CC 50 [2] has resulted in a notable
improvement in crowd counting accuracy.
Many of these approaches train a crowd counting regressor to directly map pixel values to a single count estimate
[3]. However, pixel-wise heatmap based counting techniques which utlise a fully convolutional neural network
have been shown to further improve crowd counting performance, particularly for highly congested scenes [5]. Fully
convolutional networks allow the original image resolution
and aspect ratio to be maintained, which contributes to their
strong performance. Despite these advances, cross-dataset
performance still remains poor. This highlights the need for
better generalisation in our models.

4. Research Question

How can the generalisation and robustness of crowd
counting models be improved to the point of real-world deployment being viable?

5. Hypothesis

Scale and perspective issues limit the performance of our
crowd counting models. A given person can occupy a different number of image pixels depending how close they are
to the camera lens. Overcoming these scale issues through
multi-scale training set construction and the aggregation of
multi-scale information in our neural network will significantly improve the generalisation of a trained fully convolutional network.

6. Proposed Solution

Multi-scale training set augmentation will be carried out
by re-scaling a given training sample to several resolutions
before fixed sized image crops are taken. Dilated convolutional kernels will be used to provide multi-scale contextual
information to our network in a manner similar to Yu et al.
[4].

7. Evaluation

The proposed crowd counting solution will be evaluated
in terms of mean absolute error and mean squared error on
several set of test images. Performance on high crowd density images as well as cross-dataset performance will be the
core focus.

8. Acknowledgements

This research is supported by Science Foundation Ireland under grant number SFI/12/RC/2289
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1. Motivation

There is considerable interest in using ElectroEncephaloGraph (EEG) signals to augment image retrieval
tasks. The attentional relevance of individual images when
presented to participants as part of some task can be determined by examining the neural signals evoked in response.
The Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) paradigm can
be used in Brain Computer Interfacing (BCI) scenarios utilising these responses.

score and training time between using Bayesian Ridge Regression (BRR) with applying MSTWLB in advance and
using BBR alone. It can be seen that the AUC score of
MSTWLB+BRR is higher than BRR and the computation
time is much less than BRR.

2. Problem Statement

RSVP based BCI suffers from unique problems that
complicate the single-trial detection of the P300 and related
signals, including the following: 1) Spatial information of
EEG data is in high dimensions, 2) Noninvasive recorded
EEG data has a low signal-to-noise rate (SNR), 3) There is
substantial overlap between adjacent target epochs and nontarget epochs, due to the very short interstimulus interval
(ISI) in the RSVP triage paradigm and 4) The classification
problem is highly imbalanced because the number of target
images is generally much smaller than the number of nontarget images in real world applications.

3. Methodology

LDA beamformer has been proposed to maximize the
SNR in EEG, which is robust to correlated sources [1]. Consequently an LDA beamformer is well suited for generating
an appropriate spatial filter for RSVP EEG data, where it
might overcome the first two problems. However, there is
ongoing variability of EEG signals between experimental
tasks and participants. LDA beamformer may not be able
to optimally capture the information from the original EEG
epoch which could lead to bad performance when training
a classifier. A novel algorithm named Multiple Static Time
Window LDA Beamfomers (MSTWLB) has been proposed
to overcome this problem in our work in which LDA beamformer is trained in multiple non-overlapping time windows.

4. Results

The estimated spatial pattern for MSTWLB are shown
in Fig. 1. There are ten sets of estimated spatial patterns
(black dots) while each set has 32 individual patterns. Each
set of spatial patterns is used to produce a spatial filter.
These spatial filters then can be applied for extracting features from original EEG epochs and the dimensionality of
the extracted features reduced a lot. We also compared AUC
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Figure 1: Spatial pattern estimation for MSTWLB via training data using CAR: Participant 2.
MSTWLB+BRR BRR
AUC score (%)
92.7
92.6
Training time (s)
11.6
141.9
Table 1: Average testing accuracy and training time across
9 participants.

5. Conclusion

From our measurements of classification performances,
we show that MSTWLB+BRR outperforms BRR and applying MSTWLB in advance reduce the training time significantly. This indicates that MSTWLB can be used for
realtime BCI.
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1. Introduction
The Agri sector currently faces a challenge. There is a
wealth of relevant data easily and freely available online but
little unity between the many different sources of data. The
data may be semi-structured and inconsistent. Agri data
users often have the requirement of integrating this data
with their internal databases for their reports and to make
decisions, but this often requires a large amount of manual
work, hard-coded transforms and bulky warehouse updates.

2. On-demand ETL
Traditional ETL is performed by Extracting data from
one or more specified sources, Transforming what is extracted in a pre-determined way, then Loading the transformed data to a Data Warehouse. This is typically done in
bulk updates on a regular basis. I believe that this method
is not optimal for the Agri sector, as it expensive, slow and
leads to unnecessary data taking up resources.
With On-Demand ETL, the data is extracted to a lowcost Data Lake for storage, but not yet transformed. The
Transform and Load processes occur at query time and are
driven by the real business requirements of the end user.
This helps to avoid bulk loading of unused data and leads to
better understanding of Queries and Data.

tegrate with each other without the need for a large amount
of manual work to transform them.
Research related to Ontologies that is specific to the Agri
sector is sparse. One of the main contributions of this Agri
Ontology will be in providing the means to auto-integrate
semi-structured web data with the structured data of a company database.

3. Work to date

I have applied the existing Agri Warehouse schema to
data samples provided by Agri company Kepak, which has
helped to highlight where the schema needs to be adapted
and expanded to accommodate their data.
I have begun work on developing an ontology comprised
of rules, transforms and templates in order to auto-integrate
data sources

4. Conclusions

I aim to propose a new standard for Data Modeling in
the Agri sector, employing an ontology-driven, on-demand
Extract-Transform-Load process which will allow multiple
data sources to be extracted in a much lighter, faster and
more efficient fashion, and be integrated in an automatic
way, reducing the need for manual work. Additionally, I
will design an architecture for the transformation process
such that it is driven by the user’s real needs, eliminating
redundancy in the data and making Agri Business Intelligence easier and more complete.
The next steps will involve fully specifying, building and
populating the ontology for auto-integration, followed by
beginning work on Query Analysis which will inform how
I approach using On-Demand ETL for updates. This work
will be influenced by previous research on ontology-driven
ETL for data integration([1], [2] [3]), but will also differ as
it will be applied specifically for the Agri sector.
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture for Agri Ontology with Ondemand ETL
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture proposed. The data
will be extracted to the Data Lake and stored until called
by a user-generated query, which will trigger the data to be
transformed into attribute-value pairs for easy application
of transformation rules and loading to the Warehouse.
2.1 Ontology
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datasets that allows them to use a shared language and in-
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1. Introduction

An activity recognition framework based on machine
learning to automatically recognize LME exercises and to
count the repetitions using a wrist-worn inertial sensor is
proposed. Fourteen binary classifiers are trained using optimized SVM models [1, 3] to recognize individual LME
exercises, achieving overall accuracy of more than 98%.

2. Methodology

2.1. Sensor Calibration and Data Capture
The sensors are calibrated (accelerometer ±2g and gyroscopes ±2000 deg/sec) to obtain consistent and accurate
data. Data for fourteen LME exercises (refer Table 1) from
six participants is collected at 512 Hz. The raw data captured from all participants using the designed experimental
protocol is shown in Figure 1.

2.4. Feature reduction using PCA
PCA is performed on the feature data set and components that explain the variance of 98% are retained. Feature
space is reduced to 10 components instead of 24 features.
2.5 Activity Recognition and Repetition Counting
Fourteen SVM classifiers (one for each activity) with optimum hyperplane parameters are used to recognize each
LME exercise from that of random movement. Data from
best suitable axis (either accelerometer or gyroscope) is
filtered using Savitzky-Golay filter (order 4) [2] and used
for repetition counting using Peak-to-peak (PP) detection
and/or threshold crossing (ThC) methods.

3. Results and Conclusion

Performance measures of each SVM model recognizing
the activity are listed in Table 2. The Sensor and axis that
correctly identifies the repetition count and the method used
are indicated in the last two columns of Table 2. The LME
exercises are recognized with an overall accuracy ≥ 98%.
Table 2: Performance Measures & Repetition Counting
Exercise

Figure 1: (a) Accelerometer data captured using the protocol for Bicep curls
Table 1: List of LME Exercises
Ex 1
Ex 2
Ex 3
Ex 4
Ex 5

Upper Body LME Exercises
Ex 6
Bicep Curls
Ex 7
Triceps extension (right)
Ex 8
Upright row
Ex 9
Lateral raise (arms up)
Ex 10
Frontal raise (arms up)

Pec Dec
Trunk twist
Side Bends - alternating sides
Bent Over Row (right arm)
Press up against wall

Ex 11
Ex 12

Lower Body LME Exercises
Ex 13
Squats
Ex 14
Lunges - alternating sides

Standing bicycle
Leg lateral raise (right)

2.2. Segmentation of Data
The 30 second data between initial and final pause period is segmented and annotated as Class1 for each experiment. Segmentation of non-activity (random movement) is
annotated as Class0. Annotated training data (Class1 and
Class0) from 4 participants were concatenated for each exercise and used for feature reduction.
2.3. Feature Extraction
A total of 24 features over a single 4 second sliding window with 2 seconds overlap are extracted. Features used
are mean, std dev, min, max, & RMS values, correlation
coefficients, FFT coefficients and entropy values.
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Precision

Recall

F1
score

Ex 1

1.000

1.000

1.000

Ex 2
Ex 3
Ex 4

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000

Ex 5

1.000

1.000

1.000

Ex 6
Ex 7
Ex 8
Ex 9
Ex 10

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
0.963
1.000
1.000

1.000
1.000
0.981
1.000
1.000

Ex 11

1.000

1.000

1.000

Ex 12
Ex 13

0.963
1.000

0.963
1.000

0.963
1.000

Ex 14

1.000

0.963

0.981

Senosor
& Axis
Acc - X,
Gy - Z
Acc - X
Acc - X
Acc - X
Acc - X,
Gy - Y
Gy - X
Gy - Y
Acc - Z
Acc - X
Acc - X
Acc - X,
Gy - Z
Acc - X
Gy - X
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1. Introduction

Intuitively, an anomaly is an observed value that deviates
from the majority of data points in a dataset. An anomaly
may be detected by identifying a cut-off over which an observation will be considered as anomalous. Goldstein &
Uchida [1] recommend the k-nearest neighbours (kNN) algorithm for global anomaly detection and local outlying
factor (LOF) for local anomaly detection. Both methods are
computationally intensive and problems can arise when selecting optimal k. We propose an algorithm to automatically
calculate the extremeness of each observation in a multivariate dataset using data depth and Chebyshev’s inequality.

2. Methods

Chebyshev’s inequality tells us that for any arbitrary
probability distribution and real number k, a proportion of
1 − 1/k 2 values are within k standard deviations of the
mean. A depth function is a non-negative function that gives
centre-outward ordering of multivariate observations. Assuming each observation of a multivariate dataset is a point
in d-dimensional Euclidean space, the Euclidean norm of
the points could provide extremeness of an observation.
To propose our algorithm we have used a modified version of type-C depth function defined by Zuo & Serfling
[2]. In particular, the modified Euclidian depth (ED) is
ED(o, x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) = (1+D(o, x1 , x2 , ..., xn ))−1 where
o is the origin at zero and x1 , x2 ..., , xn are the n individual d-dimensional data points in the n × d dataset. D(.)
is the Euclidean distance between the origin and any point.
To calculate the cut-off values we used robust location and
scale measurement in Chebyshev’s inequality. The steps of
the proposed algorithm:
• Apply
min-max
normalization,
(x
−
min(x))/(max(x) − min(x)) to all variables to
make them unit free and then calculate Euclidean
norm of each point

To validate our proposed algorithm we have used a
benchmark breast cancer dataset proposed by Goldstein
& Uchida [1]. We compared the result of the proposed
algorithm with the previously recommended kN N algorithm sensitivity, specificity, Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) and F 1 score as an evaluation metric.

3. Results

In the breast cancer dataset, the proposed algorithm resulted in an MCC of 0.76 and F1 score of 0.74, with sensitivity = 1.0 and specificity = 0.98, Using the previously
recommended kN N approach gave lower MCC = 0.49 and
F1 score = 0.74, with sensitivity = 0.90 and specificity =
0.94.

4. Conclusion

The proposed algorithm can identify anomalous observations from a multivariate dataset and performs better than
the existing recommended algorithm. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is also computationally faster than any
other existing approach and does not require the selection
of optimal number of neighbours.

5. Future work

• Design a simulation experiment to establish the performance of the proposed approach
• Apply this approach to identify anomalous observations in elite sports
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• Calculate Euclidean depth of each point using the
depth function ED(.), normalise it and then calculate
median and median absolute deviation (MAD)
• Calculate two cut-offs λ1 = M ed(ED(x)) − 2 ×
M AD(ED(x)) and λ2 = M ed(ED(x)) − 3 ×
M AD(ED(x))
• The values of ED(x) below λ1 but greater than λ2 are
defined as potential extreme values. Values of ED(x)
less than λ2 are defined as extreme values
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1. Introduction
Despite the success of machine learning in numerous
applications such as content filtering, machine
translation, recommender systems, image classification,
and novelty detection, conventional machine learning
methods have problems processing input data in its
most basic, raw form. With conventional machine
learning algorithms, there is still a requirement to
manually design feature extractors that transform raw
input data into an appropriate representation, typically
referred to as a feature vector. These feature vectors
then become the input to the machine learning
algorithm.

most recent deep learning techniques used for novelty
detection in recent years.

2. Deep Learning for Novelty Detection
There have been many methods proposed in the
literature, which employ deep learning algorithms for
novelty detection. According to our exploration of the
literature, the state of the art deep learning methods for
novelty detection can be categorized as:
1- Convolutional Neural Networks
2- Recurrent Neural Networks/Long Short-Term
Memory Networks
3- Auto-encoders
4- Multilayer Perceptron
5- Deep Belief Networks
6- Mixed methods
The last category, includes works that have used a
combination of the first five. The goal of our work is to
scrutinize recent works, and provide the reader with a
thorough analysis of each method. By presenting an
accurate comparison, and pointing out the weaknesses
and strengths of each method, we seek for the room for
improvement in future works in the realm of novelty
detection.

3. Importance of this Work
Figure 1: A Time series data with novelties
To allow the machine learning algorithms to work
more easily with raw input data, there is a need for an
automated way of learning the appropriate
representation from the raw data. This is commonly
referred to as representation learning. LeCun et al [4]
describes deep learning methods as “representation
learning methods with multiple levels of representation,
obtained by composing simple but non-linear modules
that each transform the representation at one level
(starting with the raw input) into a representation at a
higher, slightly more abstract level”. The representation
in higher levels captures the most important features in
the original raw data that could boost the performance
of a learner.
Novelty detection, can be defined as the task of
determining whether the test data is different in some
aspect from the data that is used during training. It has
many applications in the real world such as: fraud
detection, monitoring the health care, intrusion
detection, crowd motion analysis [1-3]. As an example of
anomalous behavior, Figure 1 represents a time series
dataset with a positive trend. As we can see, there are two
obvious novelty events occurring in the data.
Lately, deep learning has been quite prevalently used
in novelty detection and this work, strives to cover the
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no overview article
covering the applications of deep learning for novelty
detection. We hope that this work would equip the
readers with an up-to-date understanding of the recent
works so that they could add on top of the literature by
proposing new methods and ground- breaking ideas that
would address the drawbacks of current methods.
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1. Introduction

From medical sensor and activity tracking data to speech
data, a large quantity of the data produced today is in the
form of time series. Raw time series data can often be
noisy and highly complex, and therefore frequently requires
a stage of feature transformation and dimension reduction
before becoming usable with standard classification or forecasting techniques. This feature engineering work, which
typically relies heavily on expert domain knowledge and
the use of pre-defined domain-specific filter-banks, is often
expensive and time consuming, and risks the omission of
potentially salient information. Incorporating feature engineering into algorithms, and thereby effectively automating
this process, is particularly advantageous when dealing with
large quantities of highly complex time series data such as
data generated by personal health sensors. Recent advances
in deep learning have proposed data-driven feature extraction techniques for time series data that significantly reduce
the need for feature engineering and may be a route to this
automation.

2. Deep Learning for Time Series

Several artificial neural network architectures have been
used for time series modelling. Recurrent neural networks
(RNN) are an obvious choice given their capability to model
temporal structure, in particular Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) RNNs [3], which model both long and short term
dependencies, have been effective. LSTMs have been used
in combination with convolutional neural networks (CNN)
for speech [6] and activity sensor data [5], with the more
recent of these applications pointing to the potential use
of raw data in order to model both spectral and temporal
features. Unsupervised architectures using restricted Boltzmann machines which, when stacked, form deep belief networks (DBN) [2] are advantageous due to their capacity
for dimension reduction and exploitation of unlabelled data.
DBNs have, in the past, been found to outperform alternatives such as Principle Component Analysis on a number of
tasks including image recognition [2] and have been used on
various complex time series problems, for example, in the
domains of acoustic modelling [1] and physiological data
modelling [7].

3. Deep Learning for Feature Extraction

Many of the examples described in the previous section
reduce the amount of manual feature engineering required
by applying feature learning techniques in the initial layers
of a network. CNNs can, for example, reduce spectral variance and dimensionality through frequency convolution and

pooling [6]. Alternatively, multi-layered unsupervised pretraining with DBNs is also used for feature learning, with
fine-tuning using back-propagation in a subsequent modelling phase [1]. Unsupervised pre-training is especially
attractive as it doesn’t require labelled data, which is often very scarce in contrast with unlabelled data which is
often in near unlimited supply. Interestingly, analysis of the
output of these initial layers have demonstrated a capability to automatically learn filter banks from raw data which
are comparable to those selected based on domain expertise
and produce competitive results using both CNNs [6] and
DBNs [4] when evaluated against architectures using handengineered features.

4. Future work

In much of the aforementioned work there has been a
concerted effort towards the incorporation of feature learning into the initial layers of network architectures, with the
use of CNNs dominating much of the more recent literature
on supervised tasks. Even over diverse time series datasets,
similar architectures show similarly promising results indicating a trend to a more domain-agnostic approach to the
use of raw data. An interesting future research direction
would be to investigate the scope of time series data that
can be modelled using these techniques and further evaluating their performance on raw data.
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Abstract

Topic modeling aims to discover the underlying latent structure of a corpus of documents in an unsupervised manner.
However it is not always possible to store the entire corpus
in memory at one time. In other cases, a continuous real
time stream of data is available, where the corpus gradually accumulates over time. Traditional topic modeling
approaches do not offer an elegant solution for handling
this problem. Instead online topic algorithms can be used
to iteratively update a topic model as new documents arrive. In this work we outline our current work towards a
NMF-based topic modeling approach that can dynamically
identify a suitable number of topics in an online scenario.

1. Introduction & Related Work

Topic modeling aims to discover the underlying latent
semantic structure or topics within a corpus of documents.
A topic model consists of k topics where each topic is represented by a ranked list of semantically related terms. Popular approaches to achieve this include probabilistic techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [?] and
matrix factorization techniques such as Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [?]. In traditional topic modeling approaches the corpus of documents is static (i.e., the
dataset is fixed and does not change). However in many
domains, such as online journalism and social media analytics, there is a continuous stream of new data available.
Traditional topic modeling approaches cannot handle this
real-time data in an elegant way due to having to compute
the entire topic model again when dealing with new documents. There is a significant computational expense for
handling each new document. One solution to this issue is
the use of online topic modeling algorithms which update
the model iteratively as new documents become available.
However, few online topic modeling approaches take time
into consideration, which is an important factor when trying to discover how topics evolve. Online implementations
such as [?] use a sliding window w, at time t, to consider
the last b batches of documents. In each window the topic
model looks for a fixed number of k topics. However fixing the value of k may be a poor assumption, as the number of topics will often vary over time due to concept drift
[?]. Therefore we are working towards a new method for
dynamically choosing the number of topics in online topic
modeling via matrix factorization.

2. Methods

To dynamically choose the number of topics in each window of online topic modeling we will utilise topic coher-
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ence. Topic coherence is a measure of the quality and semantic relatedness of the terms that appear in a topic. In particular we will use Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (NPMI). This approach uses term co-occurrence counts
from the corpus of documents to measure the average coherence of the topics in a model based on the top t terms in each
topic. For each window we can compute the average topic
coherence while varying the number of topics and choose
the value of k which maximises this measure.

3. Evaluation

Online topic modeling is utilized in domains where a
continuous stream of data is available and over time we
would expect topics to evolve. For example, in the case of
a presidential election we might identify a topic regarding
the electoral performance of a presidential candidate during
the campaign and for it to evolve to focus on other subjects
such as policy changes after winning the election. However most datasets are static in nature and will be unlikely
to exhibit substantial concept drift. It is also important to
note that topic modeling is an unsupervised clustering approach in which the evaluation of results is difficult without
a ground truth. With these two points in mind we aim to
create a synthetic dataset generator that can use annotated
datasets as input and through parameterization can introduce concept drift into a dataset while still maintaining the
ground truth labels. We will use the popular annotated 20
Newsgroups dataset, which is comprised of time stamped
posts from twenty different internet newsgroups as input to
this synthetic dataset generator. Due to this we will be able
to test our dynamic approach by varying the number of topics per window and the levels of concept drift. We also
collected news articles from The Guardian newspaper that
span over 15 years and aim to produce a case study of topics
over time by using these articles.
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1. Introduction

3. Objective

Autonomous navigation of vehicles requires
appropriate models of their static and dynamic
environment. Remarkable progress have been made in
moving-object-free scenarios. In contrast, environments
with a large number of moving objects – in particular
inner-city locations with many pedestrians and cars still pose significant challenges. Vehicle and pedestrian
detection also have had a big progress over the years,
and methods that allows the detections of these are
more reliable nowadays. Detecting these kind of
moving object is already useful but predicting the
location of these objects in the future is of great
importance for several applications.
Predicting the path of other traffic participants is a
crucial task for autonomous vehicles for safe and
efficient driving.
It is also necessary for many
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), where
both the ego vehicle and other road users’ trajectories
have to be predicted. Even if path prediction is not a
deterministic task, it is possible to identify the most
likely position of a moving object in the future.

Predict the possible path of moving objects in a
traffic scene based on video footage and intelligent map
data to support Advanced Driver Assistance Systems.

4. State of the Art
It is common to find methodologies that predict
where an object will be in the next one or two sensor
images (short-term prediction). Kalman filters and
Bayesian-based methods have shown good results. But
if we require an estimation of the object position 1-2s or
25-50 frames ahead (long-term prediction), this is
outside the capabilities of conventional filter techniques
[1], [2]. Researches have been made on path prediction
taking into account different factors, as figure 2 depicts.

Figure 2: Factors and complexity

2. Motivation
VI-DAS (Vision Inspired Driver Assistant Systems)
is a H2020 funded project to address the goals of
improved road safety by development and deployment
of ADAS and navigation aids in a societally acceptable
and personalised manner, based on combining
understanding of the overall traffic scene and
consideration of the driver’s physical, mental and
behavioural state. Our work aims to contribute a model
of the possible path of a moving object to the Situation
Assessment Module (SAM) as figure 1 represents. The
SAM will utilise all available data to produce a risk
assessment of the current scenario.

5. Future
Predicting the path of an object relay on the factors
that are being taken into account. One factor may affect
the importance of others on the decision making. Then,
the results from one prediction algorithm using a given
set of factors can be used to strengthen/weaken the
results of another algorithms. In this work, we propose
a methodology that incorporates multiple prediction
algorithms. The interaction of the result of each
algorithm will be on a hierarchical and flexible way.
Hierarchical because each algorithm will have a level of
importance. Flexible because for certain situation the
measurements of some factors will not be available, so,
only certain algorithms will be used.
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1. Introduction

Hierarchical clustering has been applied to many Ecommerce and scientific applications. The method generates a collection of nested clusters that group the data in a
connected structure (tree). Hence it is also essential to evaluate the quality of the hierarchical clusterings. However, a
leading measure or metric evaluating the hierarchy quality
in this task is still left open, in particular for unlabelled data.
To evaluate the quality of the hierarchy, we propose a measure framework which borrows the concept from Markov
Decision Processes (MDP). Our novel evaluation measure
is designed to model the behaviour of a searcher navigating
a hierarchy. The motivation is to quantify the efficiency of
searching and navigating inside such a hierarchy.

2

HQ(L, {t}) =

Related Work

Only few hierarchical clustering measures address the
need to understand how easy it is to navigate through a hierarchy from its root to some target content, accounting for
the cognitive cost of choosing a correct path at each branch
of the hierarchy [1, 2]. Johnson et al. [2] evaluate hierarchy structure but their approach relies on the availability of ground-truth clusters. Cigarran et al [1] propose a
goal-oriented evaluation measure of the hierarchical clustering quality, which considers the content of the cluster,
the hierarchical arrangement and the navigation cost. Notably, the approach utilizes the idea of a Minimal Browsing
Area (MBA)1 to measure navigation cost. We differ from
these approaches in that our focus is on evaluation without
ground-truth hierarchy and, based on MDP [3] our novel
evaluation measure is designed to model the behaviour of a
searcher navigating a hierarchy.

3

subsequent step, when the user finally decides to explore the
documents at a lower-level node. Once the target document
is examined, the search process ends. If an incorrect child
is chosen, then a fixed reward of −1 is obtained regardless
of subsequent steps, which can never reach the target, and it
is unnecessary to examine the search any further after a bad
choice is made.
Let {si , . . . , sd(t) } be the set of nodes on the path from
the root (= s0 ) to the leaf node, sd(t) , that contains the target
t. We propose to define the hierarchy score given t as the
expected reward E[R], i.e.,

Our Model

In our scenario of a user searching an item in the hierarchy, the searcher must make a decision at each visited node
in the hierarchy. She/he may stay at the current node and examine the documents stored under it or navigate to a child
node. Assuming that the target document is stored under
the current node i, the reward of choosing to remain at this
node may be written as the overall reduction in the number of documents (ni ) that need to be examined, compared
with the full document set (n). Navigating to the child containing the target accumulates reward 0 at the current step,
however opens the possibility of an enhanced reward at a
1 An MBA for the target is the minimal part of the hierarchy that, starting from the top node, a user must explore for reaching all relevant items.
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Finally, the value of the hierarchy for searching a document
set is
HQ(L) = E [HQ(L, {t})] .

4 Ongoing and Further Research

The priority is to validate the measure. We plan to first
conduct the empirical validation for the measure. We would
start from using a ground-truth hierarchy and compare the
quality of it to the scores of those hierarchies generated by
clustering algorithms.
Secondly, from the other angle, we are interested in
deriving the optimal strategy for characterising the upper
bound for the measure score. Investigating in better modelling is also a sensible direction.
Moreover, we realize the complexity of the measure is
not trivial. We would like to work on the approximation
version of the measure if it is proved to be intractable in big
data applications.
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Abstract

Given a Human Resource database including matches between job descriptions (JD) and candidate resumes (CV),
this research aims to derive a probabilistic model explaining these matches. This model will be used to predict which
candidates have highest possibilities matching with a new
job description, or vice versa.

1. Introduction

The searching of resumes suitable with a specific job description provide a daunting task to any HR personnel department due to the rich information and ambiguous structure of curricula vitae. Current solutions are mostly done
by human, which are costly, time-consuming and limited to
small scale. Machine learning is a promising approach to
solve this problem more efficiently.

2. Current work

Klami (2013) developed a Bayesian method for object
matching using Canonical Correlation Analysis.[1] However, this method uses real-valued vectors representing objects and can not be applied directly into documents. We
propose a Bayesian approach to capture a latent space between the JDs and CVs, then perform a bipartite matching
between them.
We are at the beginning of this project and so the poster
will focus on definition and modelling of the problem, as
well as open questions that have yet to be addressed.
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1. Introduction
Forecasting is a popular topic in the Agri sector, as it
helps improve decision making. Typically, when applying
forecasting models in the agri sector one is attempting to
address the issues that arise with time series data such as
non-homogeneity, non-stationarity and highly correlated
predictor variables. However, a study on the potential
characteristics of the state of arts solutions is lacking. In
this research, a set of effective time series Agri sector
models are studied and applied to the Irish pig price. This
data was extracted primarily from government sources
including EUROSTAT, USDA, Bord Bia and IMF.

2. Time series prediction in the Agri sector
literature
Autoregressive Moving Average ARMA is employed
in [1] in forecasting milk’s Test Day (TD) yield and
lactation in Italian Simmental cows. In this work, the time
series of milk, fat, and protein yields are modeled by
ARMA. The time series are composed from data gathered
from a set of 6000 Italian Simmental cows containing 8
TD records for each lactation period. The ARMA family is
a set of time series modelling techniques developed by
[2].
In [3], Integrated ARMA (ARIMA) was applied to
predict household food retail prices. This work categorizes
different types of food into five groups and each group is
separately modeled via ARIMA.
ARIMA is an extension of ARMA developed by Box
Jenkins [2], aiming to model time series characterized by
non-stationary behaviors. In ARIMA, non-stationarity in a
time series is eliminated by employing an initial
differencing phase [4].
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is employed in [5] to
forecast groundwater level. ANNs are machine learning
methods that are able to model systems by learning from
the data presenting an output variable with respect to some
input variables. The structure of an ANN is a layered
architecture of computational units called neurons.
Neurons in an ANN are organized in some consecutive
layers in which each neuron is basically connected to all
the neurons placed in the previous and the next layer.
A hybrid ARIMA-ANN model is presented in [6] for
predicting fuelwood prices in Greece. In [7], ARIMA is
integrated with Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) to
predict ground water level.

3. Work to date
The state of the art time series prediction methods that
are currently being applied in Agri sector are studied to
identify challenges, gaps and potentials for future
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improvement. These methods have been implemented to
model and predict Irish pig price to provide an
experimental analysis on a real-world dataset.
High level machine learning methods that are
potentially capable of handling more complex time series
data are investigated in this paper.

4. Conclusions
While a time series prediction approach intends to
predict the future based on the past observations, as the
complexity of the processing time series grows more
challenges are encountered. The state of arts time series
prediction approaches are studied to identify the
challenges and potentials for future improvements. The
experimental results are then reported by comparing the
employed approaches applied to the Irish pig price data
set.
The major challenges ahead are to provide high level
time series analysis framework which can identify the
impact of external factors on the processing time series.
External factors will contribute to the behavior of a time
series and including them in the process of prediction will
improve the accuracy.
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1. Marathon Running
Every year thousands of runners undertake the challenge
of running a marathon. Interest in running as an activity
has exploded and 509,000 marathons were run in 2015 in
the USA alone. Running is a challenging activity and the
proliferation of websites such as RunnersWorld shows that
there is an increasing appetite for information on how to
train properly, how to pace one’s race and how to prepare
effectively in order to perform optimally and gain maximum
enjoyment from the activity. This work aims to build upon
this interest, ultimately creating a recommender system that
will take the place of a running coach for the casual runner
and personalise a training plan for a runner based on their
goals.

2. Marathon Finish Time Prediction
An interesting challenge in the realm of marathon running
is that of predicting the finish time of an athlete. There exist
multiple models which use previous race data from a separate race distance in order to make a prediction for a runner’s finish time. These predictions can then be used in order to inform a runner’s race strategy, such as a goal finish
time or their pacing throughout the race.
The most notable of these is the Riegel Model [2] which
is the model used by RunnersWorld to predict a finish time.
Riegel notices a linear relationship between the log time
taken to complete a race and the log distance of a race
for world record times at different race distances and uses
this to find a fatigue coefficient, the amount of additional
slowdown a runner experiences as race distance increases,
through linear modeling. This model performs very well
for elite runners yet struggles greatly for recreational runners running slower than 230 minutes, as this is the point
the body switches to different energy systems.
A further study in conjunction with slate.com [4] attempted to alleviate this problem by utilising multiple previous races and training volume to predict a marathon finish
time. Results from this study show a much better prediction
than Riegel model, though problems with prediction persist
for recreational runners.
Marathon prediction also goes beyond the realms of predicting from a prior distance. Smyth uses a case based
model in order to recommend a challenging, yet achievable
personal-best time for the marathon. This model is based off
user similarity and previous races a runner has run [3]. Furthermore, Smyth recommends an optimal pacing strategy to
achieve that time based on other, similar athletes. This gives
an initial insight into how recommendation could be used in
the world of running.
Having ourselves collected a large dataset, we showed

Figure 1: Average errors of Riegel, KNN and XGB
models based on finish time
that using simple neighbourhood models could beat significantly the predictions made by the Riegel model, particularly for recreational runners between times of 210 minutes
and 350 minutes, which are the points in which the majority
of runners finish their marathons.

3. From Prediction to Recommendation
Our research shows that Elite runners improve quicker
than recreational runners, and run personal best times at a
younger age than recreational runners [1]. We surmise that
this is due to both additional coaching elite athletes may receive and additional research they do with regards to training plans. By imparting this coaches and researched knowledge on recreational runners through use of a recommender
system we believe casual runners can improve at a greater
rate, similar to that of elite runners, and maximise their running potential with little cognitive effort.
The success of the Smyth’s work, and the results from
our marathon prediction suggest that runners run similarly.
Thus we can use a user based recommendation system,
whereby we suggest training plans or race strategies that
have worked well for similar users will be given to a user.
This recommendation is in the realm of future work that this
project will undertake.
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1. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Actuator Networks are collections of
typically low-powered sensors and actuators distributed
over an area, communicating data to a central computer over
a multi-hop wireless network, and receiving actuation commands. Transmitting all data to the centre allows strong
data analytics algorithms to be applied, but consumes battery power for the nodes, and may cause data overload. To
avoid this, distributed methods try to learn within the network, allowing each sensor or actuator to learn a global
picture and take appropriate actions. We focus on developing an asynchronous distributed clustering algorithm, which
respects data privacy, while balancing communication cost
and clustering quality.

2. Background
There are two basic approaches to distributed learning:
hierarchical, in which inferred knowledge flows up to an
elected leader or a parent node, and unstructured, in which
inferred knowledge spreads across the network. The hierarchical approach is simpler, but is not robust to failures,
and so we focus on the unstructured approach. We consider
the result of a single k-means algorithm running on all data
from all sensors as the reference result, and measure the
quality of results from a distributed algorithm in terms of
the distance from the reference.
The state-of-art technology in this category is proposed
by Datta [1] and Fatta [2]. Datta [1] proposed a distributed
k-means algorithm: each sensor runs k-means on its own
data, and then shares its centroids and the corresponding
size of the cluster with its neighbours; on receiving updates from all neighbours, a sensor updates its centroids,
and runs k-means again. The process stops when the change
in centroids is below a threshold, or an iteration limit is
reached. The method synchronises the behaviour of the
nodes. Fatta [2] offered a gossip based k-means algorithm.
In each iteration, partial updates are pushed to a selection
of neighbours. Experimental results show that this outperforms the previous method in quality and convergence.
The previous algorithms synchronise the behaviour of
the sensors. Also, they sometimes suffer from oscillation,
and can take a long time to stabilise. The later algorithms
suffers from the redundant communication cost.

3. Proposed Algorithm
Please refer to algorithm 1 about the algorithm we
proposed.
In this algorithm we assume that sensors send out result before reading its message box.
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Algorithm 1: Sending before Reading Message Box
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Assume: Local node Ni ;
Require: Local dataset Xi , initial centroids `, cluster sets Ck , message inbox bi , tolerable delay β;
Input : Received message from neighbors bi
Output: New Centroids and Counts
while not terminated do
Wait β second;
for all x ∈ Xi :
find closet centroids mk
assign x to cluster Ck
Send out centroids and counts to all its neighbors
if bi is not empty then
update the centroids of node i as:

P

m

11

mj,i =

Pj,î

12

α = max

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 end

if α > γ then
status =1;
else
status =0 ;
end
else
end

nj,i

;

nj,i

mj,i − mj,i−1 : 1 ≤ j ≤ K

;

turn to sleep but ready to work

4. Experiment

Our algorithm shows that it can converge fast and get a
good clustering accuracy on different kinds of graphs. It
performs best in dense graph and complete graph. All sensor converged in 7 seconds within less than 6 iterations and
the clustering accuracy is around 95% compared to the reference result. Even for some extreme sparse graphs, all sensor can converge in 40 seconds within less than 62 iterations
and the clustering accuracy is above 80%.

Fig.1.Result on different Graphs
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1

Introduction

Let there be a system which evolves over time linearly,
and the state of the system at each time step has to be estimated. The state may be estimated in two ways. Firstly, by
following a linear model, which is used to update the state
of the system from step k to k + 1 to get an a priori estimate
of the state. Such an update is a time update, which also
induces an uncertainty to the estimate. Secondly, an external sensor can provide a state estimate, again with a related
uncertainty called the measurement noise. Given these two
state estimates and their related uncertainties, under specific
assumptions the Kalman Filter (KF) [1] combines the a priori estimate and the measurement to generates an a posteriori state estimate (measurement update) such that the
uncertainty of the a posteriori estimate is minimised. This
paper proposes an initial idea exploiting KF properties to
minimise the classification error in an ensemble setup.

2

Proposed Method

The main idea of the proposed algorithm, Kalman Filter Blending (KFB) based classification, is to imagine the
ensemble classifier as a system which evolves linearly over
time. Here, ”time” is essentially iterations of the ensemble. The objective is to model the state of the system as
the classifier ensemble predictions with the related uncertainty represented by the classification error. The measurement at step k of the system is considered as a classifiermodel trained using a learner, with its classification error
representing the measurement noise. Under such a situation, the Kalman Filter can be used to combine the measurement (classification-model at step k) and the a priori
estimate to get a posteriori estimate. As the uncertainties of
the estimates are represented by the classification error of
the ensemble, the KF process will minimise the classification error.
The training process stores the Kalman gain values and
the classification-models (measurements) for each iteration.
Prediction starts with an initial a priori estimate and at each
iteration k, the corresponding classification-model is used
to predict the test data, representing the ”measurement”.
It is then combined with the a priori estimate using the
Kalman gain values found during the training phase to get
the a posteriori estimate. The estimate from the last iteration is the classification result.
As KFB is also a forward stepwise additive model, therefore it is similar to AdaBoost. Although the underlying motivation and the error minimization is different.

3

Experiment and Results

To assess the practicality, the performance of an initial
formulation of KFB was compared with AdaBoost and Bag-

ging each using 100 ensemble components/iterations and
decision trees (CART) with the same hyper-parameter combinations. For a baseline, a single decision tree with same
configuration was also compared. Algorithms were trained
on 21 multi-class datasets from the UCI Machine Learning
repository. The average 5 × 2-fold cross-validated F-Scores
and relative rankings for each dataset are shown in Table 1.
Overall AdaBoost performs best over the datasets, whereas
KFB was the second best, but very close. Although KFB
does better than its components (CART), and also does perform well in general with respect to Bagging.
Table 1: Average F-Scores
mushroom
iris
glass
car eval
cmc
tvowel
dermatology
balance scale
breastcancer
breasttissue
flags
german
wine
ilpd
ionosphere
knowledge
vertebral
sonar
skulls
diabetes
physio
Average Rank

4

KFB
1.0000 (1.5)
0.9430 (3)
0.7318 (1)
0.9682 (2)
0.5141 (4)
0.8077 (2)
0.9534 (1)
0.6495 (1)
0.9491 (3)
0.6690 (3)
0.3077 (1)
0.6661 (3)
0.9246 (2)
0.6168 (1)
0.9078 (2)
0.9439 (1)
0.7760 (4)
0.7740 (3)
0.2737 (1)
0.9647 (2)
0.8995 (3)
2.07

AdaBoost
1.0000 (1.5)
0.9496 (2)
0.7300 (2)
0.9706 (1)
0.5324 (1)
0.8503 (1)
0.9551 (2)
0.6350 (2)
0.9606 (1)
0.6715 (2)
0.2485 (3)
0.6958 (1)
0.9620 (1)
0.6071 (2)
0.9383 (1)
0.9366 (2)
0.7992 (2)
0.8611 (1)
0.2201 (2)
0.9729 (1)
0.9065 (1)
1.60

Bagging
0.9941 (2.5)
0.9498 (1)
0.5943 (3)
0.8582 (4)
0.5291 (2)
0.8009 (3)
0.9332 (3)
0.5779 (3)
0.9568 (2)
0.6835 (1)
0.2498 (2)
0.6889 (2)
0.9241 (3)
0.5615 (4)
0.8950 (3)
0.9163 (4)
0.8010 (1)
0.7772 (2)
0.2373 (2)
0.9628 (4)
0.8939 (4)
2.64

CART
0.9941 (2.5)
0.9363 (4)
0.5567 (4)
0.8627 (3)
0.5268 (3)
0.7927 (4)
0.9131 (4)
0.5390 (4)
0.9380 (4)
0.6331 (4)
0.2464 (4)
0.6445 (4)
0.8829 (4)
0.5867 (3)
0.8517 (4)
0.9170 (3)
0.7771 (3)
0.7277 (4)
0.2154 (4)
0.9644 (3)
0.8958 (3)
3.60

Future Work and Conclusion

There are several aspects of the idea which can be refined and expanded, some of which are discussed as follows. Presently the time update does not change the states
and the measurement step is based on intuition. The measurement step trains the component learners using different weights, like in AdaBoost, but in the case in KFB, the
weights are determined by another Kalman filter. These can
be improved based on detailed analysis of the underlying
theory. A thorough analysis has to be done to assure KF
assumptions are not violated. Also it would be interesting
to explore Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) [1] to relax the
linearity assumptions of the KF.
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In this project we are interested in new data analytic approaches that can deal with the big data challenges such as
very large volumes of data, speed-up and scalability of the
results, low complexity of calculations, and low overheads
of communications. The later is important, as it requires
the use distributed computing systems, while reducing the
communications between the nodes. We have proposed an
innovative approach for spatial datasets that is very efficient,
accurate, and can incorporate most popular concepts of data
mining techniques.

1. Motivation

Figure 1: An overview of the DDC Approach.

Our main objective is to propose scalable and accurate
data mining techniques that can operate on big data. In this
project we focus on spacial datasets, as they represent about
80% of all the data we collect. These datasets need special
handling and management, and require fast algorithms for
knowledge extraction and visualisation.

conducted using various convex and non-convex benchmarks (Fig 1). The results show that the approach is scalable (Fig 2) and outperforms all the existing techniques. A
parallel version of the first phase is also studied. As a next
step we extend the approach to non-spatial datasets.
BIRCH

CURE

DDC-K-Means

DDC-DBSCAN

2. Problem Statement

Most of existing distributed clustering approaches consist of two main phases:1) each node mines its local
datasets, 2) these local results are aggregated to build global
ones, these approaches integrate a complex aggregation
phase. Therefore, they generate communication overheads,
which impact significantly on their response time and computational complexity. They also return incorrect and ambiguous global clusters.

T1

T2

Table 1: Comparative study in terms of quality of clustering

3. Proposed Approach

Figure 1 shows the proposed approach, called Dynamic
Distributed Clustering (DDC). It follows the general concept of 2-phase approaches. Moreover, DDC is compact,
and can use any algorithm for clustering local results. It
deals with data heterogeneity by using suitable algorithms.
It minimises the overheads by exchanging a minimum data
without losing the accuracy of the final results. Finally, it
improves certain popular algorithms such as K-Means, by
generating dynamically the number of final clusters without
giving it as an initial parameter [1].
Figure 2: Scalability Experiment.

4. Evaluation

The DDC approach is evaluated using different local
clustering algorithms to test its performance [1]. A comparative study with well-known clustering algorithms is also
∗ SFI/12/RC/2289
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Abstract
It may be observed that many overlapping community
detection algorithms result in different community structures and a different number of communities for same network. A question arises as to which structure is most appropriate in which context. Here, the state-of-the-art models
and inference techniques used to fit these models are presented in a common notation and framework, in order to
emphasise their commonalities and differences.

1. Introduction
Much work has been carried out in the identification
of community structure in social networks. There are two
broad and distinct categories, namely non-overlapping and
overlapping community detection. In the latter case, which
is the focus of this paper, nodes are allowed to belong to
more than one community and this would seem the best
model of real-world communities—after all, people tend
to belong to many social groups, such as leisure and work
groups. Remarkable amongst the overlapping community
detection techniques proposed in the last few years is, firstly
the broad similarities in the proposed models, but secondly,
the fact that they can produce quite different community
structures. The optimal set for one model might consist of
many small communities, while, for another, it may contain
much fewer, but larger communities. A common framework
and notation for describing the state-of-the-art models is the
first step of a project which is focused on the development
of good and scalable techniques for real-world overlapping
community detection.

2. Overlapping community finding models
The models considered here are, MMSB[1], OSBM[2],
MOSES[3], BIGCLAM[4] are all statistical models, although, for inference, some use a heuristic approach and
some use a statistical approach.
2.1. Similarity in models
The above models are all generative models that describe
how communities are formed and how the network edges
are formed, given the community structure. The generative
process has two steps :For each node, draw a community assignment, Z ∼
P (Z|α), i.e. the set of communities to which the node belongs. Then, given the community assignment, each edge
Xij is drawn, P (Xi,j ) ∼ P (Xi,j |Z, pe ) where α is the degree of belonging and pe is the edge probability.

2.2. Difference in models
We can see the first dissimilarity in these models, in
the degree of belonging to the community. In MMSB and
BIGCLAM, each node has different degree of belonging to
the communities, whereas in MOSES and OSBM, there is
a single parameter for each cluster which is common for
all nodes. The second dissimilarity is in edge generation.
In MOSES, the edge probability within a community is
the same for all communities whereas in MMSB and BIGCLAM, it is different for each community. The third difference is in the edge probability between two nodes. In
OSBM, MOSES and BIGCLAM this probability increases
with the number of communities shared between the two
nodes[4], whereas in MMSB it does not. Instead the densely
connected overlaps are considered as new clusters or it combines all the clusters that are densely overlapping with each
other into a new cluster.

3. Techniques for inference

For inference, both OSBM and MMSB uses variational
approximation inference. MOSES maximizes the complete
data log likelihood using a combination of heuristics and
BIGCLAM uses Non-negative matrix factorization in order
to maximise the log likelihood of the network.

4. Conclusion

Noting the variation in different community detection algorithms, the question arises of which structure is the most
appropriate in which context and the extent to which we
can control the type of structure that is extracted. A second
question is concerned with scalability—what size networks
can the models be tractably applied to? These questions are
the focus of the current research.
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1. Introduction

One of the drastic outcomes of massive urbanisation is
the ever-growing housing crisis whereby supply and demand gaps for housing creates a pressure on the housing
market [2]. A recent report by Economist released a list of
most overvalued housing markets with Ireland being overvalued by a significant 19.9% [1]. A significant outcome
of the e-commerce boom is its ability to reshape many industries with real estate industry being a predmoninant one
as evidenced by a number of online real estate information
access portals, such as ForSaleByOwner.com, Owners.com,
Zillow.com, and ISoldMyHouse.com [4]. Most studies that
assess various aspects of properties listed on online real estate information access portals are restricted to US-based
ones [3, 5, 6]. We conduct a similar analysis for a country
badly affected by the housing crisis namely Ireland. However, the novely of our work lies in utilisation of textual
analytics to identify the potential of real estate owners to
structure information in a manner that oversells the property.
Following lists some of the potential problems with online listings posted by realtors or owners:
• The listing can be vague.

• The listing can include misleading photos that have
been photo shopped or use wide angle lenses.
• The lising can leave out important details.

We utilise the notion of diversity features to supervised
prediction of property prices. Experimental evaluations reveal that textual features and consistency features help improve property price predictions thereby proving the potential of owners to oversell a property through property descriptions that are at times misleading. This leads to significant implications with respect to design of buyer-friendly
real estate information access portals whereby users may
have the option to browse to a more suitable and less expensive property by means of textual analytics features incorporated in the portal.

2. Methodology

We utilise three classes of feature sets for prediction
of property prices namely property-based, infrastructurebased, and textual. The property-based features essentially
detail various aspects of a property such as location, no. of
beds, no. of baths, type of property, whether or not the property has a garden, whether or not the property includes parking. The infrastructure-based features contain information
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Figure 1: Relationship between propery-aspect ratio and
price of property.
about public transport links near a property. Finally, textual
features are features extracted from within property description through the application of natural language processing
techniques. In addition to readability features, we utilise the
proportion of adjectives, noun phrases. We introduce the
notion of diversity within a property description whereby
sentences within a property description are either classified
as being related to property-aspect or location-aspect; and
we calculate property-aspect ratio for each property description using a supervised learning model that is first trained on
bag-of-words extracted from property descriptions. Figure
1 shows the relationship between the property-aspect ratio
and property prices, and as can be seen a balanced proportion of property-related and location-related aspects within
a property description denotes higher prices.
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1. Introduction

4. Proposed Solution

Recent technological development in healthcare computing has provided the conditions for the uptake of
telemedicine, and the digitalisation of user data. The actual
format that much of this data has taken is poorly designed
for automated processing and these systems typically rely
on human interpretation. The construction of user profiles
in particular remains a challenge. The primary aim of this
research is to provide a means whereby patient histories, as
currently stored by Irish medical providers, can be mined.
This would be pursued specifically with the intention of providing insight into the characteristics of high-demand patients, and producing a predictive model to indicate patients
who are likely to exhibit elevated care requirements. The
motivation behind this research is to identify patients whose
chronic health requirements are predominantly unsuited to
out-of-hours’ general practitioner care.

The project can be broken down into distinct subtasks
concerning data warehousing, feature identification and extraction, error correction, and classifier development and
training. In particular Natural Language Processing is necessary to successfully parse the free-text patient notes to discern high-value lexemes and phrases. To this end, syntactic
pattern analysis is required to provide a means of retrieving
these textual elements. These elements in turn need to be
clustered on canonical forms (in order to remove ambiguity), and abstracted into more generalised meanings, where
appropriate, through ontological application.
To the end of both dimension reduction and feature extraction from free-text for purposes of classification, repositories and ontologies can be used both to provide canonical
forms, definitions, and meta-data that would otherwise be
unavailable in the corpori under investigation.

2. Problem Statement

5. Progress and Future Work

This research aims to mine extant data that has been
recorded within an Electronic Health Record (EHR) system in Ireland. Though a EHR may detail all relevant aspects of a patient’s record, these may be stored as independent “incidents of care”, necessitating a solution featuring the consolidation of patient records into a normalised
schema and removal of redundant data. After a process of
extraction, anonymisation, and cleaning, the unstructured
information demands preprocessing in order to aid information extraction. Textual elements concerning medications,
symptoms, diseases, prognoses and prescriptions may be
jumbled together, incorrectly spelled, and have inconsistent
features depending on the particular author. In particular,
much of the value within the unstructured text is contained
within domain specific (but non-canonical) abbreviations
and acronyms. As such, the tasks of text-mining whereby
the data are made suitable for predictive analysis, is a principle concern of the project.

3. Related Work
Ongoing research into information extraction from free
text and on the identification of ontological data in text are
both closely related to the examination of the unstructured
elements of the case records. Unstructured free-text is the
most comprehensive data source in EHRs, but also most
susceptible to noise and local variation[1]. Meanwhile, a
great deal of research has been conducted in recent years in
the development of machine learning techniques to provide
predictive diagnoses based on identified patient symptoms.

Having completed the extraction, anonymisation, normalisation, and cleaning of records under consideration,
further preprocessing steps have been achieved, pursuant
of a more generalised classification of patients. Separate
processes have been employed to identify, extract and, if
necessary, correct key aspects of patients’ records, such as
medications and diseases. In particular, the disambiguation
of medical short-hand has been a key component of record
processing. Future work involves the full development of
the classification system of patients based upon these processed records.

Figure 1: Feature dimensional reduction using DBpedia
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Abstract

Everyday, millions of people communicate with each other
using online social networks resulting in a wealth of data
capturing human behaviour. In this study, we model user
interactions from two communities on Reddit, r/conspiracy,
and r/skeptic, using a combination of social network analysis and natural language processing. We propose that the
homogeneity of these two communities can then be quantified using techniques derived from network theory.

3. Results and Future Work

In Figures 1 and 2, one submission from r/conspiracy
and one from r/skeptic have been visualised respectively.

1. Introduction and Motivation

More and more, people are engaging with different online social networks and discussion forums to connect and
interact with communities that would not be as easily accessible otherwise. As a result, we now have more information than ever on what captures peoples attention and
how they choose to communicate with each other, ranging
from individual to en masse perspectives. This relatively
new abundance of data on human behaviour is ideal for
analysing and improving our understanding of social processes and how they evolve. One mechanistic model that
is particularly suited to the task is social network analysis
(SNA). This model consists of nodes, which represent people, connected pairwise by edges, representing a predefined
interaction between two people. By studying the resulting
network structure one can say something about how the system functions as a whole, or the roles of the individual people and interactions in the system [1]. For this study, we
combine SNA with natural language processing (NLP) to
capture not only which people interact with each other but
also the type of interaction that has occurred. In particular,
we have collected data from two communities, r/conspiracy,
and r/skeptic, both of which exist on the popular social media site Reddit. Using these two discussion forums, we hope
to compare how similarly or dissimilarly their participants
behave in comparison to each other by measuring the differences in their network structures.

2. Methodology

From each subreddit, the Top 100 submissions and their
corresponding comments were collected. Each submission
and comment object was then extracted and parsed to identify users and their interactions with each other, along with
a number of additional attributes, such as ‘up votes’, ‘depth’
in thread, etc. to be associated with each connection. Sentiment analysis was applied to all textual content from which
a sentiment score was derived and appended to our interaction attributes. The resulting data was then compiled into
different network aggregations for analysis.
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Figure 1: Subreddit r/conspiracy single submission network.
Each participant is represented by a black circle (node) and
the coloured lines connecting nodes together (edges) represent the responses of participants. Node size represents
‘in-degree’, arrows indicate the direction, edge width the
number of interactions, whilst the colour scales according
to how negative (red) to positive (blue) a response is.

Figure 2: Subreddit r/skeptic single submission network.
The next phase of this study is to expand on the work
of Schieber [2] to measure the network dissimilarity between the overall conspiracy and skeptic communities, implementing appropriate modifications when necessary to account for our additional edge attributes.
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1. Introduction

5. Proposed Approach

This project is in the field of algorithms for
community detection in networks. In complex
networks, we say a network has a community structure
when some nodes tend to form dense, highly-connected
sets. Finding these sets or communities potentially
provides us with three important benefits: an
understanding of their structures and their functions,
insights into dynamic process in the network, and
predictions about future behaviors. Generally, finding
communities in a network is done automatically by
algorithms developed for this purpose, and a large
number of methods and algorithms have been proposed
in the literature [2]. These algorithms are generally
unsupervised, in that they only find communities based
on the network topology. Since a common problem
with these algorithms is lack of accuracy, we need
algorithms which can find community structure that
reflect the “real” communities in the network. One of
the ways to improve the accuracy is through the
availability of background information (e.g. domain
experts, crowdsourcing etc) and use it as a source of
constraints to guide the community detection process.

Greedy Clique Expansion (GCE) is an unsupervised
algorithm for detecting highly overlapping communities
[1]. This algorithm finds maximal cliques as seeds, then
greedily expands these seeds to communities by
optimizing a local fitness function. Our approach of
incorporating the pairwise constraints into GCE is done
in two stages. The first stage mostly processes mustlink constraint, by expanding each seed with nodes that
have must-link relationship with any node in the seed,
this stage conducted before start expanding seeds using
the fitness function. The second stage processes cannot
link constraint, by filtering out nodes that have cannotlink relationship with any node in each resulted
candidate community. The intuition of designing this
approach to process cannot-link and must-link
constraints into different stages is to avoid any conflict
that could arise between these two constraints when
processes them at the same time, thus create radical
change in the core design of the algorithm.

3. Motivation
Our main objective is to explore the potential of
semi-supervised strategies to improve existing
community detection algorithms. In this project, we
develop approaches to incorporate pairwise constraints
into GCE, an existing unsupervised algorithm for
detecting highly overlapping communities [1].

4. Related Work
During the last decade, a huge number of methods
and algorithms have been developed for detecting
communities in a network. Most of the development of
these algorithms focused on detecting disjoint
communities, where each node belongs to at most one
community [2]. However, in many real-world networks,
nodes will naturally belong to multiple communities.
More recently, overlapping community detection
algorithms have been developed for application to these
real networks [1]. In contrast, work on semi-supervised
community detection continues to focus on the cases
where communities are required to be disjoint [3][4].
Pairwise constraints are one of the most interesting and
common semi-supervised strategies used in the context
of disjoint communities, which significantly improved
the process of detecting communities [3][4]. Typically
pairwise constraints include Must-Link and CannotLink: two nodes should be in the same community or in
different communities. However, in the literature these
constraints have not been implemented in the context of
overlapping communities.

6. Experiment design and Evaluation
We considered three different cases in our
experiment: (A) measure the current performance of
Standard GCE with no constraints along with selected
benchmark algorithms, (B) measure PWGCE with both
must-link and cannot-link constraints, for evaluating the
ability of our approach of incorporating pairwise
constraints into GCE, (C) measure PWGCE with only
one type of pairwise constraints for investigating which
one has more effect on the performance of the
algorithm. The evaluation methodology adopted in this
project is feeding the algorithm with different sizes and
types (real and synthetic with disjoint and overlapping
communities) of networks, with different percentages of
pairwise constraints. Then compare the obtained
communities to the ground truth communities of these
networks using the metric normalized mutual
information (NMI). Currently, we test PWGCE with a
network of disjoint communities and the results show a
significant improvement in the accuracy compared to
Standard GCE. For the rest of the networks, the test is
in progress.
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1. Introduction

This study examines the vulnerabilities of deep neural
networks (DNN) against adversarial perturbations [3] [1].
Adversarial perturbations refer to a small amount of imperceptible noise added at test time in order to cause the
model to misclasify with very high confidence. We investigated a number of DNNs of increasing architectural complexity against two well known adversrial attacks, in order
to identify whether this vulnerability is inherent into a particular component or a combination thereof. Futhermore,
we proposed a denoising technique based on sparse dictionary learning which indicates desirable resistance properties against these attacks.

2. Motivation

The main motivation stems from the fact that technological advances will apparently become inevitable part of our
society and as such our day to day tasks will be depended
upon them, particulary learning algorithms. The interaction
with them will be unavoidable. We use them (i.e. DNN)
in search engines, mobile phones, education and healthcare
sytsems, and very soon in our cars and houses, to name a
few. In the meantime, there is a lack of understanding them,
which is evident from the techniques used to deploy them as
black-boxes. This inherently poses a security threat with either socio-economical or physical consequences, exposing
such environments against adversaries. Our goal is to provide robust DNN models against adversarial perturbations.
In order to achieve that we have to identify new potential
attacks, analyze and investigate when and how they fail and
propose new defense mechanisms against them.

3. Methodology

In order to reach our research goals we utilize three main
ideas. The first one is based on sensitivity analysis [2][4]
which is used to investigate the sensitivity of an output ~y
w.r.t the input ~x for a particular DNN, ~y = F (~x). Where
F (~x) = fn (θn , fn−1 (θn−1 , . . . , f2 (θ2 , f1 (θ1 , ~x)))). This
approach helps to understand which input features are more
highly correlated with the output and therefore more sensitive and prone to modifications. There exist a number of
core and alternative methods to choose from. Particularly
we employ variance-based methods (i.e. multivariate analysis) from core methodologies in order to mitigate for the
high non-linearity of our models and Fourier Amplituted
Sensitivity Test (FAST) from the alternative methods. The
second idea is called sensitivity auditing and falls under the
same category as sensitivity analysis but the main difference
relies in that it uses metamodeling, a technique to capture
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robust features and components in the dataset. Finally, the
last idea is derived from noisy signal reconstruction from
sparse dictionaries. In this case we form a sparse dictionary
of atoms learned directly from the data to help reconstruct
the original signals. The main difference of our work from
related work is the combination of unexplored techniques
and the shift of attention. The majority of related work is
focused on devising new attacks while we mainly focus on
providing defense mechanisms to prevent and mitigate these
attacks.

4. Results

This section provides some preliminary results from our
proposed defense mechanism on CIFAR10. Due to space
constraints it is quite challenging to provide all the comparison results and tables. Thus, we would like to assure the
reader that all the results will be thoroughly presented in
the poster.

Figure 1: Denoising dictionary learning.

5. Conclusions

Our future endeavours inlcude among others investigating alternative gradient based free optimization methods
and also exploring more robust loss functions that incorporate rotation invariance. Both techniques have the potential
to increase the robustness of DNN against adversarial perturbations.
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1. Introduction
Online text is a source of public opinions towards entities
like persons, products, services, brands, events, etc. Such
text also contains suggestions, tips, and advice, related to
these entities. State of the art opinion mining systems tend
to ignore the suggestions, since they primarily provide summaries of positive and negative sentiments towards such entities i.e. sentiment analysis. For example, suggestions in
the review texts can convey ideas for improvements to the
brand owners, and advice to the customers. In this work, we
present our experiments for automatic detection of suggestion in a given text, using deep learning methods.
Suggestion detection is framed as a sentence classification
problem, where each sentence from the available opinion
text is classified into a suggestion and non-suggestion class.
In the past, methods like manually observed linguistic patterns [1] and machine learning algorithms which use explicitly defined features[2] have been used for the same.
The related works employed features which were restrictive
to a particular domain. We believe that suggestions across
domains possess similar linguistic properties, and therefore
domain independent approaches need to be investigated for
the same.

2

Representation Learning for Suggestion
Detection

Recently, learning vectorial representations of words using neural networks have shown promising results for various text related artificial intelligence tasks. These methods
can provide generalised representations known as embeddings, for all the words of a language. Thus, words from
different datasets can be represented in the same multidimensional space, irrespective of the vocabulary mismatch
between the two, which might help in building domain independent classifiers for suggestion detection. We compare
the popular SOTA methods of learning word embeddings
with the method proposed by us. We also introduce a novel
concept of Part of Speech (POS) embeddings against the
standard notion of word embeddings. This follows the intuition that syntactic features could be useful for this task,
specially in the case of domain independent training of the
classifiers.
Our methodology to learn embeddings uses Long Short
Term Memory networks and a large weakly labeled dataset
of 1 million sentences. The dataset is prepared using sentences from the Tips section of the articles on Wikihow1
website as suggestions, and sentences from Wikipedia as
1 http://www.wikihow.com

non-suggestions. The learning objective is to minimize the
cross entropy error in predicting the class of a sentence. The
final weights of the input vectors obtained by training this
network are used as embeddings. POS embeddings are obtained in a similar way by replacing words with their tags in
the dataset. We also evaluate embeddings obtained by concatenating the weights of both word and POS embeddings.
Baseline Word and POS Embeddings: As baseline, we
use word embeddings from Glove, and Word2Vec methods.
We obtain baseline POS embeddings using Word2Vec and
by replacing the words in the training corpus with their POS
tags.

3. Evaluation

Evaluation is performed by training a LSTM classifier. A
hand labelled hotel review suggestion dataset (7000 sents.)
is used for training, and another labelled dataset of travel
discussions is used as the test set (5000 sents.). The baseline
and proposed embeddings mentioned previously are each
used to set the word vector weights in the input layer of the
network, which are not updated during the training process.
Precision, Recall, and F1-score for the suggestion class are
reported in Table 1.
The most interesting result is that the POS embeddings
learnt using our method performs best against the others,
despite of their much smaller vocabulary (60 tags). However, the POS embeddings using the SOTA Word2Vec methods perform poorly. GLOVE and Word2Vec word representations trained using SOTA methods are also comparably
effective for this task, but they are much expensive to use
(>1 million words). We plan to investigate different neural
network architectures to compose the word and POS embeddings against the simple concatenation method.
Embedding
W2V (words)
W2V (POS)
Glove (words)
Our Method (Words)
Our Method (POS)
Glove + Our Method (POS)

P
0.36
0.01
0.61
0.36
0.70
0.45

R
0.72
0.68
0.50
0.71
0.60
0.77

F
0.48
0.02
0.63
0.48
0.65
0.57

Table 1: Cross domain evaluation of different embeddings
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Abstract
In today’s world, globalization is not only affecting interculturalism but also linking markets across the globe.
Given that all markets are affecting each other and are
not only driven by fundamental data but also by
sentiment, sentiment analysis regarding the markets
become a tool to predict, anticipate, and milden future
crises such as the one we faced in 2008. Hence, better
sentiment analyses approaches are needed.

1. Introduction
Modern societies and their welfare depend on market
economies with the financial markets at the heart. This
means that millions of people around the globe are
affected by changes in the markets [1]. The financial
markets are not only driven by fundamental factors (e.g.
trends in GDP, inflation, employment, monetary and
fiscal policy) but also by psychology-related factors like
public mood. This behaviour can be observed in
economic bubbles which indicate irrational and
emotional actions of the market participants [1]. In
today’s increasingly complex global economy, more
sophisticated approaches are needed to get better insights
and prevent future crises such as the one we have
witnessed in 2008 [1]. Hence, it is important to
understand what the markets, particularly the financial
markets as a proxy for the market economies, are
influenced by, how they react, and how strong the
influence is.

2. Problems
Research effort is required to address the following
topics: 1) Linguistic issues (e.g. sarcasm and poorlystructured language): Syntax-based techniques such as
parse-trees for pattern recognition require more attention
[1]. On the side of semantics, aspect-level approaches
can be used to provide a richer sentiment analysis [2]. In
the case of the features used, researchers are currently too
focussed on word occurrence methods [1], [3]; 2) Data
type and data sourcing issues: Most of the present
research is based on the speciﬁc news sources such as
ﬁnancial or corporate news. It can be fruitful to combine
“qualitative information from textual sentiment into
equity asset pricing models [..] as publicly available
documents or media articles may contain additional
hard-to-quantify information” [3], [4]; 3) Narrow
research focus: Most of the research is this area is
focusing only on specific companies. [3], [4]. Similar
methodologies can be applied to other markets such as
bonds, commodities, or derivatives which are potentially
driven by public mood to a variable extent; 4) Different
types of sentiments: Current research is not taking into
account the presence of different sentiments which
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include public sentiments (e.g. Twitter), media
sentiments (e.g. Wall Street Journal), expert sentiments
(e.g. analysts, investors), and company sentiments (e.g.
CEO’s interviews); and
5) Unavailability of
experimental data and benchmarks: Most of the
researchers have accumulated their own datasets [1]
leading to fragmented datasets and raising issues with the
reproducibility of experiments.

3. Data
I am currently continuously collecting financial news
articles, as well as microblog data. At this point in time,
around 3,000 English and 1,500 German articles are
collected weekly. In parallel, around 1,500 financial
headlines including their subtitles, each in German and
English, are also collected. Additionally, 1,588 terms are
tracked on Twitter, leading to around 9 million tweets
being stored.

4. Future Work
My research will focus on targeting the abovementioned issues in the field of sentiment analysis for
market sentiment, using the financial domain as a
powerful proxy. My contribution will be the
development of an end-to-end sentiment analysis
pipeline; this will include data collection and selection
and a sophisticated natural language-based sentiment
analysis approach using deep learning and proper
sentiment weighting schemes. I plan to use different
types of data containing different sentiments such as
stakeholder interviews (such as Mario Draghi, Janet
Yellen, Lloyd Blankfein, or Tim Cook), paying special
attention to news articles-contained sentiment and their
influence
on
microblog-contained
sentiment.
Furthermore, fundamental data and technical signals will
be included in my model; this is intended to modulate the
markets as accurately as possible.
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1. Motivation and Research Goal

Over the centuries, many philosophers and scientists
have struggled over the inconsistency of real world entities,
even material ones, not to mention abstract or subjective
ones, as the veracity of a claim. Having this volatile aspect
of the truth in mind, we, here, search for approximations.
Nowadays, having access to news does not mean to be
informed. By many reasons, the media companies are becoming less trustworthy and the result is that the delivery
of information is somewhat secondary[1]. In this post-truth
scenario, an automatic tool for fact-checking is more imperative than ever, since there is no effective way to do it
manually.
In this work, ultimately, we want to have an automatic,
instant, accurate and accountable framework for scoring
textual claims based on their veracity and based on it, along
with visual and textual features, develop and train a multimodal network in order to classify a discourse into: Lie,
Truth or Misinformation.

2.5. Multimodal Deep Learning (MMDL)
Having the textual and visual relevant information well
represented into feature vectors(2.3 and 2.4) and a good
evaluation of the truthness of the speech given by the veracity score(2.2), on the final and most important stage, we
will build, train and tune a multimodal deep learning neural network in order to classify the discourse into the before cited classes. Using past verdicts over already confirmed/debunked claims as ground truth in order to adjust
the weights of our model, we expect to be able to classify a
speech fairly precisely into lie or truth, where the misinformation classification will hold more of a struggle.

Data
Compression
Text
Speech

Check News Sources

2. Methodology

2.1. Pre-processing: Data Compression
In this first step, the goal is to filter the raw textual
transcription of a speech in order to select the sentences
that are worth checking. To do so, a third-party tool,
ClaimBuster[2], is going to be used.
2.2. Obtaining a Veracity Score
Selecting the most related articles (e.g. news, blog posts,
etc.) from a search engine query over the important sentences, will be done by n-gram intersection evaluation.
Each of the articles will contribute either to confirm or debunk a claim. How strongly each article affects the final
veracity score of a claim is determined by many factors,
source reliability and trend are two of those.
2.3. Generation of Textual Features
From the raw text transcription of the speech, features
will be generated, many different features and ways of generating them can be used, some are: count of words by Part
of Speech(POS) tag, sentiment score, emotions scores, POS
parsing, dependency parsing, among others.
2.4. Generation of Visual Features
In order to create a meaningful visual representation of
the speech’s images, we will use a configuration containing a number of convolutional and pooling layers, as those
have shown to generate the best outcomes for visual encoding. The definitive architecture will be determined through
experimentation.

Feature
Engineering

Veracity
Score

Image

Multimodal Deep Learning

Truth

Misinformation

Lie

Figure 1: Data flow of proposed classification system

3. Future Work

The next steps include: (1) Implement Data compression
pre-processing, (2) Experiment with textual features to select the most fit to the problem, (3) Find the best model for
visual feature extraction, (4) Obtain ground-truth data, specially for the misinformation class and, finally (5) Train and
fit the MMDL.
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1. Introduction
In data-driven electronic health record (EHR)
systems, sharing EHRs for research purposes is one of
the most important functions. However, privacy
preservation for healthcare data must be tackled since it
is required by law, for instance, Directive 95/46/EC and
HIPAA. Despite minor differences, generally the
regulations accept two approaches for this issue: (i)
informed consents; or (ii) anonymization. Collecting
consents is inflexible, time-consuming and expensive so
that the second approach is more common in this case.
Anonymization is applied to limit the confidence of
linking sensitive information to an individual as
identifier removal (de-identification) is not safe enough
against linkage attacks [4]. The most fundamental
anonymization models are k-anonymity and its expanded
versions which are achieved by modifying quasiidentifiers or add fake records [2]. Therefore,
anonymization is not a good choice for rich records in
EHR systems since it significantly degrades the utility of
high-dimensional datasets [1]. To address this problem,
we propose a novel approach which is a privacy-aware
data analysis protocol for data-driven EHR frameworks
using special secured views.

2. Proposed Solution
Our proposal is illustrated in Fig. 1. Particularly, after
acquiring data, pseudonymization, identifier removal
and anonymization preliminaries are applied for deidentification. In the next step, special secured views are
provided for data scientists to inspect the data from
various perspectives but not reveal the linkage between
sensitive information and patients. The views include
statistical, anonymized, and anatomized ones. The
anonymized view is generated by LKC-privacy model
and PAIS algorithm in [3]. The anatomized view is
created by combining Anatomy technique [5] with PAIS

algorithm [3]. After that, the scientists can choose feature
selection and analysis methods which are run on the deidentified but non-anonymized data so that analysis
results have the high quality. This running process is
managed by the system so the users cannot access
directly the non-anonymized data. Before being released,
some details of returned models can be filtered or masked
if necessary. The steps can be repeated to improve
analysis results.

3. Conclusions and Future Work
Instead of anonymizing completely the inputs before
applying analysis algorithms, our method just
anonymizes the outputs if necessary and provide various
secured views for working with the datasets. Breaking
the dependence between anonymization and data quality
for analysis solves the problem of high-dimensionality.
The future work is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
solution on real-world healthcare datasets. Additionally,
strategies for anonymizing analysis results require
further research.
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Figure 1: Privacy-aware data analysis protocol
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1. Introduction
My research will employ the Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN) model to the generalized blockmodeling
task. Generalized blockmodeling is an NP-Complete
problem and, thus far, in the literature, has only been
successfully carried out on relatively small networks.
Thus the motivation here is to attempt to use the GCN
model for generalized blockmodeling in the hope that it
will scale to larger graphs, while still being efficient to
run. In addition, the model’s ability to allow semisupervised processes opens the door to greater user input
of specialized knowledge, and hopefully enables the
examination of a wide variety of hypotheses and the
creation of new and interesting blockmodel types in
order to reveal insightful information about the network.

2. Graph Convolutional Network (GCN)
model
Deep Learning has been applied with success to many
fields, such as computer vision, automatic speech
recognition, natural language processing, audio
recognition and bioinformatics. Typically the models
used are variations on the well-established neural models
like Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) and
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). However many
important real-world datasets come in the form of graphs
or networks, yet, until recently, very little work had been
done on the generalization of neural models to such
structured datasets.
Since 2014, this situation has been changing.
Specialized, problem-specific neural architectures have
been presented in a number of recent papers (e.g. [1]).
Variations on classical CNNs have been applied to graph
datasets [2, 3]. The paper which has given most
inspiration to the current project is the very recent one by
Kipf and Welling [4], in which they create a simplified
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) model, with a
computationally inexpensive propagation rule. Using a
three-layer version of their model, Kipf and Welling are
able to produce clustering results on the Zachary Karate
Club graph dataset that resemble the communitystructure of the graph, having initialized the weights
completely at random and without performing any
training updates. They achieve state-of-art results for
classification on a number of other graph datasets.

3. Generalized Blockmodeling
Because the GCN model makes particularly
impressive use of a graph’s adjacency matrix, my focus
will be on applying it to task of generalized
blockmodeling of social and relational networks. The
aim of blockmodeling is to reveal the underlying, latent
structure of a network, and to do so, it relies heavily on

analysis of the network’s adjacency matrix. Hence the
reason that applying the GCN model to blockmodeling
seems most appropriate and potentially productive.
Blockmodeling is done by reducing the graph into a
set of roles, where each role is a set of nodes having
similar interactions with other roles. Prior to 2014, much
of the literature had focused on applying probabilistic
graphical models to the task of finding blockmodels, but
there was very little scope for the user’s expert
knowledge and feedback to enter the fitting and
modeling process. In other words, it was almost entirely
an unsupervised endeavour. Generalized blockmodeling,
on the other hand, permits the user to pre-specify role-torole interaction patterns and other constraints thus
granting the power to the user to fully test relationship
hypotheses and model types, and to include known
biases and constraints.
Chan et al. [5] introduced two new algorithms for
finding generalized blockmodels that were at least two
orders of magnitude more scalable than the existing
methods at that time. This helped to address a major
problem in fitting generalized blockmodels: the existing
approaches were not scalable beyond networks of 100
nodes. The new algorithms featured approaches based on
simulated annealing and genetic algorithms, both of
which are renowned for their ability to find good
solutions to very hard combinatorial problems, such as
the blockmodeling problem. The new approaches were
applied to three real-world datasets and produced results
matching the accuracy of the previous standard baseline
model, the KL-based approach [6]. However, the
datasets used in the experiments were still relatively
small, the largest of which contained 561 nodes and
10,956 edges.
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First, we compare our algorithm to other regression
methods on a synthetic sequence regression dataset, where
we vary parameters such as the true motif length and the
alphabet size, to study potential gains from using rich features such as all k-mers. Next, we apply our model to a
sequence regression problem where the goal is to score the
protein binding affinity of DNA sequences [3]. Figure 1
shows the results of the top-5 sequence regression methods
of this challenge. SqLoss achieves very good results on
this benchmark and reaches comparable result to the current
best model DeepBind [1], which incorporates a lot of additional external data and needs significantly more training
time as well as careful parameter tuning. The comparison
to Team D is interesting since they also employ a linear
model but in a sub-string space with limited k-mer lenght.
1.0

DeepBind
SqLossWc (Our)
SqLoss (Our)

0.8

0.4
0.2

In this work, we propose a sequence regression approach
that can use the entire space of k-mers, of unlimited length,
by learning a linear model using an iterative branch-andbound strategy. We call our method SqLoss. The main
idea behind this technique is to exploit the hierarchical
structure of this feature space via greedy search, thus avoiding the need for explicitly generating all substrings, and instead focusing on the most discriminative ones during learn-
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Figure 1: Results of top-5 sequence regression methods for the
DREAM5 data challenge. SqLossWc allows up to one wildcard
character in each sub-string features.
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A wide range of applications benefit from methods that
can learn a mapping from sequential symbolic observations
to categorical or numeric scores. For example, a mapping
could be learned from a set of labeled DNA sequences, to
classify each sequence into subfamilies, or assign to it a numeric score, such as a protein binding affinity [3]. Methods
aimed at solving such problems typically employ Hidden
Markov Models, kernel Support Vector Machines or more
recently, Convolutional Neural Networks. While the accuracy of such techniques is promising, their efficiency and
interpretability are still critical challenges. An alternative
to the above approaches is to explicitly generate all k-mers
(i.e., substrings of length k) up to a specified k, followed
by learning a classification or regression model using all
the generated k-mers as features. Such methods are much
simpler and achieve an accuracy comparable to the more sophisticated methods above [3]. Nevertheless, they are limited by the huge computational burden of explicitly generating all k-mers, and therefore tend to be applied to small
datasets with k fixed manually.

3. Evaluation

ars
on

1. Motivation

ing. Each search is followed by a coordinate-descent step
in the resulting direction. These ideas are inspired by [2]
which uses similar techniques for sequence classification.
This approach combines feature selection and learning into
a simple algorithm and, as shown in our experiments, delivers accuracy similar to the state-of-the-art, with minimal
pre-processing or domain knowledge required.
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Abstract

We present a new approach for learning a sequence regression function, i.e., a mapping from sequential observations
to a numeric score. Our learning algorithm employs coordinate gradient descent and Gauss-Southwell optimization in the feature space of all substrings. We give a tight
upper bound for the coordinate wise gradients of squared
error loss that enables efficient Gauss-Southwell selection.
The proposed bound is built by separating the positive and
the negative gradients of the loss function and exploits the
structure of the feature space. Extensive experiments on
simulated as well as real-world sequence regression benchmarks show that the bound is effective and our proposed
learning algorithm is efficient and accurate. The resulting
linear regression model provides the user with a list of the
most predictive features selected during the learning stage,
adding to the interpretability of the method.

[1] B. Alipanahi, A. Delong, M. T. Weirauch, and B. J. Frey. Predicting the sequence specificities of DNA- and RNA-binding
proteins by deep learning. Nature Biotechnology, 33(8):831–
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[2] G. Ifrim and C. Wiuf. Bounded Coordinate-Descent for Biological Sequence Classification in High Dimensional Predictor Space. Proceedings of the 17th ACM SIGKDD, 2011.
[3] M. T. Weirauch, A. Cote, R. Norel, and M. Annala. Evaluation of methods for modeling transcription factor sequence
specificity. Nature Biotechnology, 31(2):126–134, 2013.
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1. Introduction
Businesses and non-commercial groups have recognised
the importance of well-functioning online communities
for revenue, knowledge sharing and support.
Communities that do not function well can be frustrating
for their members, e.g. by ignoring their requests, which
in turn can affect the communities’ continuity and
success. DeLone and McLean [10] formalised success
factors for information systems, such as user satisfaction
and impact. Others proposed success determinants which
could indicate whether or not a community is fulfilling
its purpose socially as well as technically [2], or towards
concrete goals throughout different stages of a
community’s life cycle, such as integration of new
members [11]. However, these goals are often not
directly measurable, and the relation between the success
determinants and the achievement of the goals has not
been proven by objective measures.

2. Approach
This research investigates success determinants for
online Q&A communities, which are not only a popular
type of support communities, but also record the process
and the result of the sought support: the questions, the
responding answers, and whether the asker is satisfied
with the solution [12]. From this, we can measure the
community’s Q&A performance, and derive its success
towards its goal of solving questions. For our analysis of
success determinants for Q&A communities, we define
two metrics of asker satisfaction based on the number of
successfully solved questions (SQ and SQtime), and then
collect success determinants from the literature (e.g.
Community size, see Table 1) in order to examine their
relation with asker satisfaction via Pearson correlation.

3. Results
From the proposed determinants (Table 1), the majority
show little correlation (±0.3 or less) with asker
satisfaction. This shows that it is important to carefully
select the most viable success determinants, as not every
proposed user activity measure is a real determinant of
success. The most impactful success determinants are
related to the number of answers per question, the
number of posts per user, and the loyalty of and
interconnectedness between the users. Other proposed
determinants show no or little correlation, such as the
age, size and growth of the community, as well as content
length. It is noteworthy that some of the determinants
with no direct effect on the number of answers per
question and thus on the solving probability (such as
network density, user churn and a lack of URLs) are
nevertheless related to Q&A community success.

Table 1 The Pearson correlations between the "success
determinants" and our success metrics SQ and SQtime
show that only few are highly correlated (±0.5, in red)
to Q&A community success.
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Abstract
With the advances in IoT and the rapid generation of
vast amounts of data, there is an ever-growing need for
leveraging event-based systems as a basis for building
real-time data analytics applications. Building such
applications is a challenging matter. Distributed
processing environments might result in out-of-order
events, time-consuming computations might fail to
scale, and delays of alarms might lead to unpredicted
system behaviour. The ACM DEBS Grand Challenge
2017 focuses on real-time anomaly detection based on
the observation of a stream of numeric measurements
from manufacturing equipment. In this work, a solution
leveraging the Apache Flink stream processing
framework is presented. Some performance tests on
correctness and latency are also examined.

1. Introduction
The overall goal of the DEBS challenge is to detect
anomalous behaviour on a manufacturing machine
based on the observation of a stream of events. The data
produced by each sensor is clustered and the state
transitions between the observed clusters are modeled
as a Markov chain. Anomalies are detected when the
overall probability of a sequence of transitions is lower
than a specific threshold.
The high volume and velocity of the stream of
events demands a scalable approach. However, this
poses some major challenges that are related to contentbased stream partitioning, task allocation and out-oforder events.

2. Anomaly Detection Solution
Our solution follows the architecture illustrated in
Figure 1. The approach comprises six logical operators
that are related to a benchmark system adapter, an event
extractor, a splitter that groups all elements according to
their properties, scalable mini-batched K-means and
Markov chain models and an ordering operator that
sorts out-of-order events.

Figure 1: Solution Architecture

3. Evaluation
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Evaluation in terms of correctness and latency was
made in a common to all participants cluster comprising
three 8-core nodes. Latency measures the average time
difference between submitting an event to the input
queue and writing the resulting anomaly to the output
queue. Our results showed that our sequential approach
performs better at low injection rates and our
parallelised one performs better at high injection rates.

4. Related Work
The system implemented parallel stateful operators,
semantic load-shedding, and periodic state check
pointing that has been examined in several studies.
Saleh et al. [1] presented a cost-based approach for
partitioning dataflow graphs and patterns in complex
event processing (CEP) queries. Markov chain models
have been used in [2, 4, 5]. A similar work to this
challenge has been addressed in [2, 5], although nearest
neighbor algorithm is used for clustering instead of Kmeans. [1, 3] gave us an idea of how to better approach
windowing in our solution.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we describe a scalable solution for the
DEBS Challenge 2017. The goal is to detect anomalies
from data generated by multiple sensors embedded in
different machines. We evaluate the system in terms of
correctness and latency. The limitations we faced
inspire several directions for future work. We plan to
investigate more efficient implementations for sorting
out-of-order events in stream processing and to look
further into logical stream partitioning in favour of
having better task distribution and resource allocation.
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Introduction

The research presented in this paper illustrates how hardware acceleration can be applied to the problem of big data.
More specifically we target problems such as energy optimisation of data compression and storage, machine learning,
and multi-objective optimisation of sorting. The domains
that these problems are relevant to are financial mathematics, medicine, and the Internet of Things.
In order to create custom hardware accelerators we make
use of field-programmable gate array (FPGA) technology.
FPGAs are suitable for accelerating parallel problems and,
for certain types of workloads, offer a 38x performance
speedup over CPUs[3]. Programming FPGAs is generally carried out using a hardware description language such
as Verilog or VHDL, however, for this research we use
a framework called OpenCL. Open Computing Language
(OpenCL) is a framework for writing programs that execute
across heterogeneous platforms.

2

Big Data

3

FPGA Acceleration

Every day 2.5 exabytes of data is generated globally[2].
This data is generated by many sources ranging from human
interactions via social media to sensors monitoring electricity networks to network software logs. Making sense of
this data and being able to derive meaningful information
is a challenge that is growing in complexity and difficulty.
A number of solutions to these challenges exist, some examples of these solutions are machine learning, distributed
parallel architectures, natural language processing, and data
mining. Many of these solutions are computationally expensive and not necessarily suited to general purpose CPUs.

3.1 Intel Arria 10
The FPGA used for this research is Intels Arria 10
FPGA (see figure 2) donated by Intel Programmable Solution Group.

Figure 2: Arria 10 FPGA

4

OpenCL

Open Computing Language (OpenCL) is a high-level
language that enables software programmers to explore
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) for application
acceleration. The Intel FPGA software development kit
(SDK) for OpenCL allows a user to specify applications
at a high level and explore the performance of low-level
hardware acceleration. The OpenCL development flow is
illustrated in figure 3.

According to Xilinx, a single server with 16 Xilinx accelerators will out-perform an entire rack of standard Intel
Xeon servers[1] (figure 1).

Figure 3: OpenCL flow
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Figure 1: Acceleration using FPGAs
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1. Introduction
Prostate Cancer (PCa) is the most frequent male
malignancy, and Ireland has the highest incidence in
Europe. PCa treatment success rates vary highly
according to a number of factors including patient
characteristics as well as the institution or physician
administering treatment. Due to constantly growing
treatment costs in contrast to less constant and
predictable treatment gains, value based decisions about
the treatment of patients with PCa are overdue. On the
other hand, there is a deficit in delivering a meaningful
information to patient for their better decision making.
Decision-making processes are enhanced by accurate
data, Data analytics (DA) and Business Intelligence
(BI). Therefore, the main goal of this research is
identification of parameters with the help of BI and DA
that would improve the benefit cost-ratio in the
treatment of PCa and allow better decision-making for
the patients, the hospital and the healthcare funders.

In the proposed dashboard, the focus is mostly on two
different kinds of PCa treatments (Seed Monotherapy
and External Beam Therapy) which based on their
combination with/without Hormonal Therapy I have
four treatment approaches in the data set.

2. Method

In the next stage, I expect to use data mining
techniques, machine learning algorithm and statistical
tools to discover underlying patterns and infer the rules
in data to retrieve meaningful information that enables
our goal.

In this research, not only I will focus on the basic
solutions such as customizing information through
dashboards to give a near real time overview on
relevant data and information, but also on data analytics
and data cube approaches to embed the available data
into existing knowledge. The outcomes of this research
would enable providers and patients to better identify
who should be treated, which treatment should be done,
at what time point and where. Also, what information
and data are necessary to make meaningful comparisons
toward improving healthcare for PCa patients. Patients
and healthcare decision makers, other than those expert
in delivering the care, need access to the right
information, presented in a way that facilitates easier
and more accurate decision making. I believe graphic
visualization is a key tool in enhancing decision making
amongst those, non-expert in the field of medicine and
science. I have developed the first version of an
interactive dashboard in Tableau software for
visualizing patient outcomes along with the chance of
getting certain side effects for different treatment
options and risk factors, such as age, Prostate Specific
Antigen (PSA), positive biopsies and Gleason grade,
based on a rich dataset (includes 1200 patients)
gathered by Prostate Cancer Institute, NUI Galway.
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3. Research finding
Through dashboard it has been found that the hormone
therapy might paradoxically reduce the chance of
getting some side effects in comparison with therapies
without hormone. This somewhat unexpected finding
leads to further analysis, prompted by the dashboard
observation. Moreover, as it is expected, the median of
positive biopsies will increase dramatically when the
Gleason grade increase from 1 to 5. Furthermore, the
failure rates have a direct relationship with the Gleason
grade for each treatment approach.

4. Future works
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Abstract
Research has been done previously in our group to
develop probability-based framework which exploits
existing domain knowledge that is available in
structured format. In recent years Knowledge Graphs
(KGs) turn out to be a prominent source of structured
knowledge. The focus of our current research is to use
the biomedical KG as prior knowledge for building a
probabilstic model that can infer complex mechanisms
from the experimental data. In our work, we are
exploring the importance of Probabilistic Graphical
Models (PGMs) based on KGs, and making steps
towards proposing a probabilistic framework that can
use knowledge represented in a KG to improve
reasoning and inference under uncertainty.

relational KGs into m uni-relational KGs; where m is
the number of relations (i.e. predicates) in the original
KGs. After decoupling, BN structure learning is
performed using both decoupled KGs and the
experimental data. Then parameter estimation and
inference deduction steps are performed to get final
result.

KG-1

KG-2

2. Probabilistic Knowledge Graphs
To define knowledge graphs in probabilistic domain
more formally, we are giving some mathematical
background.
Let E = {e1, e2, …, ei} is the set of all entities and R
= {r1, r2, …, rk} is the set of all relations in a KG. Then
each possible triple can be defined as Xijk = (ei, rk, ej)
over the set of entities E and relations R as a binary
random variable Yijk Î {0,1} [2].

3. Proposed Framework
In this work, we are proposing a framework that can
combine experimental data with Bayesian Network and
simultaneously exploits knowledge graphs for
probabilistic model building.
As shown in Figure 1, first, we find relevant KGs for
the existing experimental data, however, it is also
possible to find a relevant experimental data for the
existing KG. Therefore, it can be considered as a bidirectional process. This framework decouples multi-

…

Experimental Data

Find relevant
Experimental Data

Bayesian Network Structure
Learning

KG-m

m uni-relational KGs

Bayesian Network Parameter
Estimation

1. Introduction
In past several years, many large-scale KGs have
been constructed, including NELL, DBpedia, YAGO,
Google Knowledge Graph, Freebase and Knowledge
Vault [1]. These KGs are graph structured knowledge
bases that contain nodes (entities) and edges
(relationships between entities). These nodes and edges
store facts about the world in the form of relationships
between entities [2].
Knowledge graphs gives us semantically structured
information which is interpretable by computers. This
property is regarded as very important for building
intelligent machines. In literature, various knowledge
graph refinement methods have been proposed which
try to infer new facts and missing knowledge to
enhance the utility of KGs [3].

Find relevant KGs

Knowledge Graphs
(Having m - relations)

Apply Inference Algorithm
(Approximate/Exact)

Final Result

Figure 1. Proposed framework for transforming KG
into probabilistic domain using Bayesian Network
approach

4. Conclusion and Future Work
Our initial steps of this research confirm the
importance of PGMs for modeling KG in probabilistic
domain and requirement of further exploration of new
ideas for building mathematical models that can exploit
prior information available in the form of KGs.
We have explored this area to find out role of PGM
for knowledge graph transformation and its use in the
biomedical domain. We have proposed a framework
that take use of BN approach for this purpose. In future,
we will test the functionality of the proposed framework
using a biomedical experimental data and relevant KG.
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Abstract

Metaphor is an essential element of human cognition that
helps us to conceive abstract concepts and understand new
experiences. The widespread nature of social media communication has led to a growing interest in building natural language processing (NLP) applications that understand metaphors. Having such a system will help to improve
various real-world and NLP applications. In this paper, we
propose our future research plan for metaphor processing of
social media texts. Our wider scope, however, is to design
an adaptive approach that processes metaphor in different
text types across multiple languages. Moreover, we are interested in investigating the new aspects that social media
text poses on processing metaphor.

1. Introduction

Metaphor plays an important role in our daily social
communication. The word metaphor originates from the
Latin word metaphora which means “to carry across”.
Metaphor has been seen as a stylistic device used originally
to enrich language and represent abstract concepts using the
properties of other similar concepts. A concept such as
“time is money” is expressed in everyday language using
linguistic metaphors such as “...save you hours” or “...cost
you a day” [4]. This mapping between concepts allow us
to express ideas and emotions that might be difficult to express using literal language; moreover, it allows us to better
understand new situations and experiences [2].
In this paper, we propose our research plan to process
metaphor in tweets. Our broad motivation is to design an
adaptive metaphor processing approach which avoids the
limitations of previous approaches and can be shifted to new
languages and text types. The narrower scope is to address
the challenges raised by processing metaphors in tweets,
and how the error-prone and unstructured nature of tweets
adds extra complexity to an already challenging problem.

2. Challenges and Research Plan

Automatic metaphor processing has been divided into
two tasks: “metaphor identification” which is concerned
with recognising the metaphoric expressions in the input
text and “metaphor interpretation” which is used to explain
the literal meaning of the metaphoric expression according
to its context. Approaches for identifying metaphors from
text could be divided into various categories, which are rulebased approaches, knowledge-based approaches, and statistical and machine learning approaches. Rule-based and
corpus-based approaches have been employed to interpret
metaphors automatically at a large scale [3]. While the

earlier attempts relied heavily on hand-crafted rules, recent
approaches are trying to overcome these limitations by exploiting advances in statistics and machine learning.
Manual intensive resources, especially syntactic resources, are crucial for several previous approaches regardless of the used approach. While this is perfectly valid for
processing metaphor from well-structured corpora such as
the British National Corpus (BNC) [1], it will be difficult to
apply on conversational text such as tweets. Moreover, relying on syntactic and lexical resources will be a hurdle when
it comes to shifting a system to other languages. Such resources might not exist for low-resourced languages or will
be of low quality. Previous approaches focused on the processing of metaphoric language in well-structured text, with
the rapid increase in social media communication studying
metaphor in social media is novel, timely and important.
Our research motivation can be fulfilled by either adapting existing approaches to process metaphors in Twitter
or by designing new ones. We are planning to explore
two research directions. The first one is to build upon the
minimally supervised system introduced in [3]. Among
the issues that is going to be tackled by this system is to
avoid relying on manually constructed resources, as well
as, extracting any metaphoric syntactic structure. The
second direction is to exploit neural networks and wordembeddings to build an unsupervised system which identifies metaphors and their semantic interpretation. Our research plan includes creating a new Twitter dataset annotated for metaphors. Thus, we are going to formulate annotation guidelines depending on the definition of metaphor
and other linguistic features. Another important task of this
work is to evaluate the proposed approach and to compare
it against existing approaches. We will use some existing
corpora for evaluation in order to make a fair comparison to
previous work. The evaluation will be done in two settings:
1) to judge the recall of the system in identifying metaphors,
2) to evaluate the precision of literal metaphor interpretation
against human judgement.
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1. Introduction
Social media became an important source of
information. The availability of smart phones made it
easier for people to rely on social media to share their
daily life activities and many of the events surrounding
them. It was noticed that people's involvement to share
information increases significantly at the time of crisis.
Many research projects have been conducted to collect,
analyse, aggregate, summarize and predict social media
content.
A Crisis Management system based on social media
plays an important role before, during and after the
event. It uses social media as an early sensor to alert
and inform people of possible risks, allowing them to
take their precaution in time. It plays a critical role
finding stranded people seeking for help, detecting and
Refuting rumors, assessing and measuring the amount
of loss and destruction, organizing relief efforts and
promoting fundraising and volunteering.
In this work, we propose an intelligent system that
can help government entities, journalists, relief
organizations, decision makers, and the citizens to
benefit from social media in crisis situations. The
proposed system uses machine and deep learning
techniques to collect crisis related information from
social media, classify the collected information. And
verify the accuracy and the credibility of the collected
information and classification.

2. Identify and Classify Crisis Information
in Social Media
Research efforts conducted to process social media
content in crisis situations can be classified into
different dimensions; it can be classified based on
factual, subjective or emotional content, type of
information provided, source of information, event it
describes, credibility, time and location [1].
The focus of this work will be on the classification
of crisis information based on information provided;
collected information can be classified into different
groups: News, help requests, damage and destruction,
emotional support and fundraising.

3. Credibility Assessment
Social media as any other User Generated Content
(UGC) systems, receives a huge amount of information.
Most of them are not event related, or they may contain
private uninteresting event related information.
Furthermore, UGC are generally exposed to abuse, as
information can be easily altered, mispresented or
created anonymously under false pretences [2].
Therefore, it is crucial to identify correct data from
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rumours, trusted sources of information from the
untrusted ones and relevant information from noise.
In order to understand the factors that influence the
users’ perceptions of tweets’ credibility, a survey
conducted by [3] has shown that the concern levels of
credibility had varied based on the Tweet topic; the
participants of the survey had the greatest concern with
credibility for news, political, emergency, and
consumer oriented tweets, and had the least concern
with credibility for gossip and celebrity news.
Moreover, this study suggests that tweet features (e.g.
Username, profile picture and bio, number of followers,
retweets, mentions, URLs …etc.) influences users’
credibility judgment mostly other than truthfulness.

4. Methodology
In this work, artificial intelligence will be used to
help to achieve the research objectives. Traditional
machine learning techniques such as SVM and random
forests can produce relatively robust and accurate
models, however, feature engineering can be a
challenge. Deep learning model needs more data to
train, and is more complex to build than a straight
forward implementation of traditional machine learning
algorithms, nevertheless, it can solve complex problems
difficult to solve using traditional machine learning
models with relatively high performance. And it
reduces the time needed to engineer the features used in
training.

6. Conclusions
Identifying crisis related information from social
media is challenging. The need for a system that can
identify, classify and verify the collected information is
increasing. Machine and Deep learning can be used to
achieve the research objectives.
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1. Motivation

Prior to analysis relevant data must be identified and acquired. This is traditionally accomplished by an ETL (Extract Transform Load) process. This process gathers all
relevant data and stores it in a single location for future
querying. However, traditional ETL processes have difficulty dealing with change (e.g. the addition of a new data
source, the need for a previously unidentified query). Developing an ETL process can be time consuming, involving
the use of domain experts to design a system which obtains
this data, transforms it into a format suitable for analysis
(e.g. a data cube [1]) and stores it into a data mart.
In addition to the time and expense involved in constructing the ETL (Extract Transform Load) pipeline for a data
warehouse, there is a risk that important metadata may be
lost, or items and events which were previously deemed unnecessary are forgotten.
The lack of extensiblity within a data warehouse can ultimately lead to more expense as new data sources may need
to be required and new queries need to be engineered ultimately requiring a re-versioning of the ETL pipeline.
Our work focuses on using StarGraphs (a construct of
our own design) coupled with a suitable system architecture to provide an Extensible ETL mechanism in order to
provide up-to-the minute queries.

5. Proposed Solution

Previously we presented our work called a StarGraph. A
StarGraph is an annotated graph structure coupled with a
series of processes and rules which can identify facts and
dimensions from streaming data sources. A StarGraph is
used to generate a mapping file which can transform data
from the streaming source into a star schema.
Coupling this work with a system architecture which
utilises a data lake (a large repository which stored data in
its raw format) we can ensure that no data is left behind in
the ETL process.
With all data sources stored in a data lake, and each having their own unique StarGraph, they can be combined and
integrated in order to construct integrated data marts from
streaming sources.
The addition of a suitable ontology would provide a
means of facilitating ad-hoc querying to construct data
marts.

6. Evaluation

2. Problem Statement

As the number of real time streaming sources increase,
there needs to be a fast extensible method of bootstrapping additional data sources and queries into ETL pipelines
which does not require the ETL process to be rewritten for
each source. So that unforeseen queries or requirements can
be executed without the additional cost.

In our evaluations we have successfully constructed data
marts from two domains.
Using Smart city transport data we have successfully
constructed 6 smart city data marts, and have shown how
the system can be used to construct a smart city transport
warehouse.
At present our work is focused on the agri (domain) ,
having successfully constructed data from 84 agri sources.
However, when integrating these data sources we have
identified the need for a descriptive ontology to overcome
the semantic barriers to integration. As such, we are identifying the requirements for such an ontology to ensure semantic correctness for our integrated data marts.

3. Related Work
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4. Research Question

What system architecture is required to provide an extensible ETL process for high-velocity heterogeneous data?
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1. Introduction
Public Health is crucial to detect, avoid, deal, and
monitor threats to the population’s health and has
benefited from the use of surveillance which permits a
systematic collection and analysis of health information
[1]. To address the disadvantages of traditional
surveillance systems, data sources which provide health
information before a diagnosis is confirmed have been
recently given special attention [2]. A particular case is
Twitter, which has been implemented to monitor
disease awareness [3], outbreak forecasting and disease
surveillance [4] proving to be a suitable source for
evaluating the health state of a population. Given the
richness of this source, the aim was to take advantage of
its textual and geolocation features to devise methods to
assert a tweets relatedness to the health domain. I take
advantage of the geolocation component to create
samples with messages originated near hospitals,
airports and other locations. Additionally, we apply
clinical terminology to identify disease mentions in
tweets. I hypothesise the following: (1) higher
frequency of mentions in messages originated near
hospitals, and (2) that specific language patterns can be
used to identify a mention of a given disease.

2. Methods
2.1. Data
The Twitter data used in this paper comprehends a
continuous collection of ≈20 million tweets gathered
from October-December, 2016. This includes only
tweets containing latitude and longitude coordinates and
written in English. Subsequently, the data was filtered
based on the tweets proximity to airports (airport
collection) and hospitals (hospital collection) totalling
177,238 and 32,106 messages, respectively. The
remaining messages constitute the geolocated
collection.

2.2. Clinical Terms
The case study is the clinical terms from the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine – Clinical
Terms (SNOMED-CT) given its comprehensive and
precise nature in describing clinical terms. After the
search for the disease terms in the Twitter data, the
geolocated, airport and hospital collections were
reduced to 14,827, 310 and 72 messages, respectively.

2. Part-of-Speech
Each tweet was tokenized and a Part-of-Speech
(POS) tag was assigned to each token that corresponded
to a disease term. It was also decided to focus on
contextual POS patterns that surround the disease term
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which is hypothesised being related to the semantics of
the term.

3. Results
3.1. Terms Frequency
Within the data, 15,209 tweets contain disease terms.
Additionally, contrary to the expected, the hospital
sample did not have a higher frequency of mentions and
it also did not contain more complex terminology.

3.2. Part-of-Speech
The results show a predominance of proper nouns
which can be linked to the distinct vocabulary used on
Twitter. The findings also suggest a relaxed use of
regular grammar constructs such as the random
capitalization of words, which may have hindered the
identification of correct POS labels. Additionally, the
Twitter data consists of a high frequency of messages
related to advertisements and news stories hence, the
patterns identified are not appropriate to identify a
tweets relevancy to infer the health state of the user.

4. Conclusions
It was tested an approach to determine the presence
of disease specific linguistic patterns and I could
understand the representativeness of a geolocated
Twitter sample. The results suggest a low presence of
disease mentions, indicative of the reduced frequency
which users discuss their health. The assumption of an
increased frequency and use of proper terminology of
disease mentions in the hospital collection was not
verified, which suggests the prevalence of plain English
in Twitter. The findings are also indicative of a high
ambiguity of the disease terms sense.
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1. Introduction
Brexit [4] is a widely adopted term for the United Kingdom’s proposed withdrawal from the European Union. Following the 2016 British referendum vote to leave, the UK
government triggered the withdrawal process on 29 March
2017. This has had a significant impact on the EU. Therefore, grasping people’s opinions about Brexit, which may
suggest the consequences of Brexit, could be very useful.
Social media such as microblogging services and social
networking sites are revolutionizing the way people interact online and seek out information and opinions [5]. For
example, more and more people tend to share their political views via social media. Social media posts related to
Brexit offer an opportunity to gauge the public’s opinion
about Brexit and its likely impacts.
This study uses an entropy-based approach applicable to
compare corpora—in this case political discourse on Twitter
from two different regions—to discover the different opinions they contain and how these have evolved over time. We
demonstrate this method in a case study of Brexit-related
tweets from the UK and Ireland.

2. Related Work
For comparing corpora Hofland and Johansson [2]
adopted χ2-test to identify terms that are more common
in American than British English or vice-versa. Furthermore, Rayson et al. [3] have applied log a likelihood measure called frequency profiling to discover key terms which
can differentiate one corpus from another. More recently,
a strategy based on Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) was
utilized by Gallagher et al. [1] to detect the divergence between protest and counter-protest tweets. This method has
the advantage of reducing the impact caused by corpora size
while determining the most differential words.

3. Case Study
Figure 1 shows an illustration of the result of applying
JSD to the tweets mentioning Brexit from Ireland and the
UK in the period from 27 March to 2 April 2017. We rank
words by percent contribution to the total divergence and
list the top 20 words. The higher the rank means these
words are unique in one corpus rather than the other. All
scores are positive, where a bar to the left indicates the word
was more associated with Ireland and a bar to the right indicates the word was more associated with the UK. The bars
are also shaded according to the diversity of language surrounding each word calculated by the Shannon index. A
high Shannon index (lighter color) indicates a high diver-

Figure 1: Bigrams in UK and Ireland Brexit-related tweets
sity of words which, in the context of Twitter, implies that
the word was used in a variety of different tweets.
By inspection of Figure 1, we find that regarding Brexit,
Irish people seem to care more about Northern Ireland, the
border and a united Ireland in this period, while the British
public are more concerned with article 50, and the possibility of a hard Brexit.

4. Future Work

In the future we intend to apply these techniques to other
datasets, to develop user interfaces to allow non-expert
users experiment with these techniques and to investigate
similar techniques that can be applied to pairs of very differently sized corpora—for example collections of tweets
and newspaper articles.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

Application

The adaptive approach will improve efficiency and correctness of stream processing in general by serving a
broader category of application requirements. In addition, it will provide better results in changing environments,
i.e. when application requirements and properties of data
streams change at run-time.

3. Proposed Approach

We believe there is a wide range of features which might
limit the applicability of RSP solutions. We classify these
features into two categories: i) design-time features include
aspects such as input data model, language to define processing rules, operational semantics, and supported streaming operators, and ii) run-time features include aspects such
as execution time, processing tech- niques, quality of service (QoS), privacy, target domain of applications and more.
Existing RSP engines are designed to have two types of
input data models for query execution, (i) data driven i.e.
∗ This research has been partially supported by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI) under grant No. SFI/12/RC/2289
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Internet of Things (IoT) and smart sensing technologies
are providing access to an enormous amount of data available as data streams. These data streams are generated by
various sensors deployed in a dynamic environment to observe real-time contextual information. Nowadays many
applications are designed to consume these rich sources of
information. Dynamicity is inevitable for these applications
and often application requirements and underlying sensing
infrastructure are prone to changes due to this dynamicity. Many RSP engines are available to query semantic data
streams e.g. [1, 2]. Application designers have the freedom to select the best available RSP engine based on their
application requirements. However, this selection needs to
be done at design time resulting in early bound rigid solutions that are unable to adapt to changing application requirements. we propose an adaptive approach to bridge the
gap between RSP engines capabilities and application and
to adapt to dynamic application requirements during runtime. We introduce an adaptive layer which supports late
binding approach regarding the selection of RSP engines
and results into an efficient processing of a larger amount of
RDF stream data. As a proof of the necessity of an adaptive
approach we evaluate two RSP engines and point out the
effects of different run-time features.

Figure 1: Overall architecture of adaptive RSP
query is executed whenever data is arrived, or (ii) periodic
i.e. query is executed periodically. The data driven approach is ideal for continuous monitoring while the time
driven approach is good for periodic monitoring. The CSPARQL follows time driven strategy where result may get
stale if the re-execution frequency is lower than the frequency of the updates [2, 1] and thus not suitable for application where delay can be crucial (e.g. burglar attempt
notification in a home surveillance system). The CQELS
engine follows data driven approach which is ideal for time
efficiency but can be resource expensive for periodic notification system ( e.g. periodic surveillance over childrens
activities in a home monitoring system).
Adaptive RSP approach consists of two main segments
i.e. adaptive layer and RSP engines. Adaptive layer passes
input stream and query to an RSP engine and an RSP engine
passes output results to an application through the adaptive
layer. We detail the components of the proposed approach
in the next subsection. Adaptive layer plays the role of a
middleware between application and RSP engines. Applications send a request to adaptive layer and wait for the results. In any individual RSP engine 1 , a request directly
goes to the RSP engine and starts execution without considering the input stream rate, RSP engine’s processing status
and most importantly application’s requirements and RSP
capabilities. As a result, the entire system may get halted
whenever an error occurs. However in the adaptive approach, the adaptive layer analyses query before registering
to an RSP engine by considering the status of underlying
components and finds the best match among RSP engines.
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1. Introduction

In many fields like recommender systems and multiobjective optimization, one wants to reason over user preferences, e.g., [1, 3]. Often it is difficult or time-consuming
to elicit all user preferences. The Preference Deduction
Problem (PDP) aims to infer more preferences from only
few elicited ones. In a conversational recommender system, this helps to choose which items to show to the user
next. The Preference Consistency Problem (PCP) asks if
given preferences are consistent; if they were not, one could
deduce arbitrary preferences. We investigate the Optimality Problem (OPT) for different notions of optimality [4].
These problems have been studied under, e.g., lexicographic
orders or weighted sums as preference orders on alternatives [2]. We present complexity results for new natural
preference order relations: hierarchical and Pareto models.

2. Model and Problem Formulations

Preference Structures A preference structure consists of
a set of alternatives A and a set of evaluations C with domains D by which the alternatives can be rated and an operator ⊕ by which the evaluations can be combined. D
is associated with the total order ≥D . ⊕ is an associative,
commutative and strictly monotonic operation on D, where
strict monotonicity means x ⊕ y <D z ⊕ y iff x <D z.
Preference Statements A user gives a set of preference
statements Γ. Here, ϕ ∈ Γ can compare two alternatives
α, β ∈ A in a non-strict way, α ≥ β, where equality is allowed (e.g., ”I prefer Cycling to Climbing”) or in a strict
way, α > β, (e.g., ”I strictly prefer Climbing to Kickboxing”). We can also consider preferences ϕ that compare
partial information under condition T , p ≥ qkT , e.g., ”A
high cardio workout (p) is preferred to a medium strength
workout (q) given that the flexibility level (T ) is the same”.
Hierarchical Models A hierarchical model H is of the
form H = (C1 , . . . , Cr ) with r ≥ 0 and disjoint level sets
Ci of evaluations. This resembles a hierarchy that orders
evaluations by their importance level. Let H be the set of all
hierarchical models and H(1) the set of hierarchical models
with singleton sets, i.e., |Ci | = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , r. We
compare alternatives by a hierarchical model by considering
⊕-combinations of evaluations in a lexicographic manner,
i.e., compare the combined values of C1 ; only if they are
equal compare the combined values of C2 etc.
Pareto Models A Pareto model P = {C1 , . . . , Cr } with
r ≥ 0 consists of disjoint sets Ci of evaluations. This re-
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sembles a grouping of evaluation functions where every set
is equally important. Let P be the set of all Pareto models and P(1) the Pareto models with singleton sets, i.e.,
|Ci | = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , r. We compare alternatives
α, β with a Pareto model by considering ⊕-combinations of
evaluations in a Pareto manner, i.e., if the combined values
of all sets Ci are better for α, then α is preferred to β.
Problem Formulations Formally define the problems as:
PCP: Given hA, C, ⊕, Γi, does there exist a hierarchical /
Pareto model that satisfies every statement ψ ∈ Γ?
PDP: Given hA, C, ⊕, Γ, ϕi, do all hierarchical / Pareto
model, that satisfy every statement ψ ∈ Γ, also satisfy ϕ?
OPT: For consistent Γ, find all optimal alternatives, e.g.,
all α ∈ A that are possibly optimal (i.e., there exists a Γsatisfying model π with α ≥π β for all β ∈ A).

3. Results and Future Work

Next, we summarise our theoretical complexity results
for PCP, PDP and OPT considering (1) comparisons of
alternatives and (2) the case where the order relation ≥D on
evaluation domains is unknown and the language of preference statements is unspecified (and on partial assignments).

PCP
PDP
OPT
PCP
PDP
OPT

Hierarchical Models
Pareto Models
H
H(1)
P
P(1)
(1) Strict & Non-Strict Preference Statements on Alternatives
NP-complete
NP-complete
O(|Γ||C|)
O(|Γ||C|)
coNP-complete
coNP-complete
NP-complete
polynomial
NP-complete
polynomial
(2) Statements on Partial Assignments & Unknown Value Orders
NP-complete
NP-complete
polynomial time
coNP-complete solvable
for
coNP-complete
some statements
NP-complete
NP-complete

?

We implemented efficient algorithms for PCP, PDP and
OPT based on problem specific properties that allow simple greedy algorithms for the H(1) case and branching algorithms with strong pruning rules for the general case of
H. We will investigate complexity results marked with ”?”.
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We study the notion of robustness in Stable Marriage
problem by introducing the concept of (a, b)-supermatches
as a measure of robustness [2, 1]. Given two disjoint sets
of agents and their ordinal preference rankings over all the
members of the other set, a one-to-one mapping of agents
is called a stable matching if there exist no pair that prefer
each other to their current matches. A stable matching M is
called an (a, b)-supermatch if any a agents decide to break
their matches in M , thereby breaking a pairs, it is possible
to “repair” M (i.e., find another stable matching) by changing the partners of those a agents and at most b others. This
concept is inspired by the notion of (a, b)-supermodels in
boolean satisfiability [3].
In order to give insight into the problem we motivate
robustness on the Hospital/Residents (HR) problem. The
HR problem is a one-to-many generalization of SM. In HR,
each hospital has a capacity and a preference list in which
they rank the residents. Similarly, each resident has a preference list over the hospitals. A (1, b)-supermatch means
that if a resident wants to leave his assigned hospital or a
hospital does not want to have one of its current residents,
it is possible to move that resident to another hospital by
also moving at most b other residents to other hospitals.
By minimizing b, we can ensure that the required number
of additional relocations to provide a repair is minimal and
therefore the solution is robust. In practice, the most robust
matching minimizes the cost for recovering from unwanted
and unforeseen events.

2. Methodology
We work on the Stable Marriage problem, which admits
a set of men, a set women and their preference lists. We denote the distance between two stable matchings Mi .Mj by
d(Mi , Mj ) and measure it by the number of men that have
different partners in Mi and Mj . A matching Mk is said to
be closer to Mi than Mj if d(Mi , Mk ) < d(Mi , Mj ). In
this work we first show how to find or verify the closest stable matching of a given stable matching if a couple decides
to break up.
After defining a polynomial time procedure for verification, we formally define Robust Stable Marriage problem
as follows: A stable matching M is said to be an (a, b)supermatch if for any set Ψ ⊂ M of a stable pairs that
are not fixed, there exists a stable matching M 0 such that
M 0 ∩ Ψ = ∅ and d(M, M 0 ) ≤ b − a. Then, we solve the optimization problem for finding a (1, b)-supermatch.We provide three models to solve the problem: a Constraint Programming (CP) formulation to have an exact solution, and

two meta-heuristic approaches: Genetic Algorithm (GA)
and Local Search (LS).

3. Experiments

We experimentally evaluate the three models for finding the most robust stable matching. The CP model is implemented in Choco 4.0.1 and the two meta-heuristics are
implemented in Java. The tests have been performed on
a randomly generated dataset. The dataset contains stable
marriage instances of size {400 + 50 ∗ k} where k ∈ {1, 4}.
In Figure 1, we plot the normalized objective value of the
best solution found by the search model {CP, GA, LS}.
CP
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Figure 1: Search Efficiency on the Set of Instances

4. Conclusions

We studied the notion of robustness in stable matching
problems by introducing the notion of (a, b)-supermatch.
We first showed that the problem of finding a stable matching Mi that is closest to a given stable matching M if a
pair (man,woman) decides to break their match in M can
be found in polynomial time. Then, we used essentially
this procedure to model the problem of finding the most robust stable matching using a CP formulation, local search,
and genetic algorithm. Last, we empirically evaluated these
models on randomly generated instances and showed that
local search is by far the best model to find robust solutions.
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1. Introduction
A data breach can lead organizations to suffer from damages in-terms of reputation and financial loss whereby an
individual‘s privacy is also compromised. Threats to an organization can be classified according to external (outsider
attack) or internal (insider attack). There is much existing
research on dealing with external threats. An insider attack
is carried out by a person who belongs to an organization
and is authorized to access a range of data and services. For
example, the reported incidents 1 2 whereby hospital staff
looked up the medical records of patients in the public-eye.
We term this type of attacks by insiders as frequent observation attacks. A pragmatic solution for timely detection
of frequent observation attacks by insiders is desirable. Insider attacks can be detected by deploying intrusion detection systems (IDSs). IDSs can be classified into Misuse detection systems and Anomaly detection systems. Misuse detection systems detect only previously known attacks, however anomaly detection systems [1] have the potential to detect zero-day attacks. A typical approach to detect insider
attacks is to deploy anomaly-based IDSs where the normative behavior of an insider is modeled and any deviation
from normative behavior is labeled as an anomaly. However, frequent observation attacks circumvent detection by
an anomaly-based IDS because these type of attacks conforms to normal query patterns. Thus, in this work, we
present a novel notion of DBMS-oriented profiles, that models normative behavior of Database Management System
(DBMS) instead of an insider. A semantic frequency based
technique is proposed to achieve this goal. Initial experiments have shown that the proposed approach is effective
in detecting frequent observation attacks.

2

DBMS-oriented normative model

A fundamental assumption in academic research on
anomaly-based IDSs is that the training data is outlier-free.
In context of anomaly-based IDSs, the data used in learning / training phase must be free from any attacks so that
the behavior captured in leaning phase is accurate reflection of normative behavior. This enables the anomaly detection system to detect malicious behavior. However, in
real-world scenarios, it is challenging to make sure if the
training data is attack free. Thus, in this work, we consider
1 27

suspended
for
clooney
file
peek.
http://edition.cnn.com/2007/SHOWBIZ/10/10/clooney.records/index.html
2 Breach
of
Britney
Spears
patient
data
reported.
https://www.scmagazine.com/breach-of-britney-spears-patient-datareported/article/554340/
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Figure 1: A control chart for training data with outliers.
two scenarios, in first scenario it is assumed that the training data is outlier-free and in second scenario the training
data is with outliers. In DBMS-oriented normative model
we capture the frequency of accesses made to each record.
A pivotal notion for this work is Statistical Process Control
(SPC) [2] that originates from performance monitoring in
manufacturing processes. Basic element of SPC are control
charts, which provides history of a running process. Different type of control charts have been studied in the literature. In this work, we use Shewhart chart for outlier-free
scenario. For with-outliers scenario, a modified version of a
control chart is constructed. The modified version uses median and median absolute deviation as Upper Specification
Limits (USL) and Lower Specification Limits (LSL).

3 Detecting anomalies

For this work, we generated synthetic data-sets to assess
the proposed model. A patient record table in the scenario
of a hospital with roles like specialist, house officer, consultant and nurse and IT administrator clinical specialist,
medical record clerk, etc, was generated. Simulations were
carried out to construct an example DBMS-oriented normal
profile for both scenarios i.e. outlier-free and with-outlier.
We simulated attacks where anomalous accesses were made
to specific records. The control chart in figure 1 is generated
with training data with-outliers thus median and median absolution deviation is used to determine USL and LSL. Figure 1 shows detection of anomalous access to record 2 on
day 5 and day 8, record 5 on day 2.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this work is to introduce a new
technique that optimizes the structure of convolutional
neural networks, hence reducing the number of
parameters required to learn.
Question: Does the network really need all these parameters?

2. Related Work
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have
been responsible for significant breakthroughs in
visual/object recognition task, demonstrating on several
of these tasks having better than or comparable
accuracy to humans [1]. Most of the recent research has
been aimed at improving accuracy, usually requiring
deeper and wider CNNs. This can be seen by looking at
the winning models of the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) held yearly. VGG
and GoogleNet in 2014 had 19 and 22 layers,
respectively, while in 2016 ResNet had 152 layers and
the current winning model had 269 layers. ResNet also
has shown, with the improvements in GPU computing
along with various regularization and data augmentation
techniques it was possible to have a competitive 1202layer CNN [2]. Although it has been shown that deeper
and wider CNNs greatly improve model accuracy, are
all the learning parameters in the model necessary.

3. Pulse-Net
The focus of this work is on analyzing how CNNs
behave as part of their structure is removed to increase
memory efficiency without decreasing the models
accuracy. By removing filters in the convolutional
layers and nodes in the fully-connected layers in a
pulse-type method using cosine similarity as the
decision metric, we can greatly reduce the number of
learning parameters required. The initial results using a
CNN comprised of 3 convolutional layers and 2 fullyconnected layers, on CPU computing and without data
augmentation, show very promising results. Not only
can we reduce the number of parameters required by the
network by over 80%, the results show that Pulse-Net
can be seen to regularize the CNN helping to prevent
overfitting. This is due to Pulse-Net having a similar
effect as the regularization technique known as
Dropout, where parts of the CNN are turned off,
therefore forcing the exploration of new paths through
the neural network.

In Figures 2 and 3, when Pulse-Net is applied, it can
be seen to have added extra regularization to the
network, reducing over-fitting. If the filters/nodes are
chosen at random to be turned off, the network
decreases in accuracy, whereas if we use a decision
metric to turn them off, we can keep the accuracy and
greatly reduce the number of learning parameters
required (in the example below an 81% decrease in the
number of parameters required).

Figure 1: CNN without any reduction

Figure 2: CNN randomly reduced by Pulse-Net

Figure 3: CNN cosine-similarity reduction by Pulse-Net

7. Future Work
The next phase in this work is testing Pulse-Net on
the state-of-the-art CNNs, using GPU computing and
aggressive data augmentation methods to achieve
competitive accuracy on well-established deep learning
datasets, but greatly reducing the number of parameters
in the models. This reduction in deep neural networks
helps the models to be transferred onto Internet-ofThings (IoT) devices, which are usually single-core
CPU with limited memory and are battery powered.

4. Initial Results
The initial results show (Fig. 1) that when a CNNs
structure is static, even with regularization techniques,
the model can over-fit and reach its best accuracy early
in the training phase. To prevent this the user has to
pick the best parameters for the data.
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1. Introduction
This research examines the data collection process
and the role of technology in that process. We will use
spatio-temporal data derived through the WiFi system
logs to determine on-campus location as a component
of student digital footprints.
Once this data is gathered and anonymised, learning
analytics offers the tools to mine the data and produce
actionable knowledge for use in the learning process,
such as optimal group structure for enhanced learning.

2. Background
With the widespread use of digital technologies in
educational activities other data sources besides the
traditional interviews and surveys are now available to
researchers including access logs from University
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), and other
knowledge management IT systems.
The advantage such data-sets have is that they
capture the personal interactions each student has with
the IT systems, and are a unique digital footprint of
each student. Data-sets of this type are not susceptible
to the inherent biases introduced through human
interpretation, they are usually structured, complete
and traceable.

The specific research questions we address are
whether student activity, the locations on campus
where students spend their time and the social groups
they form, can be measured accurately and then used to
help determine the influence of group composition and
membership on learning. Figure 1 provides an
illustration of the digital footprint created by a class of
Computer Application students during the semester
Sept to Dec’2014.
We will present findings that illustrate that the
behaviour of students can be contextualised within the
academic environment. We can achieve this through
the identification of students location at any time of the
day and those who share that location with them.
Figure 2 represents the activity of our Computer
Applications cohort on Tuesdays during a semester.
We have identified their activity in 15 minute
intervals. Figure 2 illustrates that there are peaks in
activity in the last quarter of the hour, this would
coincide with the ending of a class and movement of
students between various locations.

4. Uniqueness
Our research uses the unique digital footprints
created by student interactions with online systems
within a University environment. The specific digital
footprint we use is generated by student use of the
Eduroam WiFi platform, ubiquitously available within
our campus for online access from smartphones, tablets
and laptops.

Figure 2: Average Semester 1 WIFI Tuesdays activity

5. Future
We intend to examine students who are formally
grouped by lecturers for Module projects and whether
they remain as a group through subsequent years. That
is, we will examine the influence of early group
formation on the students throughout their career at the
university
Analysis to date has focused on the difference in
students Precision marks i.e. the students yearly
average marks. Further research will examine the
variance in marks across each module to determine the
relationship between students, their peers and modules
exams with different technical content.

Figure 1: Semester Wifi activity
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Introduction
The main goal of this exploratory research is to
identify what and how constructs of Physical Literacy
[1] can inform the development of interventions. Being
Physical Literate provides children of all abilities and
dispositions with the foundations on which to build a
lifelong commitment to, and enjoyment of, physical
activity.
In the Primary school period, the constructs of
physical literacy need to be further developed and
soundly established.
These constructs relate to
motivation, confidence, motor competence and
knowledge and understanding. This is a critical period
covering a significant time when competences and
attitudes are often achieved and formed, none more so
important as motor competence and self confidence in
the area of physical activity.

Background
Starting with a simple fact: exercising less tends to
lead to excess mass. A recent World Health
Organisation report has projected Ireland to be the most
obese in Europe by 2030. Gaining weight hinders the
ability to move and specifically to move “well”. If one
cannot move well, then they will tend to move less.
Entering this negative spiral during childhood will
prevent normal motor development. The idea will be to
break this vicious circle with a drastic change of
perspective. So far interventions aiming at reducing
obesity are not working.

Discussion
The proposed research wants to inspire the current
generation of children to be physically literate. Original
and new ways to address the aforementioned problems
of inactivity and obesity are the keys for any future
success story. We now need to change the way we
address these problems.
Previous misunderstandings are that the concept of
physical literacy is only relevant to the conventional
school environment. This is not the case. Fostering
physical literacy is important in any situation involving
physical activity. All significant others who are in a
position to influence attitudes to, and competence in,
physical activity have a role to play.
While investigating the factors that motivate children
to partake in physical activity, the existing
research emphasises the importance of developing the
fundamental movement skills in children. Fundamental
Movement Skills (FMS) are the basic observable
patterns of behaviour present from childhood to

adulthood. Irish research has measured FMS in
adolescents [2], and found that only 11% could perform
the required movement patterns adequately. This is
alarming, considering that FMS mastery can be
developed by the age of 6. Current children’s physical
literacy is dangerously dropping to an unprecedented
low level. If one cannot move well then, he/she will
tend to move less. Entering this negative spiral during
childhood will prevent normal motor development [3].
The idea will be to break this vicious circle with a
drastic change of perspective.
Through endorsing this project, the GAA are leading
the charge in creating a physically literate Ireland. The
Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) are the largest
sporting organisation in Ireland. This Innovative
development of an intervention targeting primary
school children through GAA personnel provides a
unique opportunity to reach out to thousands of kids
across the country.

Methodology
To achieve this, a multidisciplinary team has
gathered data via an Insight developed application,
which has allowed the team to implement the renowned
FMS assessment, the Test of Gross Motor
Development-3 and other reliable physical assessments
nationwide. The team has further reduced the antiquated
means of data collection by administering a battery of
validated assessments covering all constructs of
physical literacy. Such a means of data collection is not
only pioneering, but has opened the doors regarding
knowledge translation for future work.

Conclusion
Although in the infancy of this exploratory research
there are distinct questions that have been targeted. In
particular, defining physical literacy in a practical
model would propel Ireland to the forefront of physical
activity research. Such ambitions are attainable as the
research team, with the support of the GAA, have
assessed over two thousand students across the country,
creating the largest study of its kind in the world.
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In the preference learning, there can be natural invariance properties that one might often expect a method to satisfy. These include (i) invariance to scaling of a pair of alternatives, e.g., replacing a pair (a,b) by (2a,2b); and (ii)
invariance to rescaling of features across all alternatives. In
maximum margin learning approaches scaling the inputs in
a different way could result in a different preference relation. We characterise relations that are invariant to the scaling of features, or inputs, or both simultaneously.
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2. Preference relations

n

A preference input is consisted of two vectors ai ∈ IR
and bi ∈ IRn where ai has been preferred to bi (i ∈ I =
{1, . . . , m}). By assuming a linear weighting model, each
pair (ai , bi ) expresses a linear restriction (ai − bi ) · w > 0
on an unknown weight vector w ∈ IRn . We define Λ =
{λi : i ∈ I}, where for each i, λi = ai − bi . Black points
in Figure 1(a) depict Λ = {(2, 1), (1, 2), (1, 1)}.
2.1. Consistency-based relation <C
Λ
The vector u is consistent iff for all i ∈ I, (ai − bi ) · u >
0. Then, α <C
Λ β iff (α − β) · u > 0 for all consistent u, which is iff (α − β) · u > 0 for all u ∈ Λ≥ =
{w ∈ IRn : ∀λ ∈ Λ, w · λ ≥ 1} (Λ≥ is the darkly shaded
region in Figure 1(b)).
2.2. Maximum Margin relation <mm
Λ
This method picks a single w from the consistent vectors
that maximises the margin; maximising the margin means
choosing a consistent hyperplane (like x + y = 0 in Figure 1(a)) that is as far as possible from Λ. This is equal to
∗
the case when ωΛ
is chosen such that it has (uniquely) the
∗
minimum norm in Λ≥ (in Figure 1(b) ωΛ
= ( 12 , 12 )). Then,
∗
α <mm
β iff (α − β) · ωΛ
> 0.
Λ
<IΛ

2.3. Inputs rescaling-invariant relation
Consider the effect of rescaling the inputs such that
each preference input being multiplied by a strictly posi∗
tive scalar, and SI(Λ) to be the set consisting of ωΛ
under
I
all scaling of inputs. Then, α <Λ β iff (α − β) · u > 0
for all u ∈ SI(Λ). We proved that SI(Λ) = co(Λ) ∩ Λ≥ ,
where co(Λ) is the smallest convex cone containing Λ. So,
the intersection of darkly shaded regions in sub-figures 1(a)
and (b) is SI(Λ).
2.4. Features rescaling-invariant relation <F
Λ
Consider the effect of rescaling the features such that
across all inputs, each feature being multiplied by a strictly
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|Λ|
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Avg.

24
29
31
36
38
41
53
55
62
94
127
129
134
66

Decisive Pairs (%)
<F
Λ
21
92
23
81
36
61
40
97
48
64
62
80
69
59

<IΛ
16
31
28
35
19
12
20
26
24
35
24
36
28
26

<I∧F
9
31
13
35
17
12
19
26
24
35
24
36
28
24

<I,F
Λ
3
26
1
31
5
12
19
24
11
5
24
19
28
16

Time (msec)
<C
Λ
1
0.3
0.1
23
2
12
19
8
1
2
13
1
16
8

<F
Λ
517
2434
800
4768
2799
5123
1134
1833
4983
5084
6439
2928
7374
3555

<IΛ
36
23
25
24
24
23
24
26
27
27
28
30
30
27

<I,F
Λ
55
40
38
43
47
45
41
45
50
54
57
49
48
48

Table 1
∗
unpositive scalar, and SF(Λ) to be the set consisting of ωΛ
F
der all scaling of features. Then, α <Λ β iff (α − β) · u > 0
for all u ∈ SF(Λ). We proved that u ∈ SF(Λ) iff there
exists µ which all of its component have same sign as u
such that u minimises u · µ over Λ≥ . E.g., the part of the
line segment x + y = 1 strictly within the first quadrant in
Figure 1(b) is SF(Λ).

2.5. Inputs and features rescaling-invariant relation <I,F
Λ
Now, consider rescaling of inputs and features simulta∗
neously and SIF(Λ) to be the set consisting of ωΛ
under
all scaling. Then, α <I,F
β
iff
(α
−
β)
·
u
>
0
for
all
Λ
u ∈ SIF(Λ). We proved that u ∈ SIF(Λ) iff u ∈ Λ≥
and there exists µ that agrees on signs with u such that
µ ∈ co(Λ). E.g., the part of the dark shaded region that
is strictly within the first quadrant in Figure 1(b) is SIF(Λ).

3. Experimental Results

Out of 1000 pairs of test vectors, Table 1 shows the number of pairs that either side dominates the other one and the
computation time, with respect to the preference relations
for 13 benchmarks (<I∧F
is the intersection of <IΛ and <F
Λ
Λ ).

<C
Λ
18
16
13
14
17
20
20
19
14
23
21
25
19
19
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1. Introduction
A data driven organisation needs a centralised data
repository to guide the business strategies. This data
center can be used to govern and maintain data for data
analysis. A subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile
and time-variant collection of data warehouse or similar
mechanism is normally chosen and leveraged to build a
centralised data repository.
There are a variety of data warehouse architectures
for different proposes should be considered when
designing and building a centralised data analytic
system like how to identify them and what architecture
should be chosen. The motivation of this paper is
investigating and categorising data warehouse
architectures under consideration of traditional data and
big data in order to classify and summarise them as
reference data warehouse architectures for further
evaluation and selection.

2. Traditional Data and Big Data
Traditional data is generated by operational system
in the daily transactions, which is formatted and easily
managed by centralised relational database management
systems. The big data includes a myriad of resources
with formatted data and unformatted data. They have
the different characteristics and need different
management mechanisms to govern and manipulate
them.

Big data warehouse architectures face the big data
challenge with various data types in order to manage
and provide consumable data for end users. It leverages
big data or distributed platforms (e.g. Hadoop) to store
data and establish data warehouses using data
management tools (e.g. Hive, HBase).

4.2. Data lake architectures
The concept of the data lake [2] has been proposed
in October, 2010 to describe an optimal solution for the
data aggregation and storage. The data lake has abilities
to capture and maintain various types of raw data with a
low cost, operate transformations on the data, defined
the schema at the time it is needed, perform new types
of data processing, answer the ad hoc analyses based on
the specific use cases.

5. Classification Tree
The classification tree of data warehouse
architectures with cases and samples is demonstrated
below.

3. Traditional Data Oriented Architectures
Traditional data warehouse architectures are the
framework to maintain and operate the traditional data
in data warehouses. When investigating the data types
in data flows from resources to data warehouses, these
architectures can be divided into three different
categories: the one-layer, two-layers and three-layers.
The one-layer architecture only has the real-time data,
the two-layers maintains real-time data and derived data,
the three-layers possesses real-time data, reconciled
data and derived data [1]. From the literature, there are
several traditional data warehouse architectures: the
Operational System, Independent Data Marts, Data
Marts Bus, Hub and Spoke, Centralised Data
Warehouse, Federated Data Warehouse. They can be
classified as follows.

One-Layer: Operational System

Two-Layer: Independent Data Marts

Three-Layer: Data Marts Bus, Hub and
Spoke, Centralised Data Warehouse, Federated
Data Warehouse

4. Big Data Oriented Architectures
4.1. Big data warehouse architectures

Figure 1: Classification tree

6. Conclusion
This paper is based on literature and cases to
investigate data warehouse architectures in the context
of traditional data and big data in order to classify them.
The output in this research is creating an architectures
classification tree for further investigating, evaluating
and selecting data warehouse architectures.
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1. Introduction
Customer Relationship Management(CRM) allows companies to manage their interactions with current and potential customers. CRM is a combination of people, processes and technology that seeks to understand a company’s
customers[2]. It also addresses the customer lifecycle to
support sales, marketing and customer service. A relationship graph is used by CRM to identify the relationships
between customers. These relationships can model realworld relationships (e.g. familial) or can be used to match
the same customer across internal systems. Our research
presents a methodology to construct a relationship graph
from multiple sources.

2. Motivation
The creation of a unified customer record would increase
the effectiveness of a CRM system by providing a better
understanding of prospective sales with a clear visibility and
higher accuracy. This approach necessitates a relationship
graph constructed from analysing all customer records.

3. Problem Statement
The unified customer record requires the combination of
data from disparate sources. This poses a problem in terms
of data integration with regards to data quality and size. The
potential for these problems increases with the number of
distinct data sources to be integrated.
These two problems further compound the initial problem
of determine relationships between two customer records
required to construct a relationship graph.

high-dimensional data sets. First they use very cheap text
distance matrix to find the relevant data and put them into
a group. Than they use greedy agglomerative clustering to
calculate any pairs of items in that group. For the fast distance matrix, a search engine based on inverted index been
used. The inverted index list the words with access to each
document. Use this inverted index, the efficient calculate of
distance metric could be applied.

5. Proposed Solution

The construction of a relationships graph first requires
the integration of data from multiple sources. This is accomplished using an ETL process to store all individual
sources under one unified database. As the dataset can be
very large, it must be partitioned, initially the partitioning
will be achieved by clustering the data, however we will
be investigating an optimal partitioning approach. Finally
we will create a relationship graph between every pairwise
record for the individual cluster.

6. Evaluation

In order to detect the optimal partitioning approach the
dataset will be partitioned based on multiple attributes.
These will be measures based on size, and accuracy of the
similarity matrix.
An experiment will be build to identify the most beneficial
similarity measure and method (with which to construct the
relationship graph) per partition before applying it to the
entire dataset. In order to determine the measures global
effectiveness.
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4. Related Work
In [4], 87 papers were selected that were published between 2000-2006 on four customer relationship management (CRM) dimensions (Customer Identification, Customer Attraction, Customer Retention and Customer Development) and seven data mining functions (Association, Classification, Clustering, Forecasting, Regression,
Sequence Discovery and Visualization). In [1], the authors investigated the impact that different relational similarity measures have on entity resolution. They evaluated the entity resolution performance over both attributebased baselines and algorithms while using multiple realworld databases. In [5], the authors advocate a holistic,
clustering-based data integration approaches that scale to
many data source. The methodology for holistic integration of schemas and ontologies as well as entities have been
provided. In [3], the author provided a solution to manage
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1. Introduction
Given a single GPS trace for a vehicle, our aim is to
infer intermediate waypoints on the trace where the
driver’s style of driving is unknown. In previous work [1],
it was shown that if drivers follow shortest paths by time
it is possible to infer waypoints by using only GPS points,
no historical data and repeated forward and backward
shortest-path searches. An empirical test of driving routes
[2] by Zhu & Levinson showed that drivers do not
reliably choose shortest paths.

returned the fewest (or equal fewest) estimates. The
shaded cells show the best result in each row. As can be
seen, in all cases, the best result is when the simulated
style corresponds to the true driving style.
Simulated Style

DS1

2. Approach

3. Experiments
104 trips within New York city were created, each
containing between 0 and 10 randomly selected
waypoints. For each trip, a set of routes were created,
each with a different driving style based on a combination
of shortest path by time or distance, and avoiding tolls or
avoiding highways or no restrictions on roads travelled
using openrouteservice [3]. Each of the individual routes
was sampled at 15 second intervals and tested against a
set of algorithms corresponding to each of the styles
where ε was set as follows.
 5 seconds / 2% for time
 0.03 miles / 2% for distance
For each route a set of estimates was returned for each of
the driving styles. The columns headed DS1 to DS6 in
Table 1 show the efficiency of each of the simulated
driving style algorithms in predicting the waypoints of
true driving styles. R, P and A are the recall, precision and
accuracy rates respectively. F is the percentage of times
that each of the simulated driving style algorithms

True Driving Style

A person’s driving style will dictate the route they take
from point to point. A σ-path is any path that obeys
driving style σ. A shortest σ-path is a σ-path with the
smallest cost based upon the restrictions the driver has
placed upon themselves. Therefore, we now define the
concept of a ε-shortest path [1] as follows.
Definition 1. ε -shortest σ-path(cost): Path P from A to B
is an ε -shortest σ-path from A to B if there is no other A,
B σ- path with cost ≤ cost(P) - ε.
Definition 2. ε -shortest σ-path(percentage): Path P from
A to B is an ε -shortest σ-path from A to B if there is no
100 − ε
other A, B σ-path with cost ≤ (
) * cost(P).
100
The hypotheses that are being tested are
•
Given a multipart trip constructed via point-to-point
trips, where the driving style is not known, the
individual destinations (waypoints) can be identified
by comparing the results of a set of computations
which simulate various driving styles.
•
The computation which most closely resembles the
driving style will contain the fewest estimated
waypoints.

DS2

DS3

DS4

DS5

DS6

F
P
A
R
F
P
A
R
F
P
A
R
F
P
A
R
F
P
A
R
F
P
A
R

Fewest
Estimates

DS1

DS2

DS3

DS4

DS5

DS6

95.2

8.7

3.8

2.9

61.5

7.7

0.945

0.536

0.163

0.145

0.829

0.498

0.940

0.959

0.605

-1.006

-1.154

0.893

0.547

0.954

0.965

0.893

0.841

0.776

0.961

0.880

0.959

4.8

95.2

3.8

12.5

4.8

61.5

0.285

0.958

0.246

0.403

0.372

0.821

0.958

-0.057

0.961

-0.276

0.356

-0.118

0.880

0.961

0.893

0.954

0.893

0.904

0.891

0.937

0.954

7.7

12.5

85.6

30.8

6.7

11.5

0.368

0.604

0.912

0.740

0.330

0.581

0.901

0.245

0.695

0.944

0.823

0.221

0.665

0.931

0.948

0.933

0.970

0.933

0.941

0.913

0.950

2.9

26.0

5.8

97.1

26.9

2.9

0.229

0.705

0.312

0.940

0.226

0.672

0.940

-0.407

0.799

0.052

0.954

-0.434

0.766

0.954

0.904

0.952

0.919

0.959

0.904

0.935

0.959

70.2

8.7

3.8

2.9

98.1

9.6

0.839

0.501

0.161

0.145

0.923

0.524

0.914

0.900

0.552

-1.047

-1.187

0.948

0.587

0.940

0.963

0.889

0.848

0.789

0.965

0.887

0.954

4.8

62.5

3.8

11.5

4.8

98.1

0.280

0.863

0.241

0.393

0.284

0.974

0.971

-0.092

0.915

-0.316

0.329

-0.072

0.971

0.969

0.909

0.961

0.898

0.913

0.911

0.962

0.959

Table 1 – Efficiency of Simulated Style Vs True Driving Style

The simulated style corresponding to the true driving
style of the route contained the fewest (or equal fewest)
estimates in 94.9% of cases. If more than one simulated
style was tied for the fewest estimates then we selected
the style(s) with the tightest estimates and if there was
still a tie we reported those tied. The final column in
Table 1 shows the recall, precision and accuracy when we
select the simulated style with the fewest estimates for
each route where any ties remaining were broken by
random choice.

4. Future Work
Future work will consider cases where the driver has a
hybrid or inconsistent style. We will also investigate
applying the method to improve machine learning
methods which try to predict the destination of a trip. If
the trip consists of multiple segments, we could identify
the last waypoint, and allow the machine learning
algorithm to predict forward from that starting point.

5. References
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Blind Rendezvous Protocols for Cognitive Radio Based Disaster Response
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2. EMCA Protocol Design
EMCA is based on the Modular Arithmetic approach of
MCA [2]. In EMCA, a radio hops through an array of
channels, with index the start point and rate the hop size.
The rate value will remain same for a rendezvous cycle.
If rendezvous does not occur within one rendezvous cycle, then the rate will be re-selected. At each iteration, the
next index value will be calculated using mod(P), where
P is the smallest prime larger or equal to total number of
channels. In EMCA, the rendezvous cycle is short (P time
slots) and unavailable channels are remapped randomly to
avoid the biased selection of channels early in the order. In
MCA/MMCA, the iteration limits are 2P & 2P 2 , to ensure
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In early hours of a disaster, providing communication
services is crucial. It is also difficult, due to infrastructure damage, physical inaccessibility, and unknown environment. We propose the use of lightweight autonomous
mobile radios which can provide temporary access until
more stable help appears, using cognitive radio (CR), which
can learn and adapt to the radio environment, and use the radio spectum dynamically [1]. Their first challenge is to discover other CRs to form a backhaul-network. Discovery can
be challenging when a CR does not know about other nodes,
their spectrum availability, nor the behavior of the Primary
users (PR) with spectrum rights or arbitrary-interferers.
For two CR nodes, we define rendezvous as the completion of a handshake mechanism between the radios. This
needs them to be on the same channel, within transmission
range of each other, for a sufficient time period, and that the
channel has no detectable PR activity over that time period.
When there is no predefined schedule for visiting channels
and no common control channel, this is known as the blind
rendezvous problem. In this work, the aim of each radio
is to discover all known direct neighbors. There are some
sophisticated blind rendezvous protocols for cognitive radio networks (CRN), especially, Modular Clock Algorithm
(MCA), Modified MCA (MMCA) [2] and Jump-Stay. They
provide rendezvous guarantees but assume the channels are
permanently available with no PR activity. If a PR appears
during rendezvous, it fails, and so time to rendezvous (TTR)
can increase and the guarantee is no longer valid.
Contributions: We propose an Extended Modular
Clock Algorithm (EMCA), a blind rendezvous protocol for
the unknown environments, channels, and PR activity. We
propose a neighbor information passing mechanism, which
can expedite rendezvous completion and build neighbor
knowledge. We propose different CR operating policies
which adapt to PR activities to reduce harmful interference.
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Figure 1: ATTR for 2 nodes
rendezvous if different rates are selected. Since we cannot
guarantee rendezvous, because of unknown PR activity, we
reduce this limit to allow a search of all channels with faster
rate re-selection and to speed up the rendezvous process.
Handshake Mechanism: For a successful rendezvous,
two nodes must complete a handshake process. We propose a beaconing mechanism in which nodes embed into
the beacon a list of neighboring nodes they have overheard.
If a node find its id in received beacon, then it will mark it as
a confirmed neighbour and rendezvous between two nodes
can then be established.
CR Operating Policies: A CR must be able to identify
and vacate channels occupied by a primary user and avoid
those channels for some specified time. In order to respect
the specification, we have proposed different CR operating
policies (Normal, Reactive and Proactive), which work with
the rendezvous strategies and are adaptable in response to
PR activity. The intention is to reduce harmful interference.

3. Performance

EMCA is evaluated over different PR activity patterns
against MMCA, JS, and Random, all implemented in an
ns2 simulation. Each policy initiates only when a PR is detected; otherwise, it behaves equally under Zero PR activity,
as shown in Figure 1. Under High PR activity, each strategy behaves differently with a different policy but, overall
EMCA is found to be better.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

EMCA with a variety of PR traffic shows up to 90% improvement over MMCA and JS in TTR. Proactive policy
was found marginally slower then Reactive in TTR, but reduces the harmful interference by multiple orders of magnitude. Future work is focused on unknown numbers of CRs
in arbitrary connectivity graphs.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous systems have become increasingly popular in recent decades and are getting more sophisticated every year. A major challenge faced by autonomous systems
is the need to be able to operate in all conditions, but as
the systems get more sophisticated the number of conditions it will operate in grows exponentially. Pre-defining all
possible operating conditions is not feasible any more and
this has been the driving force behind a large amount of research into alternative ways to allow a system to deal with
undefined operating conditions. One of these ways is for
the system to have a set of predefined operating conditions
and to learn how to adapt to undefined conditions. These
learning-based autonomous systems can be used in the vast
majority of vehicles like autonomous cars, planes and quadcopters that heavily rely on their autonomous controllers.
Autonomous cars learning to drive on slippery surfaces such
as ice and quadcopters learning to fly with a partially broken
rotor will allow for the development of a whole new class
of autonomous system.

2. Related Work

Most control objectives for autonomous systems centre
around reference tracking which is the manipulation of a
measured system output to match a reference value. A lot of
work has been done in control theory to design controllers
that can achieve this task. Our work mostly centres around
the use of intelligent learning to control autonomous vehicle and this field has been explored for several vehicles. It
has been shown that Reinforcement Learning can be used
to synthesise a control policy for quadcopters [1], [2]. Deep
neural network have been used to learn a guidance strategy
in autonomous aerial vehicles [3]. There is a need for faulttolerant satellite control since it is very difficult to update
satellites once they are launched [4]. There is also a large
collection of research done on autonomous car and truck
control.

3. Research Objective

Our research objective is to develop a theoretical approach that can take advantage of learning to enable a control system to operate in unspecified conditions and then
apply this theory to different domains such as autonomous
vehicles and process control. This could be fault-tolerant
controllers, which have the ability to continue operating under fault conditions, where the specific fault has not been
predefined at the development stage and the system learns
how to handle the fault by interpolation of other fault conditions. This can be done optimally and allow the system to

operate in any condition and with a multitude of faults, to a
certain extend. We are also looking at developing a learning
based HVAC systems in autonomous vehicles. The system
can learn user preferences and automatically adapt to the external conditions to remove condensation and regulate humidity as well as temperature levels. High level architecture
can be seen in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Basic learning-based adaptive autonomous system

4. Current & Future Work

We explored the use of a new interpolation technique
we designed to achieve fault tolerant control in a gravity
drained multi tank system. The traditional way to switch between different controllers, each designed to handle a specific fault scenario does not perform well with unanticipated
faults and multiple concurrent faults. Our new method uses
fault detection mechanisms to identify the current fault state
and uses this to achieve a mixing of the control signals of all
specified controllers. This allows the synthesis of any control law that can be achieved by mixing the specified controllers. There is a smooth transition and it is more robust
to time delays in the FDI. The next stage of our research
is to develop a learning based merging technique that can
adapt autonomously to new faults and generate the optimal
control law depending on the current fault estimation.
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1. Introduction

Destination Prediction enables efficient route recommendations by considering live road conditions and therefore reducing congestion. It also facilitates highly personalised sight-seeing recommendations and targeted advertising. We propose predicting destination by Bayesian Inference. We calculate the probability of the destination being
one of predefined clusters given observed features of the trip
such as pickup time, start location and last visited locations.

2. The Research Question

Can we correctly and reliably predict the destination of
a taxi during its journey using a history of previous trip trajectories?

5.1. High-Level: Discrete Time Markov Chains
We train a DTMC for each (source, destination) pair &
calculate the likelihood of observed transitions with each
DTMC originating from the trip source. The destination of
DTMC with most likelihood is our high-level prediction.
5.2. Lower-Level: Bayesian Inference
Find destination which maximises:
P (destination|xi−1 → xi , source) =

P (xi−1 → xi |source, destination)×
P (xi−1 |source, destination)×

P (source|destination) × P (destination)

6. Results

3. Description of Data

The dataset consists of approximately 1.7 million taxi
journeys from 442 taxis operating in the city of Porto in
Portugal over a period of one year. The GPS readings are
recorded every 15 seconds. We have other data such as time
of pickup, driver ID and trip ID. The evaluation metric used
is the Mean Haversine Distance between our predicted drop
off coordinates and actual drop off coordinates.

We randomly sample 90% of trips for training and use
the remaining 10% for testing. Weighted results indicate
that the model calculates final prediction as the sum of candidate cluster centroids multiplied by the probability of centroid being the destination. Distance metric is in kilometres.

4. Methodology: Pre-Processing of Data

We clean the data by applying filters to remove any trips
that have a point outside the bounding box limits specified.
We also remove trips that record a speed greater than 150
km/hr or record no speed above 10 km/hr. We also remove
trips that have less than 2 GPS readings (too short) and more
than 980 GPS readings (a 4 hour trip, too long). The GPS
points in the cleaned data is then clustered via the K-Means
algorithm at 2 different levels of granularity: 8 clusters and
68 clusters.

7. Discussion

5. Methodology: The Hierarchical Model

Before training, we factor the trips by (source, destination) pairs and work on each pair separately.
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Our best model selects the top 5 most likely high-level
clusters for refinement and calculates the weighted coordinates of all the destination candidates within those highlevel clusters. We see that disregarding the priors in the
lower level increases accuracy as the trip progresses. Once
the high level decision is made, it’s more accurate to ignore
prior biases and look only at the current transitions observed
at lower level. We aim to improve these results by developing an ensemble model. We propose a regression model in
addition to the DTMC model and combine their predictions.
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Semi-Online Task Assignment for Workload Consolidation in Data Centres
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Cloud Computing relies on data centres as a backbone
to store, structure and retrieve data. Because these facilities have a large economic and ecologic footprint, designing methods to exploit them efficiently is a key challenge to
achieve sustainability.
Satisfying on-demand access to Cloud Computing infrastructures under Quality-of-Service constraints while
minimising the wastage of resources is an central topic in
data centre resource management. Workload consolidation
is a technique leveraged in data centers to increase the overall efficiency of a cluster of physical servers. Enabled by
virtualisation technologies, workload consolidation may be
used to reduce the number of servers required to meet the
demand by end users. This is usually done by allocating
multiple tasks to run concurrently on one server.

2. Minimising Allocated Resources

Although a thoroughly researched topic [1], most attempts to minimise resource wastage are either studied in
a fully online or fully offline setting.

(Ai−1 , Mi−1 )

Monitor

tasks to machines, BP focused policies may miss the opportunity to associate the first two tasks together before assigning them to a machine. We developed a novel policy, FMF,
as a flexible approach that does not try to allocate a task to
a machine but rather allows each task to be associated to
another task or machine.

4. Exploring the behavior of policies.

We evaluate the different approaches against a data centre trace released by Google in 2011.
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We develop a semi-online formulation of the problem
presented in [2] in which a monitor gathers information
on incoming tasks during a short period of time. The information is then provided to the solver deciding on their
assignments. It may allow to take more informed decisions
than the online setting.

3. Solution Methods

The problem at hand has strong connections to the Bin
Packing (BP) problem in the sense that sized objects must
be assigned to capacitated containers. A range of policies
originally developed for the BP problem such as the AnyFit (First(FF), Next(NF), Best(BF), Worst(MR)) policies,
Sum-of-Squares(SS) or Harmonic(HA) can be adapted to
produce solutions to our problem in a semi-online fashion.
3.1. First Merged Fit (FMF)
A limitation of the BP focused policies is the clear separation between already allocated machines and the upcoming tasks that have to be allocated. By iteratively allocating

In terms of cumulative resource usage, the policies producing the best task assignments are FMF followed by FF
then BF. The placement policies HA and MR waste significantly more resources.

5. Conclusion and Further Work

We have developed an algorithm outperforming BP focused policies for the semi-online workload consolidation
problem. Further work could consider stochastic information of the tasks sizes and duration.
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Introduction

Modern SAT and CSP solvers have a large number of
configuration options. Selecting the best configuration has
been repeatedly shown to drastically improve combinatorial
solvers performance. However, manually tuning an algorithms parameters is both time consuming and error prone.
Recent research has focused on automatic algorithm configuration. There are a number of methods of configuring an
algorithm offline where a set of training instances are used
to learn a good configuration which is used going forward.
Our ReACTR system instead focuses on realtime algorithm configuration where the configuration improves as a
stream of instances are being processed[2, 1]. ReACTR
races multiple candidate configurations in parallel on different cores of a multicore computer. When one configuration
finishes it is deemed the winner and an internal scoring system is updated. Updates occur between solving instances
thus sidestepping the need for an offline training period.

2
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Figure 2: Comparing full and reduced configuration space results.

The size of the search space is a major challenge for
algorithm configurators. It grows exponentially with the
number of parameters. It has previously been shown that
it is not uncommon for a handful of parameters to account for most of the performance improvement in search
algorithms[4]. We exlore using the feature selection technique Boruta to choose all relevant parameters to a configuration’s win percentage[5]. Boruta compares original features’ importance with importance achieved by randomly
permuted copies. Figure 2 shows that total performance
can be improved by greatly reducing the configuration space
that must be explored.
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Figure 1: Cumulative runtime for various instance orderings.

As ReACTR visits each instance only once, the order
that these instances are visited in can have an effect on the
overall quality of configuration discovered. We have previously shown that ordering instances from fastest to slowest solving time can increase ReACTR’s performance[3].
Here we extend this work to include ordering based on instance feature values. We evaluate based on ordering by 115
SAT features (both ascending and descending) representing
problem size, difficulty etc. Of the 230 different orderings
223 had statistically better performance than random ordering using Student’s T-Test (P=0.01). Figure 1 shows the
average cumulative solving time for the best and worst feature orderings in addition to three baselines (random, hard
to easy and easy to hard). The best feature ordering performed 28.9% better than random while the worst feature
ordering was only 1.9% worse.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We show that instance ordering and configuration space
size both impact on ReACT’s performance. In future we
hope to detect instance ordering automatically and adapt to
it. We also hope to develop a system which expands the
configuration space to be explored over time.
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1. Introduction

Every year over 75 000 firefighters are injured and 159
die in the line of duty. Some of these accidents could be
averted if emergency response team leaders had better information about the situation on the ground as it unfolds.
The SAFESENS (Sensor Technologies for Enhanced Safety
and Security of Buildings and its Occupants) project [1] is
developing a location-tracking and monitoring system for
firefighters and other first responders to make that information available to them.
The system monitors firefighters via wearable wireless
inertial measurement units (WIMU) equipped with a Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLU) module, ambient pressure and
temperature sensors, and a tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscope. Data are streamed from the WIMU to a smartphone
where an application buffers the data for 10 seconds before
transmitting them in batch to the command & control centre (CCC). In the CCC the data are used to show the officers
where their firefighters are, and provide timely clues about
what they might be doing. The system is designed to work
in the harsh and unpredictable conditions of emergency situations, and be resilient if pre-deployed infrastructure fails.
Human activity recognition (HAR) using inertial data
has been a fruitful line of enquiry for more than a
decade [2]. Most of this work focused on everyday activities such as eating, walking, or moderate physical exercise.
In this work, we investigate if, and how well, HAR methods
transfer to the harsh environment and conditions of emergency first response operations.

2. Methods

We collected example data from 11 volunteers performing several trials (enough to obtain ≥ 90 s) for each of the
17 activities, which had been selected in consultation with
fire brigades: 2 types of crawling, duck walking, falling,
2 types of jumping, 3 types of running and walking, and
5 static postures. Then, we formed three additional HAR
problems of decreasing complexity. The first, the “movetype/lie” problem, consists of seven target classes (activities): Crawling, duck walking, falling, lying down, running, walking, and the static postures. The second problem
differs in that lying down is considered to be an additional
static posture. The final problem is to discriminate between
falls and the other activities.
After smoothing and resampling both sensors’ signals,
the acceleration signal was separated into body and gravity components via a low-pass filter. Then, the signals were
segmented into 3 s long sliding windows with 1 s overlap,

from which we extracted 7 time-domain—mean, sample
standard deviation, skew, kurtosis, inter-quartile range, signal magnitude area (SMA), and the pairwise correlations
between each sensor’s x, y, and z axes—and 2 frequencydomain features—spectral power entropy (SPE) and peak
power frequency (PPF)—that have proven useful in previous HAR applications. This data-set of labelled examples
was then used to tune the parameters of k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), and Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT) by grid-searching the parameter
space for each of the four problems, and evaluate their performance via leave-one-subject-out cross-validation.

3. Results and Discussion
Table 1: Class-wise/average MAE, and Std. Dev. (all in %)
GBT

SVM

kNN

Crawl
Duck Walk
Fall
Jump
Run
Static
Walk

1.38
1.48
0.16
0.75
4.00
0.71
4.35

1.08
0.91
0.17
0.79
5.74
1.10
5.79

2.00
1.04
0.10
0.83
6.77
1.65
7.45

Average
Std. Dev.

1.83
1.66

2.23
2.44

2.83
2.99

The mean absolute errors (MAE) for the 7-class problem shown in table 1 are a good example of our results. All
three algorithms exhibit very good performance on all four
problems, with an average MAE of < 5%, even for the worst
algorithm (kNN) on the most complex (the 17-class) problem. The kNN algorithm is outperformed by SVM, which
is in turn outperformed by GBT; the latter leading to classwise MAEs that are not only lower on average, but also—as
evidenced by the relatively small standard deviation—more
balanced among the seven target classes.
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1

Introduction

When a virus emerge, and spread around the word, infected a large number of people at the same time, we are
talking of Epidemic. Across the history, have been innumerable epidemics that spread to various continents, provoking significant human death and monetary losses. The most
devastating epidemic was the black death. It is estimated to
killed 40 - 60 percent of European and Middle Eastern population [2]. Even in these times we are constantly being threatened by epidemics such as Ebola, Zika, Influenza, among
others. These public health emergencies, pose the task of
critical decision-making to public health officials and emergency response personnel. This is a challenging task, due
such situations require decisions to be made taking in count
all the information received and the projections of the current
situation into the future.

2

Problem Definition

The process of decision making involves determining the
best action/choice to perform from a set of alternatives in order to arrive at a solution for a certain problem [5]. Decisions
made by public health officials in an epidemic situation are
based on the information received and their own experience.
In order to decide the interventions that can possibly reduce/contain the spread of the diseases such as school closure,
vaccination, public health officials need to build and compare projections of the numerous combinations of potential
interventions and study their impact in the spread of the disease. An incorrect or untimely decisions can have very negative consequences such as increase in death rate, higher costs,
and can even result into the progression of an outbreak into a
pandemic. For public health officials it is difficult to process
this large amounts of information and even more challenging
to carry out projections. As a result, information overload
becomes a relevant problem to address.

3

Research Approach

To face information overload, we should provide a solution that supports the decision making process of public
health officers.
Visual analytics is a multidisciplinary area that aims to
integrate interactive visualizations with automated data analysis approaches to ease the processing of large volumes of
data and support decision making [3]. We want to study the
fields of Decision Support Systems, Epidemic Modeling and
Visual Analytics to answer the following research questions
in the domain pandemic management:
• How do public health officers make decisions?

• What type of information is relevant for the decision
making process?
• What kind of visualizations can support the decision
making process?
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In my work I aim to contribute with a solution that helps to
find those interventions that will be most effective at achieving a public health goal by comparing and evaluating the
impact between possible interventions in contain a disease
spread.

4 Related Work
This section describes other relevant prior works that have
proposed visualization solutions for epidemic model simulations. GLEAMviz [6] allows the user to design the disease
models with mitigation strategies and analyze the result in
tree different views:3D global map animation, dynamic 2D
map and structure of the airport network. PanViz [4] allows
to the decision maker to execute a intervention at any day of
the simulation,and analyses the statistical data in a geospatial/map view. The tool also allows to set the point of origin
of the disease and chose or not the use of air travel information to influence the spread. Afzal et al. [1] compared
the impact of several mitigation measures at different points
over time, using their proposed view generating branches.
As a result, the user can visualize the overall impact of lost
or saved lives as a function of decisions made by comparing
branches.
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1. A Large-Scale Bilevel Problem
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2. Application of Data Analytics
For each ~xq we generate a number S of feasible so~ sq , satisfying the constraint xqi ≤ xmax .
lutions, i.e. X
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We then solve the follower problems exactly using an ILP
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solver to find corresponding Y
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~sq for
Then we apply k-medoids clustering [1] to the Y
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assignments Y
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Decomposition

Objective

A bilevel optimisation problem is one which has one or
more optimisation problems as constraints. The upper level
problem is known as the leader, while the lower level problem is known as the follower. The leader’s solution must
optimise an objective under the constraint that the follower
optimises a different objective, and the leader and follower
influence each other. In (1), we have a bilevel problem with
one leader and multiple followers. The leader vector ~x is
partitioned among the followers, such that each follower q
gets a part of the leader vector ~xq .

·105

∀k, q, n
∀k, q, n
∀q
∀k, q
(2)

The number of followers Q was varied from 100 to 1000,
using S = 1000, K = 30 for each follower, and the problem was solved using our decomposition approach, as well
as a genetic algorithm (which is the standard method of solution). It can be seen in figure 1 that the decomposition
approach is much better in terms of the solution quality, especially as Q gets larger. The runtime using our approach
is also much better, with solution times up to 5 times faster
in some cases.
Our approach has also been used on a real-life industrial
problem with 263 followers with good results.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a data analytics-based approach for decomposing and solving large-scale bilevel optimisation problems, with one leader and hundreds or thousands of strongly-independent followers. We showed that
our approach scales up to many followers and performs
much better than a metaheuristic approach, which is the
standard solution approach.
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1. Abstract

4. Evaluation

With the advances in IoT and the rapid generation of
vast amounts of data, there is an ever growing need for
leveraging event-based systems as a basis for building
real-time data analytics applications. Building such
applications incurs a lot of challenges. Distributed
processing environments might affect the required order
of events, time-consuming computations might fail to
scale, and delays of alarms might lead to unpredicted
system behavior. The ACM DEBS Grand Challenge
2017 focuses on anomaly detection based on the
observation of a stream of numeric measurements. In
this paper, we present our solution leveraging the
Apache Flink stream processing framework. We
evaluate its performance in terms of event latency and
throughput.

In order to evaluate the system performance in
comparison with solutions submitted by all participants,
each team submitted their system to an evaluation
cluster comprising three 8-core nodes. Solutions were
ranked according to system latency and throughput.
System latency measures the average time difference
between submitting an event to the input queue and
writing the resulting anomaly to the output queue.

2. Introduction
The overall goal of the challenge is to detect
abnormal behavior of a manufacturing machine based
on the observation of the stream of events. The data
produced by each sensor is clustered and the state
transitions between the observed clusters are modeled
as a Markov chain. Anomalies are detected as
sequences of transitions that happen with a probability
lower than a given threshold.
To cope with the volume and velocity of observed
events, the system has to be highly scalable. However,
the graph-structured data and performance requirements
pose three major challenges: (1) Content-based stream
partitioning. (2) Determining the right degree of
parallelism. And (3) maintaining the order of events in a
parallel processing environment.

5. Related Work
The system implemented parallel stateful operators,
semantic load-shedding, and periodic state check
pointing. Saleh et al. [1] presented a cost-based
approach for partitioning dataflow graphs and patterns
in complex event processing (CEP) queries. Our
approach is based on the Markov chain model that was
used in [2, 4, 5]. The work in [2, 5] is very similar to
this year’s challenge, although nearest neighbor
algorithm is used for clustering instead of K-means. [1,
3] gave us an idea of how to better approach windowing
in our solution.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we describe a scalable solution for the
DEBS Challenge 2017. The goal is to detect anomalies
from data generated by multiple sensors embedded in
different machines. We evaluate the system in terms
event latency and throughput. The limitations we faced
inspire several directions for future work. We plan to
investigate better implementations for sorting out-oforder events in stream processing and to look further
into logical stream partitioning in favor of having better
task distribution and resource allocation.

3. Anomaly Detection Solution
Our solution follows a parallel stream processing
paradigm as we have data coming at high injection rates
requiring continuous time-consuming computations.
The proposed solution shown in Figure 1 comprises six
logical
operators
that
apply
complementary
transformations on the incoming event stream resulting
in a continuous workflow.

Figure 1 - Solution Architecture
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1. Introduction

Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most
widely used data analysis techniques. One of its main application is dimensionality reduction of the data. A great
number of different PCA algorithms has been developed
to examine and improve the robustness, smoothness and
sparsity[1]. It is not clear which of them should be use in
preprocessing of classification tasks.
The most common benchmark in PCA algorithms literature is based on classification of real world dataset. A
dataset is reduced in the attributes applying different PCA
techniques, then a fixed classifier (KNN) is applied with 10CV on the different reduced dataset. The accuracies of the
classifiers are used to compare and rank the PCA solutions.
This test is based on the idea that a better PCA solution will
preserve more useful information and get rid of noise, outliers and correlation. So a classifier trained on this dataset
should perform better than one trained on a reduced dataset
with less useful information.
In paper related to PCA research[2], benchmark performance is tested on only one classifier. In this project, we investigate if the differences of performance in preprocessing
data reduction techniques of classification tasks are classifier dependent. There are no work in literature that investigate this dependence.

2. Method

We apply pairwise comparison of PCA on several classifiers other than KNN to verify if reduction results are vary
from one classifier.
To achieve the goal, our procedure contains three main
components:
• Dataset preparation
• PCA comparison
• Compare PCA on different Classifiers
2.1. Dataset preparation
All the data used to analyse in this project are from
UCI Machine Learning Repository online dataset in various range of fields, such as: biology, health and medicine,
automotive and weather. The datasets are heterogeneous on
number of attributes and instances.
2.2. PCA comparison
We load algorithms from library pcaL1 and pcaPP. We
will compare different PCA based on benchmark performance with the different dataset on a fixed classifier.

2.3. Compare PCA on different Classifiers
We apply the same comparison of PCA on different classifiers and save the results. Then we analyse the results to
draw the conclusion.

Figure 1: Flow chart of comparison on different classifiers

3. Conclusion

If we receive similar benchmark performances from different classifiers, then we will draw the conclusion that data
reduction techniques are classifier independent. If we receive completely different result, then the related publication probably need to check their conclusion on other classifiers as well since those techniques are classifier dependent. The conclusion of the correlation between PCA and
classifier will optimize the classifier chosen that leads to an
improvement of the classification processing
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1. Introduction
Comparison of classifiers is currently a hot topic in machine learning.
The existing comparison techniques focus on pairwise
comparison. We aim to develop a new technique that extend
the current state of the art bayesian pairwise comparison to
rank the different algorithms on a set of sample problems.

2. Method
Our procedure consist in 3 steps:
• Classification: apply the classifiers to the different
problems.
• Pairwise comparison: compute the pairwise comparison for all the competitors on all the problems.
• Ranking: compute an overall ranking of the classifiers
2.1. Classification
We utilize classifiers from the caret R package1 . It includes automatic configuration grids. The problems can be
found in the UCI Dataset repository2 , a common benchmark
in machine learning.
Every classifiers is tested on all the datasets, using the
average correct classification rate of a 10-CV. This process
is repeated on 10 different shuffle of the original dataset, for
a total of 100 runs per algorithm per dataset.
2.2. Pairwise comparison
As pairwise method we utilize the Bayesian comparison introduced by [1]. This comparison compute the posterior probability of a classifier being better than another
on a particular dataset. It is particularly interesting because
it gives the possibility to consider two algorithms equivalent from a practical point of view, imputing the differences
among them only due to statistical fluctuation. The interval
in which the two solutions are consider equivalent is called
region of practical equivalence (rope).
This approach provide 3 probabilities: the probability of
the first algorithm to outperform the second, viceversa and
the probability of them to be practically equivalent.
2.3. Ranking
For ranking the classifiers we decide to use the BradleyTerry ranking algorithm [2]. The model can predict skill
levels of different players based on pairwise comparison.
1 https://topepo.github.io/caret/

2 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html
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Figure 1: Example of the postirior of the pairwise comparison
It is widely use in influence of statistical journals, ranking
documents or team ranking in sport tournament.
The update of skill levels strongly depend by the levels of
the competitors. Extensions of this model allow to evaluate
ties.
We consider the pairwise comparison as matches. If
one of the 3 probability presented in the previous section is
higher than a fixed threshold (80 %) we consider the match
respectively as: win, lose, draw.
The skill levels allow us to rank the classifiers.

3. Conclusion

This research introduce a new composite Bayesian approach to rank multiple classifiers in a set of problems.
This approach considers both the statistically soundness
of the technique and the practical application of it. It tends
to reward innovative methods that outperform the state of
the art in particular datasets.
The availability of implementations of the algorithms
used allow a quick deployment of the benchmark.
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Abstract
A personal visual lifelog can be considered to be an
assistive human memory augmentation tool and in
recent years we have noticed an increased interest in the
topic of lifelogging both in academic research and from
industry practitioners. In this paper, we explore the
concept of event segmentation of visual lifelog data.
Lifelog data, by its nature is continual and streams of
lifelog data can easy run not thousands of wearable
camera images per day, along with a significant number
of other sensor sources. In this paper, we present two
new approaches to event segmentation and compare
them against pre-existing approaches in a user
experiment with ten users. We show that our
approaches based on user activities and visual concept
occurrence perform better than the pre-existing
approaches. We finalize the paper with a suggestion for
next steps for the research community.

1. Introduction
Lifelogging is concerned with capturing and tracking
of rich volumes of personal behavioral activities from
lifelog images, gathered by lifeloggers. The lifeloggers
may be researchers or any individual who record the
totality of their life[1]. Concept of capturing and storing
this rich archive of lifelog data is referred to as
lifelogging.
To manage and retrieve the meaningful information
from this personal archive, it is important to split it
manually by lifelogger and automatically by using
segmentation algorithms in manageable specific
segments by identifying the boundaries between
different events[2]. The example of various activities
and the event segmentation in image stream based on
these activities is shown in (figure 1).

rather than analyzing user experiences based on
minutes. The main goal of my research is to identify the
best approach for event segmentation of lifelog data as
compared to previously implemented approaches.

3. Evaluation Methods
In this experiment, we collected approximately 14,000
images from 10 different participants over the period of
1 day each and implemented two concept detection
approaches: one is CAFFE framework from which we
extracted low-level 1000 CNN-concepts per image and
high-quality 86-taxonomy of image categorization such
as outdoor_road, indoor_room, indoor_hall or
object_screen features via Computer Vision API. We
implemented euclidean distance method to observe the
distance between the images and hence, formed the
event boundaries with high distance found in images by
setting up threshold value. We evaluated our model by
implementing confusion matrix and accuracy is
measured in terms of F1-score and MCC (Matthew’s
correlation coefficient) values. We also implemented
existing approaches to event segmentation by Doherty
et al. [2] and Byrne et al. [3] and demystify to prove our
approaches better than previously implemented
approaches shown in table 1 below.

Table 1: Comparison with other Approaches and found Overall
Best Approach.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
By implementation of new approaches with the reimplementation of previous evaluation methods,
provides us to determine the overall best approach for
event segmentation and we found improvements of
38.8% by implementing computer vision concepts
approach. Event segmentation based on dominant color
feature would be coming next challenging task, to
evaluate the best feature we can consider to improve
event segmentation, along with the evaluation on larger
datasets.

5. References

Figure 1: Example of signifying the transition between different
activities and building activity boundaries.

2. Motivation
The main motivation of this experiment, extracting
meaningful information from multimodal rich sensing
personal archives to assist lifelogger a long term healthy
and improved life style and behavior based on
segmenting whole day life activities into specific events
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1. Introduction
Wearable devices attract the attention of many
researchers who may not have the appropriate technical
background to introduce them within their studies. This
can be the case for psychologists, sociologists, or sports
scientists, among many others, who often have to rely
on acquiring additional funding for technology specific
tasks [1]. This work addresses the problem by
extending an easy and intuitive visual tool, with the
goal of allowing researchers to create wearablepowered data collection mobile apps.

of extensions is to be able to abstract and hide
functionality into blocks. Figure 3 shows how easy it is
to detect if the sensor has connected or disconnected.
No complex connectivity Java code is needed for the
final users, as everything is hidden and shown as
blocks. Other complex actions such as throttling the rate
at which the sensor sends data to the screen in order to
avoid the app crashing, are also provided, along with
accelerometer and gyroscope data.

2. App Inventor and the BeatHealth Sensor
MIT App Inventor is a drag-and-drop visual
programming tool for designing and building fully
functional mobile apps for Android [2]. Often used as a
tool to introduce computer science principles, it also
allows for the creation of extensions that can be used
for serious purposes such as data collection. Figure 1
shows the main interface, in which the layout of the app
is crafted. The following figures will show examples of
how easy it is to program app behavior by using visual
blocks.

Figure 3: Connecting and disconnecting to the sensor

4. Accelerometers and Lightsabers
The extension was originally used in a prototyping
class by one Media and one Business student at
Maynooth University. They printed a ‘3D’ lightsaber
handle and placed the BeatHealth sensor inside. When
the handle is moved, the acceleration changes and the
app plays a sound, as shown in Figure 4. This is just a
fun example to illustrate how easy it is to use, but this
data could be used in a multitude of research situations.

Figure 4: Playing sounds when movement is detected
Figure 1: App Inventor Designer Interface

5. Discussion and Future Work
The BeatHealth project is an initiative to facilitate
enhancement and recovery of movement activity
through music [3]. For that purpose, the BeatHealth
sensor was designed and implemented, and it is shown
in Figure 2. Based on an RFduino board, it mounts a
triaxial accelerometer and gyroscope, and provides
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) connectivity.

Figure 2: The BeatHealth sensor

3. The BeatHealth Extension
App Inventor has an open architecture that allows
external developers to create extensions. As such, the
BeatHealth sensor was integrated so that it could
connect and send data directly to a mobile device
through BLE. The most important aspect of the creation

The main goal of this work is to empower researchers to
use advanced technology by themselves, instead of
having to rely on others. A customizable tool such as
the one shown in this work may not necessarily stop the
need for qualified technologists in projects, but it may
greatly simplify interactions and shorten timescales.
Work is underway to implement extensions for
notifications in order to survey participants at particular
times, and to track contextual information such as when
the phone is being used or is idle, which have an
application in sleep pattern studies.
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1. Introduction
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) collectively refers to
diseases of the heart and circulatory system. It is the
leading cause of premature death (31% of deaths) and
disability worldwide (WHO)1. It is estimated to cost
the EU economy approximately €196 billion per year2.
Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is a multifaceted
secondary prevention intervention that aims to optimise
CVD risk reduction, promote adoption and adherence of
healthy behaviours and reduce disability among those
with established CVD.
Exercise-based cardiac
rehabilitation (CR) independently alters the clinical
course of cardiovascular diseases resulting in a
significant reduction in all-cause and cardiac mortality.
Despite strong evidence for CR in secondary prevention
of CVD, uptake rates of community-based programs are
extremely poor and rates of long-term adherence are
even lower3.
Newer care models, such as telehealth programs and
home based CR have been identified as an innovative,
patient-centered, cost-effective delivery model and
show considerable promise for increasing adherence.
PATHway (Physical Activity Towards Health) is a
comprehensive, individualized self-management homebased, socially connected CR program involving a
complex, internet – enabled, sensor – based platform.
The study will use a single blind multicenter pilot
randomized control clinical trial to assess the impact of
the PATHway platform on physical activity, lifestyle
and health related physical fitness in patients with
CVD, and to evaluate the acceptability, feasibility and
cost-effectiveness of using PATHway in patients with
CVD.

3. Methods
In a multicentre randomized controlled pilot trial,
120 patients (m/f, age 40-80 yr) completing a hospital
based CR program will be randomized on a 1:1 basis to
PATHway or standard care. PATHway consists of
several modules with exercise as the core component.
Individualized heart rate monitored exerclasses and
exergames will form the basis of a personalized,
comprehensive program that will also monitor smoking,
diet, stress and alcohol use. The control group will
receive standard care. Study outcomes will be assessed
at baseline, 3 months and 6 months. The following
outcomes will be - physical activity, cardiovascular
fitness, muscle strength and flexibility, vascular
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structure and function, blood biomarkers, body
composition, health-related quality of life, patient
satisfaction, healthcare costs and safety. Intervention
feasibility will be assessed via a participant and
stakeholder debrief.

4. Discussion
This study investigates the efficacy of the PATHway
system in supporting patients to maintain a physically
active lifestyle. It is expected that it will provide as
alternative to the currently underutilized community
based CR programmes.

5. Funding
European Union’s Horizon 2020 Framework
Programme for Research and Innovation Action under
Grant Agreement no. 643491.PATHway: Technology
enabled behavioural change as a pathway towards
better self-management of CVD
(www.pathway2health.eu)
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1. Introduction

When we consider the complex and multifaceted nature
of lifelog datasets in the context of virtual reality’s multidimensional axes of exploration, the potential applications are
numerous. In this paper we outline a pilot study to identify
the feasibility of using virtual reality in this context. This
experiment is part of a larger study to investigate the overall
potential of virtual reality as tool for visual lifelog exploration.

2. Data

The primary dataset[1] we used consisted of 3 months
of continuously captured image data generated by 3 lifeloggers using wearable cameras (approximately 1 month per
lifelogger). The dataset was further enriched via an automatic image classification algorithm which described the
content of each image using keywords (e.g. laptop, car,
phone, etc.). Alongside this dataset a number of topics were
released to facilitate the lifelog tasks outlined by NTCIR.
One of these tasks was referred to as the Lifelog Semantic Access Task (LSAT) which was comparable to a typical
’known-item search’ task. It aimed to have participants develop a system to retrieve a number of specific moments in
a lifelogger’s life which were defined as semantic events or
activities that happen throughout a typical day (e.g. hailing
a taxi, eating breakfast, etc.). There was a total of 48 LSAT
topics released for this dataset.

3. Experiment

Three lifelog exploration prototypes were developed for
this pilot study, one designed on a conventional platform
(PC) and two designed on a virtual reality platform (HTC
Vive). The conventional platform was created as a control
to compare generic lifelog interactions and how effectively
they translated to a virtual reality environment. We created
two prototypes in virtual reality, based on two prevailing
mainstream user interaction paradigms, to compare their effectiveness and ease of use. Each prototype targeted the
same dataset of lifelog images and the same LSAT topics.
The task on each platform was to identify at least one image
captured during a semantic event which was described to
the user. To accomplish this task, each prototype relied on
generating filter queries containing a date, a time and a selection of keywords. Each query was generated using three
separate interface screens: a date picker, an hour picker and
a keyword picker. Once the query was submitted, the user
was presented with a selection of images they could navigate which matched their filter query. On the conventional
platform, the user constructed each query using a standard

mouse and web interface. On the virtual reality platform,
the user constructed each query using wireless controllers
and a virtual interface that exists in 3D space. This interface differs slightly on each of the virtual reality prototypes
we developed. In one version, the menu is attached to a
wireless controller and the user interacts with it using the
opposing controller, similar to how one might interact with
a clipboard. For this reason we referred to this interface as
the ’clipboard’ style menu. In the other virtual reality prototype, the menu is twice it’s normal size and hovers in space
a set distance in front of the user. This menu can be repositioned at any time and is still interacted with in the same
fashion as the previous menu, just at a further distance. We
referred to this interface as the ’billboard’ style menu. Both
these approaches (see Figure 1) to menu interaction in virtual reality were observed as current mainstream paradigms
for consumers for examples of such interfaces in use.

Figure 1: Two mainstream virtual reality interaction methods

4. Results and Conclusion

The results of this experiment suggested no notable correlation between the length of time it took to identify an
event and the prototype that it was performed on. The primary factor appeared to be the difficulty of the topic itself.
For example, some topics targeted very short time-spans in
the lifelog which made them more difficult to query. This
is particularly evident on two topics which were failed by
many users, regardless of what prototype they used. It is
important to acknowledge that this was only a small pilot study and it is likely more notable correlations would
emerge in a larger experiment. Yet we believe this initial
study suggests that visual lifelog exploration is not negatively impacted by the use of virtual reality as a platform.
This conclusion leads us to continue our research into the
development of known-item search and browsing tools for
lifelog data in VR environments.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we present our approach to tackle the
Image CLEF 2017[1] Lifelog Task, which aims at
solving the problems of lifelog retrieval and
summarization.

2. Proposed approaches
Since lifelogs are chronologically organized and
moments in the same activity or the same event are
normally very similar to each other, in order to reduce
the processing time, we group similar moments together
based on time and concepts. By applying this
chronological-based segmentation, we turn the problem
of images retrieval into image segments retrieval, in
which the boundary between activities, are
automatically decided based on the time and concepts.
These steps are displayed in Figure 1:

where +/- means the retrieval images has to
contain/not contain this information, respectively, and -means any.
Filtering
In order to remove images that covered by large
objects, we apply an heuristic method as follows:
Step 1 Convert the image to binary images by
applying thresholding with several thresholds.
Step 2 Extract connected components and calculate
their centers.
Step 3 Group centers based on their coordinates, and
then close them to form the corresponds blob.
Step 4 Take the biggest blob and its size (in pixels).
Diversification
In this step, for automatic approach, we use a
hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm[2] to
group similar segments into the same cluster based on
the concepts.

3. Experimental results
Figure 2 and Figure 3 are the results of the runs on
the retrieval and summarization sub-tasks, respectively.
Figure 1. Schema of the proposed methods

Segmentation:
For each pair of two continuous images It and It+1 at
the time t, the distance d(It,It+1) between them is
computed as:

Figure 2

d(It, It+1) = ||Ct − Ct+1||

where || · || is the normalized Euclidean distance, and C
is the concept vector of each image provided from the
task. If d(It,It+1) < τ, where τ is a threshold, the two
images are set belong to the same segment, otherwise
they are set in different segments.
Parsing the Query and Retrieval
Converting a topic into precise criteria for retrieval
can be automatically done by considering any word in
the topic as the queried concepts and then searching for
all segments that contains
– Topic: Using laptop out of office
– Query: Find the moment(s) in which user u1 was using his
laptop outside the working places.

Can be “translated into”:
– User: +u1
– Concepts: +laptop
– Activities: +working
– Time: -–
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Figure 3
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1. Introduction
At present, superparamagnetic (SPM) nanoparticles
are being used in a variety of biomedical applications in
order to facilitate both laboratory-based diagnostics, as
well as therapeutic and diagnostic applications in-vivo,
e.g., localised drug delivery. This is due to their high
magnetic susceptibility, biocompatibility and tuneable
characteristics. In this research, SPM iron oxide
nanoparticles (NPs) are being applied in the
development of a non-invasive method for protein
biomarker detection in interstitial environments. The
extracellular matrix (ECM), which is situated in the
dermal layer of the skin, is comprised of extracellular
molecules secreted by the cells that provides structural
and biochemical support to the surrounding cells. The
interstitial fluid within this matrix is understood to
contain a wealth of biomarkers at concentrations ranges
significantly higher than that in blood. Thus, it is of
increasing interest to develop new approaches to
diagnostics for interstitial fluid given it can be accessed
in a minimally-invasive manner and is known to contain
a host of biomarkers. Hence, the goal of this research is
to establish a method to characterise the NP motion
under magnetic field in viscous media (where viscosity
ranges are similar to that of the ECM), and use this
method to elucidate the factors that affect rates of NP
velocity.

2. Experimental
In this research, an agarose hydrogel is used as the
viscous media. The movement of NPs under magnetic
field through this media is monitored using an imaging
technique. The primary forces influencing magnetic NP
mobility in a biological system are the drag force (F D)
and the external magnetic force (FM). It is critical to
have stable, mono-disperse and biocompatible NPs,
whose presence in-vivo does not generate an immune
response and whose movement through the ECM can be
controlled using an external magnetic field. Thus, the
influence of core size and surface coating chemistry on
mobility and stability in viscous media is investigated
using our method. NPs with tailored surface chemistries
are placed on the ECM mimic, over a period of 8 hours
the NPs are pulled through the mimic. By using digital
imaging, it is possible to track and measure the velocity
at which the NPs traverse the mimic.

Figure 1. Magnetic NPs travelling through the ECM mimic
towards the external magnetic field at 1 h (left) and 6 h. (right)

3. Current work
At this point in the research, stable, biocompatible
and mobile magnetic NPs have been developed. These
magnetic nanoparticles are stabilized by zwitterionic
dopamine sulfonate (ZDS). This coating has shown
promising results in stability, biocompatibility and
mobility through a viscous medium under various
conditions. In the next stage of this research this
tailored zwitterionic surface will be functionalised for
the specific binding of proteins. The effect of this
protein binding to the NP surface will be investigated to
see how it alters the NPs velocity, stability and
responsiveness to the external magnetic field. This will
give a better understanding of how the NPs will behave
when placed in the ECM.
The authors are grateful for the financial support of
Science
Foundation
Ireland,
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Perceptions of Patient Generated Health Data.
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1. Introduction
As Ireland moves towards having a fully operational
electronic health record system by 2026, the
opportunities to leverage different types of patient data
will increase significantly. One type of data receiving
increasing attention is patient generated health data
(PGHD). PGHD refer to “health-related data –
including health history, symptoms, biometric data,
treatment history, lifestyle choices, and other
information – created, recorded, gathered, or inferred by
or from patients or their designees to help address a
health concern” [1]. As healthcare provision shifts to
community based care, understanding the patient in situ
and between appointments has become an important
aspect for healthcare professionals (HCPs). However, a
primary issue facing the use of these data in clinical
practice relates to a lack of understanding about how
PGHD is perceived by HCPs and patients across
particular disease contexts. For instance, from the
perspective of HCPs working with COPD patients, what
data is valuable for them to collect and why? Or for the
COPD patient, do/would they collect PGHD? And what
value, if any, do/would they place on capturing PGHD?
This paper aims to shed light on the latter question, and
will present preliminary findings in relation to the
positive value COPD patients place on PGHD.

2. Methods
Participants were recruited from two Dublin university
hospitals. The current sample consists of n=15 COPD
patients. This study is on-going and 15 interviews have
been completed, the aim is to complete another 15 by
August and that these results can be added to the final
presentation. Written consent was obtained 48 hours
after participants were provided with an information
sheet. The study adopted a qualitative study design
namely semi-structured interviewing. An interview
topic guide was used to ensure the data collected was
consistent across all interviews. Interviews were
recorded using a Dictaphone, transcribed verbatim and
anonymized. Data analysis was conducted using an
inductive grounded theory approach to thematic
analysis [2].

“If he knew how well it was going, I mean, it would
be more for me, that he knows I’m doing my exercises…
that I want to get better. Like, sometimes we need
encouragement to keep us going…his thoughts on my
progress would also help motivate me.” [P115]
Others commented that if their doctor had access to
more information about their daily health status this
might help reduce the need for so many tests:
“I think if they could see more about me that
would be useful…it might mean that they wouldn’t have
to do these tests as often as they’d know how it [their
COPD] is.” [P106]
Participants also felt that sharing PGHD would increase
the chances of a health issue being identified by their
doctor – with the added benefit of reducing the
responsibility on the individual to do so:
“A lot of the time you are relying on yourself to
know when you are unwell and when you should go to
the doctor and that’s hard. I don’t know sometimes, so
if something can give them a chance to see when I need
help then that would help me.” [P112]
Participants also mentioned that seeing their own data
might help them engage better with their health as it
would keep them in a state of readiness to react to an
issue:
“Well, checking the levels could help keep your
mind in an active state, to react to something sinister, to
keep going.” [P104]

4. Discussion
Participants largely perceived that collecting and
sharing PGHD would have value in their healthcare.
Value was spoken about in terms of engagement [P104;
P115], resource utilization [P106] and on-going
monitoring [P112] which corresponds to previous work
in the literature [3]. However, several participants felt
that PGHD would not have any value in their
healthcare. Some participants felt they would simple not
like to collect data while others felt their doctor “knows
them well enough already.”

5. References

3. Results
Several themes emerged from analysis; computer
literacy, self-monitoring, technology use and HCP input
to name a few. The results of this paper focus on the
positive perceptions relating to the value of PGHD.
This was spoken about in various ways. Some
participants spoke about the positive reinforcement they
may receive from their HCP if they had access to data
about their daily self-management regimes:
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Abstract
This work presents the development and
characterisation of screen-printed tattoo electrodes for
the non-invasive assessment of the skin barrier. From
this study, the potential of using wearable tattoo
electrodes combined with impedance spectroscopy as a
transduction technique to investigate the skin barrier
offers considerable promise towards monitoring and
self-management of skin health.

1. Wearable Sensors and Human Health
Wearable sensors have gained increasing interest in
recent years due to their versatility and advantages in
real-time monitoring of the human body. These
developments in electronics crossed over with flexible
materials are leading towards small, cost-effective
sensors that can be integrated with the body.
The human skin is the largest organ of the human
body and is a subject of significant research interest
since it can provide valuable insight into the health
status of an individual. The stratum corneum (SC) is a
layer of great interest from a dermatological point of
view since it plays a critical role in the barrier function
of the skin by protecting the underlying layer from
infection, dehydration, and irritants. Tattoo-based
platforms have been recently used as they are simple to
fabricate and have more intimate contact to the skin
compared to their textile based counter parts.1

The next step to improve the user benefit of this
wearable device is to enhance its flexibility and
conformability. To achieve this, the choice of materials
and processing method is critical and the main aim in
stretchable epidermal electronics is to combine a high
loading of a hard component that is usually conducting
with the overall mechanics that is dominated by a soft
material for flexibility.3 The use of conductive
elastomeric composites will further improve the tattoo
sensor platform in order to endure mechanical stress
and mimic the behaviour of the epidermis. The work
presented will show the tattoo sensor and its
development into a flexible sensor by employing the
use of adhesive film arrays and elastomeric
components.

Figure 2: Use of adhesive film arrays in order to improve
contact and robustness of tattoo sensor platform.

2. Wearable Smart Tattoo platform

3. Conclusion and Future work

A screen printed concentric tattoo sensor has been
developed as a step towards a simple, low cost, noninvasive wearable capable of measuring the impedance
of skin and changes related to skin barrier function. The
tattoo sensor was shown to impedimetrically track
changes in hydration state of a soft tissue mimic and
porcine skin which were validated by tissue dielectric
constant measurements.2

The wearable tattoo must possess the ability to maintain
structural integrity while delivering good electrical
performance. The various tattoo sensor platforms
composed of different ink components are currently
undergoing further mechanical testing to characterize
robustness and electrical performance in order to isolate
the best tattoo platform.
The authors are grateful for the financial support of
Science
Foundation
Ireland,
grant
number
13/CDA/2155.
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1. Introduction
The YBT is one of the most commonly utilised clinical
dynamic
balance
assessments.
Research
has
demonstrated the utility of the YBT in identifying
balance deficits in those with acute ankle injuries and
chronic ankle instability [1]. However, reach distances
fail to provide information relating to the quality of
balance strategy and dynamic stability. Motion capture
systems are often employed to provide micro-level
detail pertaining to an individual’s postural stability.
However, such systems are expensive, lack
accessibility, hinder natural movement and require
extensive processing expertise [2]. The addition of
inertial sensors may allow for the inexpensive,
accessible quantification of postural stability in an
unconstrained environment.

2. Aims
This research sets out to establish the ability of a
single lumbar mounted inertial sensor to reliably
quantify, alterations in dynamic balance control during
the YBT.

3. Hypothesis
It was hypothesised that both the reach distances and
the inertial sensor data would be negatively affected by
the fatigue intervention, however inertial sensor data
would capture changes in control of dynamic balance
which was not reflected in the reach distances.

4. Methodology
Fifteen healthy participants, completed repeated
YBTs at 0, 10 and 20 minutes prior to, and following a
modified 60-second Wingate test that was used to
introduce a short-term reduction in dynamic balance
capability. Dynamic balance was assessed using the
standard normalised reach distance method, while
dynamic balance control during the reach attempts was
simultaneously measured by means of the ‘95%
ellipsoid volume of sway’ derived from an inertial
sensor, worn at the level of the 4th lumbar vertebra.

remained significantly reduced (P < 0.05) beyond 20minutes for all three reach distances.

FIGURE 1. Illustrates the 3D traces for an individual subject for the PL
reach direction, in the mediolateral (ML) and transverse (TR) planes.

6.Discussion
These findings demonstrate that a novel inertial
sensor measure of balance is capable of detecting
alterations in dynamic balance control, despite the
return of the reach distances to pre-fatigue levels. These
findings suggest that inertial sensor derived measures of
balance may provide an increased level of granularity in
characterising the nature of dynamic balance deficits.
This may be of value, as the addition of inertial sensors
to clinical balance measurements may provide
clinicians and researchers with the means to capture
micro-level information pertaining to an individual’s
motor function, in the clinical setting. Such inertial
sensor systems may provide clinicians with the
capability of capturing subtle sensorimotor deficits
following lower limb injuries and concussion.
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1. Introduction
Diabetes is a worldwide incurable disease [1] known
to have acute and chronic health effects [2]. Blindness,
cardiovascular or renal failures are some of the lifedebilitating complications of the disease [1-2].
Monitoring physiological blood-glucose concentrations
is currently a means of managing diabetes, however few
continuous
monitoring
methods
exist
[1-2].
Consequently, there is a need for better management of
hypo- or hyperglycaemia episodes, known to lead to the
aforementioned effects.
Boronic acids (BAs) are well-known for their strong
and reversible interactions with diol-containing
compounds like glucose. Fluorescent moieties are
commonly considered to enable monitoring of this
interaction by changes in fluorescence. Hence, a novel
cationic BA derivative has been investigated for its
indirect glucose sensing capabilities. This approach
aims to develop smart-contact lenses that will allow
people suffering from diabetes to track their condition
continuously and non-invasively in real-time using a
mobile phone application.
Conveniently, a contact lens can be used as the
sensing platform, as many diabetics already require a
form of corrective vision [2]. This concept has been
previously introduced by Badugu et al., where they
have adsorbed a BA fluorophore to a contact lens, for
non-enzymatic fluorescence sensing of glucose [2]. We
aim to improve the chemical approach demonstrated by
Badugu et al. by covalently attaching the sensing
elements on to the convex side of the contact lens,
rather than non-covalent doping of the contact lens with
the BA derivatives [2]. For this reason, both the
fluorescent and BA components used in this sensing
approach, have been synthesised to contain
polymerisable groups to allow for integration of this
two-component sensing system in to a contact lens-like
platform.

2. The Sensing Mechanism
In this work, cationic BA derivatives are used for
monitoring glucose concentrations by changes in
fluorescence of an anionic hydroxycoumarin (HC)
fluorophore. Incorporation of a BA component into
charged molecules can be used to induce quenching in
the emission of the fluorophore, thereby creating a twocomponent sensing system [1]. When glucose is then
introduced, the fluorescence can be restored, acting as a
molecular switch (Figure 1).

Anionic&HC&Fluorophore
+

+

Cationic&BA
Glucose

Figure 1: Indirect fluorescence sensing mechanism,
illustrating the initial fluorescence decrease upon
interaction of the fluorophore with the BA molecule (left)
and subsequent fluorescence recovery upon glucose
addition (right).

3. Conclusion
Our goal is to produce a practical and convenient
non-invasive continuous monitoring device in the form
of smart-contact lenses. This lens would report optical
changes in response to glucose and be paired to a
smartphone application, to convert colour/fluorescence
changes in to glucose readings by using the phone’s
integrated camera (Figure 2). The application will allow
data to become available to patients, doctors and
careers, which would contribute to patient compliance
and citizen focused management of personal health.

Figure 2: Smart contact lens platform. By wearing the
smart contact lens (left) and using the phone’s
integrated camera (middle), optical changes of the
contact lens in response to glucose are converted to
glucose concentrations. The image is analysed and
calibrated to a specific glucose level by the Insight’s
mobile application (right).
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Introduction
The main goal of this exploratory research is to
identify what and how constructs of Physical Literacy
can inform the development of interventions. Physical
Literacy is a fundamental and valuable human
capability that can be described as a disposition
acquired by human individuals encompassing the
motivation,
confidence,
physical
competence,
knowledge and understanding that establishes
purposeful physical pursuits as an integral part of their
lifestyle. [1] Being Physical Literate provides children
of all abilities and dispositions with the foundations on
which to build a lifelong commitment to, and
enjoyment of, physical activity.
In the Primary school period, the constructs of
physical literacy need to be further developed and
soundly established.
These constructs relate to
motivation, confidence, motor competence and
knowledge and understanding. This is a critical period
covering a significant time when competences and
attitudes are often achieved and formed, none more so
important as motor competence and self confidence in
the area of physical activity.

Background
Starting with a simple fact: exercising less tends to
lead to excess mass. A recent World Health
Organisation report has projected Ireland to be the most
obese in Europe by 2030. [2] Gaining weight hinders
the ability to move and specifically to move “well”. If
one cannot move well, then they will tend to move less.
Entering this negative spiral during childhood will
prevent normal motor development. The idea will be to
break this vicious circle with a drastic change of
perspective. So far interventions aiming at reducing
obesity are not working.
The proposed research wants to inspire the current
generation of children to be physically literate. Original
and new ways to address the aforementioned problems
of inactivity and obesity are the keys for any future
success story. We now need to change the way we
address these problems.
Previous misunderstandings are that the concept of
physical literacy is only relevant to the conventional
school environment. This is not the case. Fostering
physical literacy is important in any situation involving
physical activity. All significant others who are in a
position to influence attitudes to, and competence in,
physical activity have a role to play.
Through endorsing this project, the GAA are leading
the charge in creating a physically literate Ireland. This

Innovative development of an intervention targeting
primary school children through GAA personnel
provides a unique opportunity to reach out to thousands
of kids across the country.

Methodology
To
achieve
this
ambitious
research
a
multidisciplinary team has gathered data via an Insight
developed application, which has allowed the team to
implement the Test of Gross Motor Development [3]
and other validated physical assessments nationwide.
The team has further reduced the antiquated means
of data collection by administering a battery of
validated assessments covering all constructs of
physical literacy. Such a means of data collection is not
only pioneering, but potentially opens the doors in
regard to knowledge translation for future work.

Discussion
Bearing in mind there are no results, a discussion can
be put forward of how this research might impact on
changes in Irish physical activity, and beyond. The term
physical literacy has always been philosophical, with
such a large dataset there is the potential to truly define
the term and put forward what constructs are having the
biggest influence on children taking responsibility for
their physical activity.

Conclusion
Although in the infancy of this exploratory research
there are distinct questions that have been targeted. In
particular, defining physical literacy in a practical
model would propel Ireland to the forefront of physical
activity research. Such ambitions are attainable as the
research team, with the support of the GAA, assess
students across the country, creating the largest kind in
the world.
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1. Introduction.
Heavy Metals are of environmental interest due to
persistence in both fresh and marine water
environments1. Heavy metals in seawater come from
both natural process and anthropogenic activities2. The
main sources of anthropogenic pollution by heavy
metals in the coastal regions include industrial wastes,
liquid effluents and paint degradation of ships3.
Metal ions such as copper, zinc and cadmium at low
concentrations are necessary micronutrients, however at
higher concentration they become toxic for the aquatic
ecosystems. It is therefore important to monitor such
metals continuously.
Herein we present a low cost autonomous sensing
platform for the in-situ determination of cadmium,
copper and lead in marine waters. The sensor was
developed under the COMMONSENSE FP7 project
(614155) and has been field tested at sites of
environmental importance.

2. Precompetitive Prototype Development.
2.1 Marinized housing and chassis.
The analyser is housed within a hard-shelled case,
which protects the analyser from liquid ingress and
physical impact. The chassis was manufactured using
316L stainless steel and Poly(methyl methacrylate)
[PMMA] sheets, both were cut using laser ablation
techniques. The grade of stainless steel used is
corrosion resistant and the preferred grade for use in the
marine environment.

other circuity necessary for the operation of the
peristaltic pumps and solenoid valves.
A touchscreen is incorporated into the electronic control
to enable the user more control over the analysis of
heavy metals. Functions include an option to alter the
flowrate of the pumps, which is necessary for the
analysis of different heavy metals.

2.4 Detection Method.
The analyser uses square wave voltammetry to detect
the presence of heavy metals in the sample. This is done
through a Carbon-Bismuth screen printed electrode,
held within the wall-jet flow-cell, an electrode adaptor
and a potentiostat. Voltammetric signals are stored
within the potentiostat and/or transmitted to an on-site
computer via Bluetooth.

3. Results.
This sensor was validated between ICMAB and
DCU. The square wave anodic stripping voltammetric
signals were recorded in acetate buffer solutions with
different concentrations of Pb(II) and Cd(II) from
bottom to top 25, 50, 75, 100 ppb, respectively. Shown
in the Figure 1 below.

2.2 Fluidic handling.
Sample, buffer and waste are stored within
bioprocessing containers [BPC]. Sample is drawn from
the sampling site via a 12V diaphragm pump and stored
within the sample BPC for later analysis. A pair of 3D
printed pump heads with nylon bushing coupled with 2
phase bipolar NEMA 17 stepper motors are used as
peristaltic pumps. 2/2 solenoid valves are used to
control the flow. Both sample and buffer are mixed
through a PMMA microfluidic chip, which mixes in a
1:1 ratio.
The outflow from the microfluidic chip is pumped to
a methacrylate wall-jet flow-cell. The mixture enters the
flow-cell and passes over an electrode. The outflow
exits the flow-cell and is stored in a waste BPC.

2.3 Electronic Control.
The electronic control of the heavy metal analyser is
governed by a microcontroller in combination with
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Figure 1: Cd and Pd Calibration 25-100ppb in Seawater

4. Conclusion.
The work shows an autonomous sensor for the real
time monitoring of heavy metals in marine and fresh
waters.
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1. Abstract
Nutrients such as Phosphate, Ammonia, Nitrite and
Nitrate are central in many environmental processes
within the marine environment, including several
microbial, plant and animal metabolic processes [1].
The Phosphate Analyser was developed as part of the
COMMON SENSE FP7 project (OCEAN 2013.2).
The Phosphate analyser is based on a combination of
microfluidic analytical systems, colorimetric reagent
chemistry, low-cost LED-based optical detection, low
cost pumps and wireless communications.

2. System Development
Development of the precompetitive Phosphate
Analyser was made possible through the use of rapid
prototyping techniques such as 3D printing, laser
ablation techniques and Micro fabrication methods.
These techniques allow components to be quickly and
easily manufactured in house.

Optical detection takes place once mixing has
occurred using a 2cm path length to increase the limit of
detection. The use of a pulse width modulated LED, a
Photodiode detector and an optical microfluidic chip
have been used to detect Phosphate (PO43-) with a limit
of detection of 0.05µM.

3. Deployments
The Phosphate Analyser has been deployed in a
number of areas of environmental interest such as the
Italian Artic base in Ny-Aselund Svalbard and on board
the RV Minerva Uno in the Mediterranean as part of
CNR Italy’s research cruise [2]. These deployments aim
to field test and ruggedize the prototype sensor. The
most recent deployment took place at Milano San
Rocco Waste Water Treatment plant Milan. The
prototype eutrophication sensor was deployed at the
outflow of the WWTP after the Clarifier and was
deployed from the 4th to the 5th of May 2017.

4. Results
During deployment the prototype sensor took
representative sample for 2 ½ minutes every two hours.
This sample was mixed with reagent within the
Microfluidic chip where the concentration of Phosphate
(PO43-) was determined in reference to the internal
standards.

Figure 1: Precompetitive Phosphate Analyser
Automation of the System is carried out using
Arduino Microcontrollers; this is used to control the
fluid handling of the system and is also integrated with
GPRS for real time data transmittance of results. Low
cost piezoelectric pumps and solenoid valves are used
for fluidic control within the system.
A Microfluidic chip was integrated into the platform
for sample mixing and optical detection. A novelmixing pathway uses shear forces to mixing sample and
reagent introduced through individual inlets.

Figure 2: Results generated from deployment at Milano
San Rocco WWTP, using a 0µM low calibration
standard and 50µM high calibration standard.
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A Wearable Platform for Harvesting and Analysing Sweat Sodium Content
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1. Abstract
The measurement of sweat electrolytes has a
number of important applications including
monitoring the performance of athletes[1] and
providing information on medical conditions such
as Cystic Fibrosis [2]. Herein a wearable noninvasive electrochemical-sensing platform for the
detection of different electrolytes in sweat.
Figure 1: Watch Platform (left) and Pod Platform
(right).

4. Results
Both of these configurations have been tested in
on-body trials on healthy subjects and have
produced results within the expected ranges [4].
This can be seen below
in Figure 2.
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3. Fully Integrated Wearable Device
The sweat-monitoring device has been designed
to allow constant close contact to the skin for sweat
sampling while also providing protection to all of
the individual components of the device within a
custom-designed enclosure. There are two variants
to the device a ‘watch’ type design with
components arranged vertically and a ‘pod’
platform with components arranged horizontal.
These platforms can be seen in Figure 1.
The device incorporates an absorbent thread to
wick the sweat from the skin for analysis in the
device by an electrochemical sensor utilising an ion
selective and a reference electrode. The sweat is
then stored in a reservoir in the device for further
analysis and validation after use. The device
utilises a high impedance electronics board
produced by shimmer, which connects to a
laptop/computer via Bluetooth to provide real-time
readings from the platform.
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Figure 1: Real time data received from an hour
long clinical trial.
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The device in this paper was developed due to
recent advances in sensor technologies combined
with the need for non-invasive diagnostics. These
new methods target more easily accessible
biological specimens such as sweat, saliva and
breath as opposed to the traditional biomedical
diagnostics which primarily used blood samples for
detection of various conditions [3]. This device can
harvest and analyse sodium (Na+) levels
continuously and non-invasively as it emerges from
the skin. These depleted or elevated levels of Na +
in sweat can signal a range of conditions such as
dehydration, exercise associated hyponatremia
(over-hydration) and Cystic Fibrosis.
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1. Introduction

4. Factors affecting adherence

Adherence to exercise in rehabilitation is a significant
problem, with estimates of non-adherence as high as
50%, potentially having a detrimental effect on clinical
outcome. There are many reasons why patients may not
adhere to a prescribed exercise programme, and there
are numerous interventions to aid adherence suggested
in the literature. Well-designed connected health
technologies provide the opportunity to better support
the patient and clinician, with a data-driven approach
that incorporates features designed to increase
adherence to exercise, as well as monitor this more
objectively.

There are numerous reasons why patients do not adhere
to exercise programmes, and if we can understand these
factors, we are able to consider how we can manage
them with the help of technology.

2. Background
The success of certain medical interventions depend
largely on patient adherence to advice and prescribed
rehabilitation regimes. After injury or surgery, many
patients are given specific exercises to do at home to aid
their recovery, for example after knee replacement.
Evidence suggests that non-compliance to these
exercises can be between 30-50%, making it a
significant issue that places additional burdens on
patients and healthcare providers, and may be partially
to blame for poor clinical outcomes [1]. New
technologies have the potential to improve adherence
rates, with numerous features to be built into
technology platforms.

3. Adherence to exercise programmes
There is no current definition of adherence relating to
exercise science. Yet we have formed a definition based
on the World Health Organization definition of medical
adherence [2], and define exercise adherence as ‘the
extent to which an individual performs exercises as
prescribed
by
their
healthcare
professional,
incorporating both the quantity of performance against
the recommended repetitions and sets, and also the
quality of technique of each exercise.’
A number of studies have linked strong adherence to
improved clinical outcome, but there is a lack of an
objective and reliable outcome measure of adherence
therefore most studies are limited in quality. Inertial
measurement units offer the opportunity to make a more
objective assessment of adherence with data
continuously tracked from the individual [3].

5. Design considerations for connected
health solutions
Building interventions into connected health
technologies can counteract these factors and encourage
adherence.

6. Conclusion
There are many reasons why patients do not adhere to
exercise programmes. Connected health technology
can provide a platform for a far more proactive method
of management, utilising numerous interventions to
further improve adherence, and ultimately rehabilitation
outcomes for patients. The outcome of this review
forms the platform to build interventions aimed to
improve adherence into the design and evaluation of a
connected health solution for exercise rehabilitation.
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Accidental Ankle Giving Way Episode in an Athlete with CAI during a Change
of Direction Task
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2. Problem Statement
The manifestation of giving way in the CAI
population is not understood. To date, GW has not
been heavily studied. As part of our larger study, the
first ever laboratory captured accidental GW episode
was recorded on camera and with inertial measurement
units during a change of direction task.

3. Related Work
Previous studies have captured accidental lateral
ankle sprains in laboratory settings [1-4].

4. Research Question
How does an accidental GW episode that occurred
during a change of direction task in an athlete with a
history of chronic ankle instability add to the
understanding CAI?

5. Case Study
A recreationally active male (178 cm, 97 kg, 22
years) with bilateral CAI volunteered for a casecontrolled study investigating lower limb movement
patterns during high risk of sprain tasks. He signed
informed consent prior to testing. The athlete was
performing his second T-Test for Agility in a braced
condition when he experienced an episode of ankle joint
GW. This giving way episode occurred on his unbraced
limb while he was decelerating from a forward sprint
and changing to a lateral shuffle. The athlete completed
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the test in 10.064 seconds with no other complications.
He reported no symptoms of lateral ankle sprain upon
completion of this T-Test for Agility, including: pain,
swelling, inability to bear weight and further feelings of
instability. During testing, the participant was wearing
5 Shimmer 3 (Shimmer Research Ltd, Dublin, Ireland)
inertial measurement units (IMUs) on his feet, shanks,
and lower back. The test was also recorded by a Sony
HDR-A15 action camera.

6. Proposed Solution and Discussion
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Lateral ankle sprains are the most prevalent
musculoskeletal injury sustained by people who partake
in competitive sports and recreational activities.
Despite their high prevalence, lateral ankle sprains are
continuously regarded as innocuous injuries that will
resolve expediently with minimal treatment. However,
the reality is that many people develop chronic ankle
instability (CAI) after acute injury.
CAI is the
encompassing term for the problematic symptoms of
feelings of instability and episodes of giving way (GW)
that remain after a year of the initial acute injury. There
is speculation that the onset of chronic ankle instability
is a corollary to the development of inappropriate
movement patterns following an initial lateral ankle
sprain. A deficit in movement control results in an
increased risk of injury during the performance of
dynamic movement tasks. Understanding how these
improper movement patterns relate to the characteristics
of CAI are crucial in the development of robust
rehabilitation and prevention programmes.

In

1. Introduction

Figure 1: Total acceleration of giving way episode
compared to same change of direction in trial in which no
giving way episode occurred.

Video analysis reveals that a slip preceded the
change of direction step in which the giving way
episode occurred and likely contributed to its incidence.
The slip resulted in an uncontrolled initial contact,
resulting in the giving way episode. The uncontrolled
initial contact is seen in the total acceleration in Figure
1. The giving way episode can also be identified.
Analysis will include quantifying linear acceleration
and angular velocity at initial contact and during the
giving way episode. This will help us understand how
giving way compares with lateral ankle sprains and will
add to the understanding of CAI.
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common
neurodegenerative disease, reported to effect approx. 34% of people over 80 years of age. The triad of PD
symptoms – bradykinesia, rigidity and tremor – heavily
impact overall quality of life by restricting an
individual’s ability to move. Whilst levodopa
medication and deep brain stimulation (DBS) can
momentarily alleviate the motor symptoms of PD,
physical therapy programmes have been shown to
improve motor control and provide a neuroprotective
effect1. To assess the severity of patient symptoms, and
subsequently the efficacy of a physical therapy,
clinicians employ semi-quantitative scores such as the
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS).
These scores are vulnerable to inter-rater variability and
subjective bias in cases where patients are assessed in
the self-declared ‘ON’ state. To overcome this,
quantitative measures are needed to objectively
characterise the nature of parkinsonian symptoms, from
fine dexterity to larger postural movements. While
many recent studies have employed surface
electromyography (EMG) and accelerometry (ACC) to
examine changes in neuromuscular activity and
movement amplitude in individuals with PD, these have
mainly focused on the upper limb 2,3.
The present work outlines a study protocol which
aims to characterise the complexity of EMG and ACC
signals recorded from the lower limb using nonlinear
signal processing features. These features will be
applied to quantify adaptations in motor control in
individuals with PD currently undergoing Lee
Silverman Voice Therapy – BIG (LSVT-BIG). By
simultaneously recording EMG and ACC during
clinical movement tasks, the cause-effect relationship
between neuromuscular activity and movement
amplitude can be investigated and signal features can be
directly compared to traditional clinical scores, gauging
the efficacy of LSVT-BIG.

2. Experimental Protocol
2.1 Study Participants
PD patients were recruited at the Royal Hospital
Donnybrook where they underwent 4 weeks (4 sessions
per week) of LSVT-BIG therapy. EMG and ACC data
were recorded from each patient in 2 sessions pretherapy, 3 sessions mid-therapy (weeks 1-3), and 2
sessions post-therapy. UPDRS and Parkinson’s Anxiety
Scores (PAS) were evaluated pre and post therapy.

Healthy age-matched controls were recruited through
advertisement at University College Dublin.

2.2 Exercise Tasks
Each subject performed 4 tasks aimed at assessing
postural stability and gait:

Quiet Stance 30s (qSTS)

Sit-to-Stand 30s (STSx)

Instumented Timed-Up-And-Go (iTUG)

10m Walking (10m)
Finger dexterity of each subject was assessed using a
finger tapping task. Subjects were instructed to tap in
response to a metronome for 30s, initially played every
1.6s, and incrementally shortened to 0.4s (in 5 x 0.4s
stages).
Posture & Gait Tasks

Signal

Finger Tapping

Signal

Rectus Femoris (RF)

EMG & ACC

Flexor Digitorum (FD)

EMG & ACC

Biceps Femoris (BF)

EMG & ACC

Extensor Digitorum (ED)

EMG & ACC

Gastrocnemius (GL)

EMG & ACC

Biceps Brachii (BB)

EMG & ACC

Tibialis Anterior (TA)

EMG & ACC

Triceps Brachii (TB)

EMG & ACC

Vastus Laterlis (VL)

EMG

Pollicus Brevi (PB)

EMG & ACC

Vastus Medialis (VM)

EMG

ACC

Semitendinosus (ST)

EMG

Index Finger Medial
Phalanx (IF)

Lumbar 5 (L5)

ACC

Table 1. EMG and ACC sensor locations for each task.

3. Data Analysis
In addition to standard gait parameters (mean step
time, mean stance time, stride variability, etc.),
nonlinear measures of signal complexity including
determinism (%DET), sample entropy (SampEn), and
intermuscular coherence were employed to depict the
regularity of movement during gait. Similarly, these
measures, including jerk and fractal dimension were
estimated during qSTS and STSx to capture postural
instability.
A sensitivity/specifity analysis was applied to ACC
data recorded during the finger tapping task to identify
the number of correct and incorrect finger taps at each
metronome speed. Fourier analysis was performed on
EMG data to examine to presence of spectral features
associated with parkinsonian symptoms (eg. PD tremor
4-6Hz). The values of each measure were compared
between PD patients and healthy age-matched controls.
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1. Introduction
According to the world health organization, in 2017,
diabetes affects 422 million adults worldwide.
Transdermal glucose detection offers a less invasive
method of monitoring glucose levels in comparison to
the standard finger prick test. This work aims to
develop a microneedle device capable of detecting
glucose at relevant physiological ranges in interstitial
fluid (1-20mM).

2. Fabrication
modification

and

Electrode

Microneedles are constructed from poly (methyl)
methacrylate (PMMA) using a Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) mold, which is cast from silicon microneedles,
(Figure 1). Four gold electrodes are evaporated onto the
needles, a polymeric passivation layer is then spin
coated over the electrodes, leaving the gold microneedle
tips exposed. One gold coated electrode acts as a
counter. Platinum black is deposited onto another
electrode so as to function as the reference.
Phenylenediamine
(o-PD)
solution
containing
cyclodextran and glucose oxidase is deposited in a twostep process to form the working electrodes.

Figure 2: Amperometry in a stirred solution of 10 mM
PBS with modified microneedle array working
electrode, on chip platinum black reference electrode
and on chip gold counter electrode at 0.4 V with
sequential additions of glucose.

5. Conclusions
Optimisation of a low-cost wafer-scale
replication approach for fabrication of polymeric
microneedles is under continuous development.
Performance characteristics are consistent with
detection of physiological levels of glucose for diabetes
in interstitial fluid. The sensor device is compatible
with high-volume low-cost manufacture and integration
on a miniaturised patch.

6. Future Work
o
o

Figure 1: Fabrication of a three electrode chip system

3. Microneedle Characterisation and
Electrochemical Detection
Cyclic voltammetry measurements and amperometric
measurements are carried out using a CHI660a
Electrochemical analyser and Faraday cage CHI200b
(CH instruments). Amperometric studies at 0.4 V were
carried out with the microneedle glucose sensor using
predetermined aliquots of glucose. Glucose was added
incrementally to a solution of 10 mM PBS stirred via a
magnetic stir bar.

4. Results
As can be seen from figure an increase in current occurs
with each addition.
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o

Optimisation of the over-layer in order to
ensure reproducible electrode modification
Characterization of microneedle structures
following penetration into ex-vivo skin would
allow further structural characterization of the
devices.
Testing in more complex media similar to that
of interstitial fluid will be carried out to
eliminate all possible interferants.
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1. Introduction
Although Gaelic games are amateur sports, it is
recognized that the level of commitment shown in terms
of the number of hours of training suggests a
professional attitude at the elite inter-county level [1].
Player welfare has become an important focus point for
the Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA) for many
reasons in recent times, such as: the prevalence of
common mental disorders, the demands on student
inter-county athletes and criticism concerning the
extended competition calendar [2,3].
Athlete self-report measures (ASRMs) accurately
reflect changes in athlete well-being and provide a
practical method for athlete monitoring [4]. ASRM’s
have the potential to monitor sport and non-sport
stressors on the Gaelic athlete; informing physical and
psychological context for athletic preparation. Short
customised measures have been adopted in practice in
elite Gaelic games; favoured by coaches for the reduced
burden on athletes and the ability to define specific
measures applicable to the sport.
However, the adoption of these systems has come
before the establishment of their defined purpose and
relevance, in the attempt to gain a competitive
advantage. Insights regarding elite Gaelic athlete’s
perceptions of the role and value of player monitoring
practices, such as ASRM’s, is yet unknown.
The aim of this study is to create novel insight into the
current and prospective use of player monitoring
systems in elite GAA from the user perspective.

2. Methods
This study has adopted a qualitative design, in the
form of semi-structured interviewing. Interviews have
been conducted with a sample of the cohort and will
continue throughout Summer 2017. The sample will
total 15 interviews with elite GAA players from
multiple divisions and codes to gain insights into their
perceptions of three core aspects:
(1) player demands and athlete monitoring;
(2) factors which influence their engagement with, and
use of, player monitoring systems; and
(3) the current and prospective role of self-report and
wearable systems in athlete monitoring.
Interviews are being audio recorded and transcribed
verbatim. A thematic and content analysis approach is
being employed to analyze the grouped data [5].

3. Preliminary Results
Results to date can be grouped into five main
categories: Player Demands; Reasons for Playing;
System Interaction; Data Analysis & Action; and Data

Privacy & Recommendations. The breakdown of subthemes identified are displayed in Table 1.
Key Theme

Sub-Theme

Player Demands

Balancing all aspects of life
Physical & Psychological Impact
Financial Concerns

Reasons for Playing

Reaching Potential
Health Benefits
‘Profile’ Benefits

System Interaction

User Education
Compliance Issues
Honesty in self-reporting

Data Analysis & Action

Clarity (rationale & data access)
Feedback Strategies
Practical Use/Benefits
Self-Monitoring

Data Privacy &

Privacy & Access to Data

Recommendations

Mobile Application
User Experience
Linking Preparation &
Performance

Table 1: Preliminary themes emerging from interview data.

4. Expected Contributions
This work expects to contribute valuable perceptions
from elite GAA players on areas such as the barriers,
facilitators, benefits and issues concerning the practice
of athlete monitoring. This will inform the future
development and implementation of these systems in
elite GAA - an area which is growing with the
professional attitude to the game.
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The Development and Evaluation of Biofeedback Systems for the Classification
of Lower Limb Exercises with IMUs

1. Introduction

Martin O’Reilly
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Dublin
martin.oreilly@insight-centre.org
3. Sample Results

Lower limb resistance training is an important
component of rehabilitation, injury screening, athletic
performance and general health. However, poor training
technique and adherence during exercise may lead to
reduced training effectiveness and increased injury risk.
A lot of recent work has aimed to address this issue
utilising motion sensors for the detection, quantification
and evaluation of exercise. However, none have done so
holistically and many systems lack practicality for endusers.
In this work, we first collected a large set of motion
data from 5 Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) and 86
participants. We then investigated a variety of data
query pathways to create exercise biofeedback systems
which can accurately detect exercise type, quantify
training volume and classify exercise technique. We
aimed to do this utilising data from as few wearable
IMUs as possible to maximise system practicality. We
also aimed to develop a mobile app. which implements
this biofeedback system and evaluated its usability,
functionality and perceived impact for end-users.

Figure 2: Exercise detection results using a single IMU positioned on
the right shank
Table 1: Example percentage accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SE) and
specificity (SP) results in exercise detection (ED), binary exercise
evaluation (BE) (acceptable versus any movement dysfunction) and
multi-class movement evaluation (MC) (detection of acceptable
technique or specific technique deviations) for multi-IMU and single
IMU systems.

ED
BE

2. Methods
Dataset Collection: 86 participants completed 5
multi-joint lower-limb exercises: squat, deadlift, lunge,
single leg squat and tuck jump. 5 body-worn IMUs
were positioned at anatomical markers on the
participant’s lumbar spine, left shank, right shank, left
thigh and right thigh. Accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer data were recorded at 51.2 Hz from each
of the IMUs during all exercise performance conditions.
Naturally occurring technique deviations were caused
through fatiguing protocols and deliberately induced
deviations were also captured.
Development of Data Query Pathway: A variety of
data query pathways were compared, following the flow
shown in Figure 1. A detailed summary of these
methodologies can be found at [1].

MC

Ref.

Single IMU
AC SE
SP

AC

[2]
[3]
[4]
[3]
[4]

98
76
83
75
40

99
77
90
74
70

98
75
62
63
43

100
76
90
77
95

5 IMUs
SE SP
98
77
80
76
70

100
78
92
71
97

Combined qualitative (interviews) and quantitative
analysis (surveys) of system usability, functionality and
perceived impact have all shown positive results with a
few minor suggested changes for future iterations of the
biofeedback systems.

4. Discussion
This work has shown the efficacy of IMU
based biofeedback systems in evaluating exercise
quality and providing feedback to users in a practical
and beneficial manner. As such, they may be widely
applicable in a variety of exercising environments.
Recent work involved utilising state of the art, deep
learning classification methods to improve system
accuracy [5] and the development of an app. which
allows for the efficient creation of IMU based
biofeedback systems for any cyclical exercise [6].
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Figure 1: Steps involved in the development of an IMU based
exercise classification system

For each exercise classification task the efficacy of
multiple IMU and single IMU systems were compared.
System Evaluation: Beginners and experienced
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functionality and perceived impact.
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Development of a Mobile Biofeedback System for Rehabilitation following
Breast Cancer Surgery
Louise Brennan
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Dublin
louise.brennan@insight-centre.org
1. Introduction
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women
in Ireland and most cases require surgical treatment.
This surgery is associated with the development of
stiffness, weakness and pain in the shoulder girdle,
which results in a lower quality of life. Post-operative
rehabilitation, through a Physiotherapy-led targeted
exercise programme, is recommended to reduce these
complications, optimise recovery and enable a return to
full function[1,2]. Barriers to engaging with, and adhering
to, rehabilitation may include: treatment-related pain
and fatigue, time constraints, distance lived from
specialist physiotherapists and poor knowledge of
correct exercise technique.
The use of mobile
technology is acceptable in a breast cancer population[3],
and a connected health approach could assist in
overcoming the barriers to rehabilitation[4]. This project
is part of Cancer: Activating Technology for Connected
Health (CATCH) ITN.

4. Aims
i.
ii.
iii.

5. Method
i.

ii.

iii.

2. Proposal
The development of a biofeedback mobile
application (app) is proposed. This app would contain
educational material, detailed information on the
exercises and, most importantly, would provide
biofeedback whilst performing the exercise programme.
The app would be paired with an inertial measurement
unit (IMU) sensor, worn on the upper limb. Data from
the sensor would be processed through an exercise
classifier programme, which could detect whether the
movement is being done correctly and, if not, can give
feedback on how to correct technique. Repetitions and
sets would be counted, and motivational messages
would be incorporated. It is hypothesised that this
system would improve adherence and engagement with
the physiotherapy programme, and therefore improve
post-operative clinical outcomes.

3. Why This Study is Needed
With improved diagnostics and treatments now
available, the rate of survival following breast cancer is
increasing[5]. It is essential now that a strong focus is
placed on cancer rehabilitation, to ensure that survivors
can return to a high quality of life. Technology can help
to overcome rehabilitation barriers such as poor access
to information, and time constraints. No mobile app is
currently available to guide patients in targeted
exercises following breast cancer surgery. Similar
studies have been performed for lower limb
rehabilitation[6], but the author is not aware of the
existence of such an exercise classifier system for the
upper limb.

Develop a biofeedback exercise classifier
programme for use following breast cancer surgery.
Build a user-friendly, intuitive and attractive mobile
app to host the exercise classifier programme.
Test the biofeedback application prototype with a
population of breast cancer patients and health care
professionals, to gain feedback on function and
usability.

iv.
v.

Run a focus group with Physiotherapists to define
the deviations from correct exercise technique
observed in breast surgery rehabilitation.
Conduct a lab-based study with healthy participants
performing exercises with the defined correct and
incorrect techniques. Five IMUs will be worn
across the upper limb and trunk.
Analyse IMU data to determine which sensor
provides the most accurate results for classifying the
exercises. Build exercise classifier programme from
IMU data.
Develop mobile app, in collaboration with
Salumedia Technologies, Spain.
Test prototype biofeedback app on a sample of
patients with breast cancer, and health care
professionals involved in their post-operative
rehabilitation.
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The use of an adaptive coaching system to improve patient outcomes during a
self-directed walking and step training programme in type 2 diabetics
Hugh Byrne
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Dublin
Hugh.byrne@insight-centre.org
Abstract
1. Motivation and Problem Statement
Type two diabetes mellitus is caused and progressed
by an individual’s lifestyle and so, its management,
including the exercise regimen, should be the
responsibility of the patient. Nonetheless, adherence to
self-directed exercise, away from a healthcare or
laboratory facility, has been poor in the population to
date and, supervision of patients’ exercise sessions by
health care practitioners presents a major challenge to
resources. Walking and step training both offer
inexpensive forms of exercise that can be carried out
independently by patients and have previously been
shown
to
improve
metabolic,
functional,
cardiorespiratory, and body composition outcomes in
diabetics and non-diabetics. On top of this, adaptive
coaching systems have also been shown to improve
adherence to exercise programmes. However, the
efficacy of step training programmes and adaptive
coaching systems in type 2 diabetics has not been
assessed to date. This study aims to identify the effects
of the combination of an adaptive coaching system and
a walking and/or step training exercise programme in
individuals with type 2 diabetes mellitus. It hopes to
improve self-directed physical activity levels of
previously sedentary diabetics with the aim of
improving their health related outcome measures and
quality of life.

2. Proposed methods
The study design will be a 16 week long randomized
controlled trial that will aim to compare the effects of
walking and/or step training, walking and/or step
training combined with a novel adaptive coaching
system produced specifically for the proposed exercise
programme and, a control group. Participants will be
previously sedentary with a confirmed diagnosis of type
2 diabetes and no co-morbidities or contra-indications
to exercise. The exercise programme will be similar to
previous work [3, 4] and will progress gradually to 3
longer bouts of 13 minutes per day while also
increasing the intensity gradually, similar to research
conducted in individuals with type 2 diabetes [8].
Adherence to the exercise programmes and intensity of
the exercise during sessions will be assessed before
commencement of the study and at completion along
with diabetes related outcome measures including
HbA1C and metabolic outcomes, body composition,
functional and cardiorespiratory fitness, quality of life
and changes made to habitual behavior and lifestyle. A
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long term follow up will also be conducted to identify if
behavioral and lifestyle changes and their associated
healthcare benefits persist longer than the duration of
the study.

3. Hypothesis
It is hypothesized that both intervention groups will
display improvements in health related outcomes and
due to the fact that walking but the exercise and
adaptive coaching system group will have a greater
adherence to the programme compared to the exercise
alone group and so, will display greater health related
benefits following the trial.
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Classification Model based on Segmentation for Unsupervised Rehabilitation
Exercises
Antonio Bevilacqua
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College of Dublin
antonio.bevilacqua@insight-centre.org
1. Introduction
Unsupervised rehabilitation exercises are gaining popularity, as the availability of wearable devices is increasing
in defiance of the availability of human therapists. These
devices often contain inertial sensors, by which the acceleration and the angular velocity of a body can be accurately
sampled. The key question then is how to use these sensors and the data they provide to assist patients performing
their exercises. We propose to use machine learning techniques to analyse the collected data and then assess wether
each repetition of the exercise was executed correctly or not
with an automatic classification process. To do so, we propose an approach that consists of two main phases: signal
segmentation, and segment classification. Accurate preprocessing and feature extraction are paramount topics in order
for the technique to work [1]. In this paper we present a
classification method for unsupervised rehabilitation exercises, based on a segmentation process that extracts single
repetitions out of a longer signal activity.

exercise instance can be fully described by the following
steps: 1) the raw data is preprocessed using noise filters so
that noise components due to micromovements and elastic
vibrations of the device case are removed, 2) the raw data
is segmented with a template matching algorithm that combines zero-velocity points from each signal to detect cutting points for each repetition within each exercise. The
segmenter bare accuracy is assessed by examining the cutting points for each exercise. 3) A wide set of features is
extracted from each repetition, and they are used to train
different classification models. In particular, static features
include mean, standard deviation, median and several other
statistical descriptors, dynamic features include frequency
coefficients of the Fourier signal transformations and other
energy descriptors. 10-fold cross validation is used to asses
the accuracy of the classifiers, making sure that for each fold
repetitions from the same patient are included either in the
trainig set or in the test set, so that patient-related overfitting
can be avoided.

2. Application context

4. Discussion and future work

The proposed segmentation and clasification system will
be tested and integrated within a native Android application rehabilitation patients can use on their tablet devices, in
conjunction with a single wireless 9DoF IMU Shimmer sensor installed on their shin during the physical performance
of the exercises. By using the Shimmer bluetooth capabilities, the collected raw data will be streamed to the tablet,
then segmented and classified in real time.

3. Data and methodology
In this paper we focus on four different leg exercises.
For each type of exercise, a balanced corpus of correct and
incorrect observations is available, collected from a mixed
group of 44 clinical subjects and 10 healthy subjects. These
observations represent rehabilitation exercises that include
either 10 or 15 repetitions. For each exercise, six different
signals are collected from the device: acceleration components over the x, y and z axes, and angular velocity over the
x, y and z axes. Three extra vectors are analytically derived:
the magnitude, the pitch and the roll. As the magnitude represents the module of the resulting acceleration vector, the
pitch and the roll represent a rotation movement over the
lateral axis and the longitudinal axis respectively. The resulting nine vectors are then used to extract the repetition
segments, and a set of 536 total features is calculated for
each of them. The overall classification process for a new

In this paper we evaluate the performances of a
production-level Android application that embeds a readyto-use classification system for rehabilitation exercises.
Preliminar results from our experimental campaigns suggest that the segmentation process performs considerably
well for all the exercises, as shown in Table 1.
Exercise
Heel Slide
Sitting Knee Extension
Inner Range Quad
Straight Leg Raise

Repetitions
1113
1709
1525
1550

Accuracy (%)
99.10
98.83
91.74
95.03

Table 1: Segmentation accuracy results
Future works include the assessment of the classification
system by leveraging on real-life rehabilitation exercise data
that will be collected from different hospital patients. Moreoever, the performances of the system with the adoption of
smartphone embedded inertial sensors can be explored.
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The Exploration-Exploitation Trade-off in Interactive Recommender Systems
Andrea Barraza-Urbina
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, National University of Ireland Galway
andrea.barraza@insight-centre.org
1. Introduction
In face of information overload, Recommender Systems
(RS) help users discover products by means of proactive suggestions. In most scenarios, the RS task is depicted within
the framework of supervised learning, where the goal is to
predict the unknown utility of an item for a user given past
samples of correct utility data [1]. Using predictions, a conventional RS would offer suggestions in a greedy fashion, by
offering products with the highest predicted utility.
This research is founded on the notion that a supervised
learning approach does not take into account that RS are
faced with an optimization problem: exploit the known user
model, or actively explore other preferences the user might
have by delivering products for which little information is
known [3][7]. Taking the risk of exploring might reduce user
short term satisfaction, nonetheless gathering more information can empower the RS so it can make better decisions
in the long run. The overall goal of this PhD will take on
the challenge of representing the RS as an open-ended Reinforcement Learning (RL) task, where each action implies
rewards and costs.

2. Related Work
Adopting techniques from RL to RS has been carried out
as early as 1997, when [2] proposed Q-Learning for a web
page RS. In [3], the authors model a news RS as a MultiArmed Bandit (MAB) that can consider contextual information about users and items. In [6], Amazon Stream uses MAB
to provide a mixed list of items, with both exploitative (relevant/popular) or explorative (new/underexposed) features,
for the user to navigate. In [7], a Bayesian-based MAB solution (Bayes-UCB) is used to achieve both recommendation
of songs and playlists. Alternatively, in [5], the authors view
the RS problem as a sequential optimization problem and
model the dynamics of the RS as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). As well, [4] use an MDP approach, in their case
to adaptively select the appropriate interaction strategy for a
conversational RS.

3. Research Questions
Firstly, let’s define all RS solutions aiming to maximize
user immediate satisfaction as exploitative strategies, and solutions focused on encouraging the user to browse unknown
sections of the product catalog as exploratory strategies. We
want to address the following research questions: (1) Do
recommender systems that consider NAIVE EXPLORATION
perform better than those that do not consider exploration
at all?. Exploration can be incorporated to RS in several
ways. We want to address the need for a simple/naive exploration strategy to enhance exploitative RS approaches.
Our hypothesis is that simple switching hybrid RS (switching between exploratory or exploitative RS strategy) can per-

form better in the long run than a purely exploitative RS.
(2) Do recommender systems that consider ADAPTIVE EX PLORATION perform better than those that consider NAIVE
EXPLORATION ?. We would need to define methods that can
adaptively select in an informed way (e.g. considering context) which type of strategy (exploratory or exploitative) to
use at each time step of the experiment. (3) Do recommender
systems that consider INTEGRATED EXPLORATION perform
better than those that consider ADAPTIVE EXPLORATION?.
Exploration can be seamlessly embedded to a RS approach.
We would like to study approaches that are not purely explorative or exploitative, but that can automatically balance
exploration and exploitation goals (i.e. provive integrated exploration). (4) Can exploitation-exploration aware recommender systems be extended to allow for USER GUIDED NAVIGATION ?. We aim to study how methods can be extended
to allow for user guided navigation: how can approaches be
controlled or influenced directly by the user to offer different levels of exploration and exploitation? Any proposed approach would have to be evaluated in an online fashion.

4. Conclusions
In our work we argue that the RS task should be modeled
as an RL problem and not only under the view of supervised
learning. Overall, this PhD thesis aims to contribute an indepth study on the role of exploration and exploitation in RS,
an RL-based RS approach that can seamlessly balance exploitation and exploration and lastly the use of the approach
in the use case of an exploratory search system.
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Intent-Aware Diversification using Item-Based SubProfiles∗
Mesut Kaya
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Cork
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2. Experiments
We compare our approach, SPAD, to other re-ranking
approaches on MovieLens 1Mand LastFM datasets. The
∗ The Insight Centre for Data Analytics is supported by Science Foundation Ireland under Grant Number SFI/12/RC/2289. Thanks to Derek
Bridge for his assistance.
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figure shows the results of taking recommendations made
by a matrix factorization algorithm and then re-ranking
them using SPAD and other re-ranking approaches (cplsa,
MMR, xQuAD and RxQuAD). We plot precision (an accuracy metric) and α-nDCG (a diversity metric) for different
values of λ, which controls the amount of diversification.
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It has long been recognized that it is not enough for recommendations to be accurate or relevant. In many domains,
recommendations must be novel to the user or serendipitous, and a set of recommendations must be diverse. Diversity is one response to uncertainty. A recommender cannot
be certain of a user’s short-term or longer-term interests,
both because some user profiles are small and some, while
they may not be so small, will contain preferences over different kinds of items. In the face of uncertainty, a diverse set
of recommendations is more likely to contain one or more
items that will satisfy the user.
In many approaches to recommendation diversification,
a recommender scores items for relevance and then re-ranks
them to balance relevance with diversity. In intent-aware diversification [1], the idea is that the re-ranked recommendations should cover the different tastes or interests revealed
by the user’s profile. The most common way to characterize
a user’s tastes is as a probability distribution over so-called
aspects of the items in the user’s profile. Aspects are usually either explicit features such as movie genres or implicit
features such as the latent factors found during matrix factorization. Hence, typically, the same set of aspects is used
across all users — only the probablilities vary across users.
In this work, we propose a new intent-aware diversification framework based on user subprofiles, rather than item
features. A subprofile is a subset of the items in a user’s
profile, each such subprofile representing one of the user’s
distinct tastes. We detect a user’s subprofile by adapting
DAMIB-COVER, a method designed for top-n recommendation to shared accounts [2]. DAMIB-COVER identifies
different tastes within the profile of a shared account (which
it assumes come from the different users who share that
account) and recommends items to satisfy each taste. We
adapt DAMIB-COVER to take in the profile for a singleuser account and to extract the different subprofiles that
correspond to the different tastes of that user. Unlike the
aspects used in earlier work, which are global across the
set of users, subprofiles differ from user to user, making
for a more personalized form of diversification. We refer
to our new framework as SubProfile-Aware Diversification
(SPAD).

αnDCG

1. Introduction
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3. Progress & Future Work

We have presented a personalized form of intent-aware
diversification, in which the aspects to be covered by the reranked recommendations are subprofiles of the user’s profile, each representing a distinct user taste. We find that
it produces recommendations that are among the most accurate in the experiments and are competitive on diversity.
The latter is notable because SPAD, unlike other approaches
to re-ranking, makes no use of item features yet the αnDCG diversity metric is defined using item features and
so may favour the other re-ranking approaches.
In the future, we will try to develop more elegant ways
to find subprofiles, we will compare all the systems with
datasets with different item feature density. We will also explore the interpretability of SPAD’s recommendations: we
will look to see how we can explain SPAD’s recommendations in terms of subprofiles.
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Recommender Systems in Cold-Start Scenarios
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1. Research Problem

2. Active Learning

An Active Learning (AL) algorithm interrogates the user
to obtain additional training examples that it reasons will
be useful for building a better model. In our work, we investigate AL for preference elicitation from cold-start users.
Asking the user for preference information has a cost (the
effort it places on the user) but also a possible benefit (improvements to the recommendations). Different AL strategies take different approaches to identifying which items
to ask the user about, e.g. taking into account the probability that the user can give a preference for the items and
the likely impact on recommendation quality. In general,
we want a strategy that asks the user for as little additional
information as possible while obtaining the most benefit.

3. Experiment

In our early empirical work, in the style of [1] we have
compared several AL techniques for eliciting user ratings.
We randomly split a dataset into two: training set and test
set. We then split the training set into two: revealed ratings
(ones that the system is given at the outset) and hidden ratings (ones the user has not shared with the system but which
it will be given if it asks for them).
Initially, a collaborative recommender is trained on the
revealed ratings. The experiment proceeds in iterations,
where in each iteration a simulated interaction with the
users takes place: every user is asked to rate a set of items,
identified by an AL strategy. For all requests that match
with a hidden rating, the hidden rating is given to the system to add to its set of revealed ratings. At the end of the
iteration, the recommender is re-trained on the updated revealed ratings and the performance of the recommender is
evaluated as the Mean Absolute Error on the test set.
Fig. 1 plots the results for three representative AL strategies: random (baseline), popularity (asks for the most pop-

AL_strategy
highest_predicted
popularity
random
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MAE

Recommender systems provide their users with personalized suggestions from among a large volume of candidate
items. There is a problem in providing high quality recommendations to cold-start users, i.e. new and low-activity
users, whose profiles contain little data. Hybrid recommender systems are one solution to this problem: for users
whose profiles lack enough preference data, hybrid recommenders resort to techniques such as non-personalised or
content-based recommendation. The other main solution to
the cold-start problem is to elicit more preference information from these users, both up-front and during system operation — and this is the solution that we are investigating.
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Figure 1: MAE evolution for different AL strategies.
ular items) and highest-predicted (asks for items with the
highest predicted ratings). All show monotonically decreasing error, confirming that acquiring ratings benefits the system. Random has the worst performance and this was expected due to the fact that the other strategies acquire ratings
in a more ’intelligent way’. Indeed, since the first iterations
of the experiment, popularity and highest predicted obtain
more ratings and therefore strongly improve the accuracy of
the model predictions.
In addition to these results, under the same experiment
conditions, we aim to implement more sophisticated AL
techniques and apply real-world constraints to enhance our
knowledge about Active Learning in Cold-Start scenarios.

4. Future Research Directions

We presented a preliminary experiment that exemplifies
our work on AL in recommender systems. Our main goal is
to overcome a drawback with this solution to the cold-start
problem: the burden it places on the user. Our idea is to
develop an agent that a user would deploy to act on her behalf in interactions with an AL recommender. When asked
for a rating, the agent would choose between forwarding
the request to the user, who would supply a real rating, or
providing instead a predicted rating. In the latter case, the
agent would predict ratings from its own client-side crossdomain user profile, built from observing the user’s interactions with multiple applications.
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Evaluation Of Contextual Topic Models∗
Francisco J. Peña
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Cork
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1. Motivation

As part of my PhD work, I have been building a contextdriven recommender system that uses topic models to extract contextual information from user-generated reviews.
Since there are not well-established methods to measure the
quality of topic models in terms of context-richness, the
goal of this work is to build metrics that can reveal how
good a topic modeling is. Just as one can measure the quality of a classifier, we would like to measure the quality of
a topic modeling algorithm. Since topic models are a key
aspect of our recommender system this would translate in
better recommendations.

2. Related Work

[1] makes a first attempt to try to build contextual topic
models. [2] introduces a topic modeling algorithm that
builds stable topic models by aggregating topic models created with the same data but different random seeds.

3. Research Questions

Can we evaluate the quality of topic models in terms
of context-richness? Can we measure how well a topic
modeling algorithm separates contextual topics from noncontextual topics?

4. Proposed Solution

We designed three metrics to measure the quality of topic
models.
4.1 Topic Score
The topic score measures how rich a topic is in terms of
context. The weighted topic score is given by:
X
ts(t) =
xwt · vwt
(1)
w∈W

where xwt denotes the weight that the word w has in topic
t, W is the set of all words, and vwt is a binary variable
that indicates if the word w belongs to the manually defined
vocabulary of contextual words.

4.2 Topic Model Score
The topic model score is just the average of all the topic
scores in the topic model, and is given by:
P
ts(t)
tms = t∈T
(2)
|T |
where T is the set of all topics in the topic model.
∗ Many

thanks to Dr. Derek Bridge for his help.
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4.3 Separation Score
The separation score measures how well our algorithm
separates context-rich topics from non-context-rich topics.
It is the average score of the context-rich topics multiplied
by a constant γ plus the average score of the non-contextrich topics multiplied by 1 − γ:
P


 P
ts(n)
ts(c)
+ (1 − γ) · 1 − n∈N
ss = γ · c∈C
|C|
|N C|
(3)
where C is the set of the topics marked as contextual and
N C is the set of the topics marked as non-contextual and
γ is a weight that balances the importance of getting high
scores on context topics versus getting low scores on noncontext topics.

5. Evaluation

Table 1 shows that topic models that are richer in contextual words are obtained if topic models are created only
with the nouns of specific reviews compared to using all the
types of words of specific reviews. For separation scores
there is not a big difference between using nouns or all types
of words. To calculate the separation score we use a value
of γ = 0.5.
Dataset

Part-of-speech

Yelp Hotel
Yelp Hotel
Yelp Restaurant
Yelp Restaurant

Nouns
All
Nouns
All

Topic Model
Score

Separation
Score

0.046
0.025
0.014
0.007

0.504
0.509
0.494
0.498

Table 1: Topic model scores across the different datasets
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Explanation Chains: Recommendation by Explanation∗
Arpit Rana
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arpit.rana@insight-centre.org
1. Abstract
Given a set of candidate items, Recommendation by Explanation constructs a justification for recommending each
item, in the form of what we call an Explanation Chain, and
then recommends those candidates that have the best explanations. By unifying recommendation and explanation, this
approach enables us to find relevant recommendations with
explanations that have a high degree of both fidelity and interpretability. We can show too that the recommendations
have a high degree of serendipity, low popularity-bias and
high diversity.
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3. Proposed Solution
We have developed a novel, unified approach that computes recommendations by generating corresponding personalized explanations. Recommendation is modelled as a
path-finding problem in the item-item similarity graph. For
each candidate item, our algorithm finds a path that links the
candidate item to positively-rated items in the user’s profile,
the path being referred to as an Explanation Chain. Pairs of
successive items in a chain must satisfy a local constraint
in the form of a similarity threshold; additionally, each item
in the chain must satisfy a global constraint in the form of
a threshold on the level of coverage it contributes towards
features of the candidate item. Once a chain has been constructed for each candidate item, the top-n chains are selected iteratively based on their total coverage of the candidate item’s features and their dissimilarity to other chains in
the top-n.
∗ Special
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Recommender systems provide explanations to help the
end-user understand the rationale for a recommendation and
to help the user make a decision [1]. Conventionally, computing recommendations and generating corresponding explanations are considered as two separate, sequential processes. This affords the recommender the freedom to include in the explanation information different from that
which it used to compute the recommendation [2]. Such
differences are one cause of low fidelity between the recommender and its explanations. Our goal is to achieve a
higher degree of fidelity between the explanations and the
operation of the recommender system, without compromising the interpretability of the explanations and the quality
of the recommendations.
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Figure 1: Performance of Recommender Systems

4. Experiments

We performed off-line experiments on the hetrec2011movielens-2k dataset augmented by movie keywords from
IMDb. We compared our approach (r-by-e) with other recommenders that make use of the same keyword data (CB-7,
CB-|c|) and a random recommender (RM). Figure 1 shows
that we outperform the other methods for precision while
still achieving high levels of diversity and serendipity.

5. Conclusion

Recommendation by Explanation unifies recommendation and explanation, providing high quality recommendations with corresponding explanations that have high fidelity and interpretability. In the future, we will carry out
further experiments with other datasets and experiments in
which we lower the thresholds to see how this results in
looser connections and longer chains in the expectation of
even less obvious recommendations. We have also built a
web-based recommender with which to evaluate our system
with real users.
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Building a Personalised Module Recommender System
Nina Hagemann
Insight Centre for Data Analytics, University College Dublin
nina.hagemann@insight-centre.org
Abstract

In nearly every aspect of our life we rely on personalised
recommendations to help guide us through vast amounts of
available information. One area that is still underdeveloped
is the academic and educational sector. We aim to improve
the way students discover modules by building an intelligent
search engine and personalised recommender system.

1. Introduction

With the change to a fully modularised undergraduate
programme structure in 2007, UCD provided an additional
opportunity to the students to broaden their horizons or
deepen their knowledge. Every undergraduate student can
choose elective modules from any programme across the
university. This provides the students with a chance to explore their interests beyond their chosen programmes and
broaden their horizon. However, in a preliminary study we
determined that the majority of students do not take advantage of this opportunity and pick modules that are not only
inside their core programme structure but also popular and
seemingly easy modules. This trend does not only defeat
the purpose of the elective module scheme but also establishes a growing problem for the university administration,
which have to deal with growing numbers of elective students in a fraction of modules. In this research we focus on
building a personalised recommender systems that uses students’ academic history, module description data and personal preferences to detect and recommend truly suitable
elective modules that would benefit students and UCD alike.

2. Preliminary Exploratory Data Analysis

In a preliminary exploratory data analysis [1] we examined the module choices of 741 Computer Science undergraduate students at UCD between 2007 and 2015. We concluded the study with three main findings. Firstly, the percentage of students who choose general electives (GE), that
is modules outside of their programme, has decreased significantly over the years, from over 80% in 2007 to just over
40% in 2015. Secondly, the average GPA (Grade Point Average) in in-programme elective (IPE) modules has shown a
major increase and lies above the baseline GPA, whereas the
average grade for GE modules has consistently been worse
than the average grade. We found a similar, but less drastic,
trend looking at the fail rates of these two types of modules. Thirdly, we seen a radical change in students’ module
choices during their academic life. In their first year the majority (>80%) of students broaden their horizons by taking
GE modules, but achieve low GPAs (below their average
GPAs in other modules). In the following years students
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tend to take IPE modules and achieve better results. From
these results we hypothesise, that students are interested in
choosing modules according to their interests, but are discouraged by the initial bad experience and hence move on
to choose modules that they are more informed about.

3. From Prediction to Exploration

Using the information gained in the preliminary exploratory data analysis and the favourable results from an
initial study [2], we conducted initial research into the possibility of predicting grades of GE and IPE modules and
achieved positive results. However, we aim to build a system that helps students choose more suitable elective modules based on students’ interests rather than grades. Therefore, the main goal of this system is to raise the students’
awareness of modules that fit their needs, preferences and
career goals. Accordingly, we focus our study on improving the existing module search function to make it more
informative and intelligent. We build an initial case-based
prototype which uses the available module descriptions and
transforms them into more suitable presentations. We provide the student with a comprehensive summary of the most
important information about the module, such as keywords,
GPA and fail rate statistics as well as compute similar modules using adjusted TD-IDF and Cosine similarities. A prototype ’Similar, But...’ function, helps students find modules
which are similar to the current selection augmented with
level of difficulty and timetable constraints.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

The first step of this work is to provide students with
means to make informed decisions about their module
choices instead of having to rely on their peers recommendations. In future work we plan on personalising the application by adding students information to the search engine.
Using the students module and grade history to improve the
recommendation process and offer a comprehensive user
interface which makes it easy for students to find suitable
modules and ultimately plan their academic and career future.
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Modeling and Solving Influence Diagrams Using Probabilistic Programming and
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1. Introduction

3 Reinforcement learning

Influence diagrams (IDs) are a compact representations of Bayesian decision problems [2]. They are represented by acyclic graphs with three types of nodes:
random nodes, decision nodes, and value nodes. Each
random node is associated with a conditional probability table and each value nodes is associated with an
utility function. Solving an ID means finding an optimal decision rule for each of its decision nodes.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a fundamental machine learning problem, distinct from supervised and
unsupervised learning. It tackles the problem of how a
software agent should choose actions in an environment
in order to maximise an expected reward.
RL is used to solve closed-loop problems with an
agent that observes the current environment state and
chooses an action in order to maximise the expected
reward returned by the environment. The agent has
to exploit what it already knows in order to take the
best decision but it has also to explore other actions to
ensure the optimality of a policy.
Our algorithm to solve IDs is based on a RL technique called Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS). It simulates different episodes according to the probability
distribution of the random variables. The algorithm
estimates the best policy evaluating the total reward
coming from the sum of the value functions of each
simulated episode.
RL methods seem to be more efficient than other
simulation-based algorithms thanks to an ϵ-greedy actions selection that allows one not to waste samples on
policies with low total rewards.

Figure 1: The oil wildcatter problem
An example of ID is shown in fig.1: an oil company
must decide whether to drill or not at a specific site. It
also has the option of running a seismic resonance test
to estimate the odds of finding oil. The goal is to find
a policy over the decision variables that maximizes the
expected profit. Circle nodes represent random variables, Square nodes represent decision variables and
diamond nodes represent value functions.

2 Probabilistic programming
Probabilistic Programming (PP) is a tool for statistical modelling that facilitates the modeling of large
Bayesian networks, and typical tasks include the computation of posterior probability distributions, finding
most probable explanations, and maximum likelihood
estimation [1]. The field of PP has greatly extended
the expressiveness and flexibility of traditional graphical approaches, by unifying Turing complete programming languages with probabilistic modeling.
All PP languages allow the user to define random
variables, but very few also provide decision variables.
Allowing both random and decisions variables could
extend the advantages of PP to many more applications
including IDs. So our purpose is to extend PP in order
to model sequential decision problems.

4. Future research directions
Currently we are using the rejection sampling algorithm to sample IDs but, when there are some observations on random variables, this method can be highly
inefficient since it discards all the samples that do not
match the observations made. Use of a Gibbs sampling algorithm could be an alternative to overcome
this problem.
Another problem regards the exponentially growth
of the computational complexity of the model when
the number of variables increases. Our goal is to understand how to aggregate the random variable states
in order to solve large IDs.
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A Sequence-based and Context Modelling Framework for Recommendation
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1. Introduction
Since the last decade, data collection is becoming more
pervasive, passive and easier to perform. This is resulting
in the rise of data wherein user performs some activities
in sequence, such as, locations visited, media consumed,
physical activities performed, and modes of transport taken
by users. Oftentimes in such cases, activities are performed
in a particular order, and each activity in turn may influence the subsequent activities to be performed. Moreover,
such activities are typically associated with multiple features or context, such as location, time, weather, etc. The
order encoded in such data, along with the rich context, capture important information when it comes to modeling the
preferences and personal habits of users. Traditional recommender systems, however, typically do not consider the order in which users perform activities and there is little work
which consider sequences and contextual data simultaneously. We believe that if recommender systems can utilise
such implicit patterns, it can help generate recommendations which are more relevant for users usual course of actions. We propose a generic framework which leverages
both sequences and contextual data for activity recommendation and demonstrate its efficacy on real-world datasets.

2. Research Questions
The objective of this research is to develop a generic recommendation framework suitable for context-rich sequence
data. The research questions to be addressed are: RQ1)
user profile modelling to capture sequence, RQ2) user profile modelling to capture context along with sequence, RQ3)
recommending sequence of activities, RQ4) recommending
sequence of activities with context.

3. Current Work
We introduced an approach to model context-rich sequence data, and proposed a content-based recommendation method in [1, 2]. The user data is modelled as timelines, where a timeline is a continuous chronological sequence of user activities. Each element of the timeline represents an occurrence of user activity and has a set of features which capture the associated context.
Recommending next activity:
Recommendations are generated using the past timelines
that have similar patterns to the most recent timeline of the
user. A two-level edit-distance similarity measure was proposed to assess the similarity between timelines by taking
into account both order and features of the user activities.
We proposed three different approaches, namely, day-wise,
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N-count and N-hours matching, to extract and match subsequences drawn from the past activity patterns (timelines)
of users. Activities to be recommended are selected from
a filtered set of candidate timelines and are assigned scores
based on the candidate timeline’s similarity to the current
timeline. These are then used to generate a ranked list of
recommended activities. Furthermore, in case of N-count
matching, a machine learning approach is proposed to learn
the optimal subsequence length for each user. For this, regularities and repetitions in user activity patterns are captured
through a set of sample entropy and k-gram based attributes.
Evaluations performed on real-world datasets (DCU
lifelogs, Geolife mode of transport and Gowalla check-ins)
have shown the efficacy of our approach. For example,
on the mode of transport dataset, the proposed N -count
approach (mean reciprocal rank = 0.81) outperformed the
baseline methods [2]. Furthermore, the predictions for optimal subsequence lengths for each user using our ML approach were reasonably good (weighted ROC: 0.78) and resulted in good recommendation performance.
Recommending next sequence of activities: Recently, we
have extended the N -count approach to recommend a sequence of activities. For this, the top recommended activity
with added representative personalised features for the user
are iteratively fed back into the recommender to recommend
a sequence of activities. Evaluations on the Gowalla checkins dataset (965 users, 3.2 million checkins) show that the
proposed approach outperforms the baseline methods.

4. Future Work

We will be exploring recurrent neural networks (LSTM)
and hidden Markov model based approaches for recommending sequences. Such approaches have been successfully applied for modelling sequences in some domains,
however, simultaneously capturing context presents a challenge. Moreover, suitable approaches for recommending
sequence of activities along with associated context will be
developed (for example, suggesting a sequence of tourist
attractions, and when and with whom they can be visited).
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USING SIMPLE INGREDIENT SUBSTITUTIONS TO SUPPORT
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1. Introduction
Food Recommenders have the potential to
generate nutritional suggestions to promote
healthier cooking and eating habits. As a first step
in developing a Recommender System (RS) for
healthier food we analysed 45,449 user-generated
online recipes and assigned each a health score
based on World Health Organisation(WHO) and
UK FSA guidelines. We than compared recipes,
based on ingredient similarities, to automatically
identify common ingredient substitutions.
Finally, we ranked health scores of alternative
recipes (generated after applying identified
ingredient substitution) to assess potential health
benefits of this simple ingredient substitution
recommendations. The ultimate aim of our work
is to develop a food recommender system that
encourages healthier eating, whilst also
accounting for user preferences.

2. Preliminary experiment:

and used this information to recommend healthier
ingredients as replacement of a less healthy
ingredient. The similarity between ingredients
were learned using natural language processing
techniques. We considered 50 recipes with
highest Sim score for each recipe X and
compared their ingredient list with that of X.
if "#$%&'"&#() ⊕ "#$%&'"&#(+"(- (. /0)

gives a

list of ingredients with length two, then this pair
of ingredients were stored as a possible
replacement for each other. If over the dataset this
pair appears for a considerable number of times,
then the pair
Substitute pairs
occurrence
is considered
('cheese', 'egg')
5037
for nutrition
('egg', 'vegetable') 3006
value study
('cheese', 'olive')
2392
and
then
('bread', 'egg')
2117
finally
the
swap is suggested.
Table 2: substitute pairs of high

We obtained recipes and nutritional data from the
Food.com website. Our final data set consisted of
45,449 unique recipes. Following information
was collected for each recipe: cooking
instructions, and user-ratings, weight per serving
(gm), number of servings, calories (kCal), protein
(g), carbohydrate (g), sugar (g), sodium (mg), fat
(g), saturated fat (g), calories, from fat (kCal),
cholesterol (mg), and dietary-fibre (g). To assess
how healthy each recipe was, we followed the
approach applied by Trattner et el in [2] to define
the WHO and FSA scale of healthiness . We
examined the dataset to learn ingredients pairs
“which are cooked in same way” or “taste similar”

occurrence

3. Related work
M. Rabbi1 et el in [1] proposed a novel approach
of recommending physical activity and foods
form a set of 40 generic food types , to gain
health goals . Chun-Yuen Teng et el in [3] taken
ingredients in consideration while recommending
foods. Which inspired us to investigate the
opportunities for recommender system in
promoting healthy eating habit and life style.

4.Conclusion
The study showed potential of exploring the
ingredient space and studying their individual
healthiness, we also investigated the health
Total(percentage)
Total(percentage) gain after these substitutions were done in
WHO Recipes
FSA Recipes
recipes (mathematically), which leads us to
score n =40,449
score n =40,449
considering developing a conversional RS that
0
84(0.19)
4
8307(18.28)
would suggest users healthier substitution to
1
1674(3.69)
5
6159(13.55)
their preferred ingredients and recipes.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8834(19.44)
21039(46.29)
12423(27.34)
1283(2.83)
106(0.23)
6(0.01)
0(0)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8839(19.45)
8215(18.08)
5967(13.13)
4676(10.29)
2394(5.27)
814(1.80)
78(0.17)
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Table 1: distribution of recipes over WHO and FSA healthiness score
(WHO: 0 is no WHO criteria was fulfilled and 8 is all criteria were
met, FSA: 4 is very healthy , 12 is very unhealthy )
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Justifying and Ranking Recommendations Using Opinionated Explanations ∗
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1

Introduction

Recommender systems are increasingly being used to
help us discover new and interesting things. By learning
from our preferences, they are able to make suggestions
that can be relevant to us; thereby helping us make decisions. Recent studies show that augmenting recommendations with additional information — called explanations —
as a form of justification further helps users make faster decisions, increases users‘ trust, loyalty, and satisfaction. Oftentimes, the role explanations are limited to mere annotations of recommendations, and their alternative role in other
steps of the recommendation process is hardly researched.
In the last decade, explanations have increasingly been a
topic of interest to many researchers in recommender systems. Mostly, their focus has been to study explanations
from a narrow perspective: how to produce and evaluate
explanations as a user interface component of the recommender systems. Herlocker et al. [3] explored the relevance of explanations in collaborative filtering systems
and how users valued different presentation styles. Bilgic
and Mooney [1] used keyword-style explanations to justify
items; they argued that explanations should help the user
to make an informed judgment. Explanations can also relate one item to others. For example, Pu and Chen [4] build
explanations that emphasise the tradeoffs between items.
This research focuses on generating explanations that are
feature-based and personalized, highlighting features that
are likely to matter most to the user. Like the work of
[1, 3, 4], our explanations also relate items to other recommendation alternatives to help users better understand the
the tradeoffs that exist within a product-space. A unique
feature of our approach is that the explanations are not generated only to justify recommendations, but also to influence their ranking in the recommendation set.

2

Research Questions and Hypothesis

User-generated reviews play an important role during
users‘ decision process. This is partly because they stem
from real-world experiences and opinions that are not easily captured by star ratings or other implicit recommendation signals. This provides a motivation for making usergenerated reviews the primary source of recommendation
and explanation knowledge in this research.
The goal of this research is to answer two research questions: (a) how can compelling explanations be produced using the opinions expressed in user-generated reviews? (b)
can a set of recommendations be ranked based on the explanations associated with them?
∗ SFI/12/RC/2289
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We expect such explanations will be more convincing as
they focus on the features that actually matter to users. And
that explanation-based recommendations will better order
recommendations in a manner that is more relevant to users.

3

Proposed Solution and Evaluation

We begin by building user profiles and item descriptions
using the features and sentiments mined (see [2]) from their
reviews. Given a recommended item, we classify its features reviewed positively as pros, and those reviewed negatively as cons. The pros and cons may provide reasons to
choose or avoid the item, respectively. Next, each feature is
valued using its popularity and sentiment. We then compare
the sentiment of each feature of the recommended item to
corresponding features in other items in the recommendation set. This yields a score that tells us how the feature is
better or worse than other items in the recommendation set.
Finally, we aggregate these scores to compute the strength
of the explanation this represents the items quality in the
recommendation set. With this, we are able to present the
explanation in different formats, compare a recommended
item to its alternatives, and rank recommendations based on
the strength of their explanations. We performed evaluation using large-scale real-world datasets from the TripAdvisor, Yelp and BeerAdvocate websites. We compared our
approach to different baselines and demonstrated that it is
feasible to generate compelling explanations that could be
used for ranking recommendations. Also, results from a
live-user trial to assess our explanation styles suggest that
users found them to be clear and helpful in understanding
the trade-offs and benefits in choosing recommendations.
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1. Motivation and Problem Statement

3. Experiment Setup

Information overload on the current Web challenges
users in their consumption of the information. Social
recommendation, a recommender system that targets social media domains, has attracted increasing attention with
the growing popularity of the Social Web such as Twitter.
User modeling and recommendation algorithm as two major components in such a system play significant roles. In
the past few years, strategies using a Knowledge Graphs
(KGs) for user interest modeling (i.e., Bag-of-Entities for
user modeling) have been proved its efficiency on the task.
In this thesis, we aim to propose semantics-aware user
modeling strategies and recommendation algorithms in different scenarios (which will be chapters C1-4 in the thesis,
see Fig. 1) by exploiting semantics of User Generated Content (UGC) using DBpedia, which is the most core component in the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud and widely used
KG for various purposes in the literature including recommender systems.
User Generated Content

4. Future Work

implicit feedback
(e.g., tweets)

explicit feedback
(e.g., likes, ratings)

C1.
LOD-enabled
rec. algorithms

active users

passive users

User
Modeling

C2.
interest representation,
semantics, dynamics
C3.
comprehensive
user modeling

LODRecSys Dataset. To evaluate our proposed LODenabled recommendation algorithms, we use two different datasets frequently used in the evaluation of LODRecSys in movie and book domains which are publicly available at http://sisinflab.poliba.it/
semanticweb/lod/recsys/datasets/.
Twitter Dataset. To evaluate our proposed user modeling strategies, we use a crawled Twitter dataset which contains 480 users with 348,544 tweets in total. In addition,
the followers of these users have been crawled as well in order to investigate friends (followees)-based user modeling
strategies.
Evaluation Metrics. We use evaluation metrics such as
MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank), MAP (Mean Average Precision), Precision@N, Recall@N, and Success@N to evaluate the performance of the recommendations. The quality of
inferred user interested profiles has been evaluated in terms
of the recommendation performance as well, where profiles
are used as an input to a content-based recommender system
using a fixed recommendation algorithm.

C4.
friends-based
user modeling

Item Recommendations

Figure 1: Chapters in the thesis.

2. Approaches and Results
C1. We investigated different normalization strategies
for the paths between two concepts in order to improve
LDSD (Linked Data Semantic Distance) [3].
C2 & C3. We proposed an interest propagation strategy leveraging background knowledge from DBpedia. In
addition, we investigated whether combining different dimensions of user modeling can improve the quality of user
modeling in terms of recommendation performance [2, 1].
C4. We investigated different types of information of
followees for passive users (who do not tweet but keep following with the purpose of seeking information), and proposed using biographies and list memberships of followees
for inferring user interest profiles [5, 4] .

In the fourth year, we aim to investigate LOD-enabled
features for Factorization Machines for LOD-enabled recommender systems. Afterwards, we plan to start writing
the thesis from the chapter of literature review.
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